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I. Are all five elements of the summary addressed? / / Yes __ No 
II. Items A-E should be evaluated for each entry and the scores noted on this judging form prior to 
reviewing notebooks. PLEASE write your comments as you review each summary. 
A. RESEARCH/SITUATION ANALYSIS: {Totat -possible score: 10) 
- How well did the entry identify and explain the problem or issue using formal 
and/or informal research methods? 
- How well were the targeted audiences selected and identified? 
- How well did the plan appear to meet the objectives of solving the problem 
or meeting the issue? 
B. OBJECTIVES: (Total possible score: 10) 
- How clearly were the specific objectives (qualitative and/or quantitative) of the 
plan stated? 
- How well did they address the stated problem or issue? 
C. IMPLEMENTATION: (Total possible score: 30) 
- How well did the activities address the stated objectives of the plan? 
- Did the plan address all the targeted audiences? 
- Rate the overall professionalism of the plan execution. 
- Rate the plan tor creativeness and innovativeness. 
D. EVALUATION: (Total possible score: 10) 
- How well did the entry meet the stated objectives? 
- How well were the results documented? 
- How successful was the entry overall in solving the problem or communicating 
the issue? 
E. BUDGET: (Total possible score: 10) 
- How well was the budget documented? 
- How well did end results justify the stated budget? 
- Rate the entry's effectiveness in relationship to its budget. 
HI. Item F will be evaluated at the judging session as you review the entire entry. At 
that time you may change any previously scored area. 
F. SUPPORT MATERIAL: (Total possible score: 30) 
- How well did support material address the stated objectives of the plan? 
- Were the support materials suitable for the targeted audiences? 
- Rate the overall professionalism of the support materials in terms of quality 
of writing, design and production. 
- Rate the support material for creativity and innovativeness. 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Charitable Initiatives - Image Entry A-3 
RESEARCH/SITUATION ANALYSIS 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's (BCBSF) mission reaches far beyond customers - it extends to making an 
impact on the economic and social needs of the communities in which the company operates. One way this is carried 
out is through community giving initiatives that position the company as strong and unique by building local and 
statewide community presence, as well as understanding and support for the company's brand and mission. 
BCBSF's community giving initiatives include: The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida - the corporation's 
nonprofit affiliate whose mission is to enhance access to quality health-related services for Floridians with a focus 
on Florida's underserved and uninsured citizens; Blue Community Champions - employee volunteers who tackle 
community issues through individual effort and teambuilding activities; and Community Giving - charitable cash 
and in-kind contributions that improve the quality of life. Results from BCBSF's annual Image Tracking Survey in 
June 2002 show that health care continues to be a primary concern for consumers. HMOs continue to have 
significant problems: Only 20 percent of Floridians have positive feelings toward HMOs, compared to 50 percent 
who feel negatively; only 11 percent identify BCBSF as a good corporate citizen. The same survey shows that the 
image of the health care industry in Florida continues to worsen, with an unfavorable rating of 63 percent, compared 
to 59 percent a year ago. At the same time, corporate philanthropy is in decline, according to the December 2002 
Harvard Business Review. Charitable contributions by U.S. companies fell almost 15 percent and 50 percent over 
the last 15 years. The company identified a unique opportunity to distinguish itself from other health care companies 
by actively demonstrating its commitment to helping improve the health of communities it serves through 
community giving. The target audience for BCBSF's charitable initiatives is the citizens of Florida, including 
BCBSF employees. 
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of BCBSF's charitable initiatives are to position the company as strong and unique by building local 
and statewide community presence, and to build understanding and support for the company's mission and brand, 
while increasing recognition of The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida. Specifically, the program aimed to: 
1. Increase the percentage of all Floridians who identify BCBSF as a good corporate citizen from 20% 
(Jan. '03) to 25% in the semi-annual Image Tracking Survey (June '03). 
2. Increase the percentage ofBCBSF customers who identify BCBSF as a good corporate citizen from 
32% (Jan. '03) to 37% in the semi-annual Image Tracking Survey (June '03). 
3. Increase employee awareness of The Blue Foundation 20% from 49% to 59% in the annual 
communications survey. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
To achieve the stated objectives, the team saturated internal and external communications with information about 
the charitable initiatives. Internal communications focused on employee publications, closed circuit TV 
announcements and face-to-face meetings to build support and understanding of the initiatives. Media relations 
focused on non-profit organizations receiving grants or benefiting from volunteer hours of Blue Community 
Champions. Where appropriate, the team created local events to draw media attention, such as delivering grant 
checks a la Publisher's Clearinghouse style to surprise non-profit executives. The team also worked to promote 
employee, executive and board involvement with non-profit organizations. Another important aspect was the 
proactive communication with external audiences to build local and statewide community presence as well as 
understanding and support of BCBSF's mission to better health and wellness in Florida. 
EVALUATION 
BCBSF's community giving program exceeded its goal. During 2003, the company's total giving amounted to $23 
million distributed among 250 organizations throughout the state. The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
awarded 22 grants totaling $1 million. In 2003, employees volunteered nearly 25,000 hours in community service to 
agencies statewide through Blue Community Champions. In the June '03 Image Tracking Survey, the percentage of 
all Floridians who identify BCBSF as a good corporate citizen increased to 29% (goal: 25%). In the same survey, 
customer identification ofBCBSF as a good corporate citizen increased to 37%, which was the goal. Employee 
awareness of The Blue Foundation increased from 49% to 62% (goal: 59%). As a bonus, employee awareness of 
The Blue Foundation's mission to the health and well-being of uninsured and underserved Floridians more than 
double from 23% to 58%. The company's charitable giving initiatives garnered a tremendous amount of positive 
press. According to Delahaye MediaLink's 3rd Quarter media analysis, community relations was one area in which 
BCBSF garnered considerable positive coverage. In 2003, 56 media stories were generated about BCBSF's 
community relations and 55 reports were generated about the company's corporate citizenship. All of these stories -
100 percent - were positive in tone. 
BUDGET 
The budget for communicating the $24 million charitable initiatives program was $87,000. Of that, $45,000 was used 
on media relations activities (advisories, releases, email and phone calls) for corporate contributions, while $42,000 
was spent on special events and media relations activities for 22 grants awarded by The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida. Media relations activities were conducted statewide for both. 
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Company Overview 
Client: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is committed to helping Floridians live healthy, confident 
lives. As Florida's leading health company, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and its 
subsidiaries serve more than 6 million Floridians. Since 1944, the company has been dedicated to 
providing caring solutions that meet the diverse and ever-changing needs of all those it serves by 
offering an array of affordable choices and by giving back to the communities we serve. BCBSF 
seeks ways to expand access to health care through more affordable choices, and encourages its 
employees to help reach out to those in need across the state. The company is guided by strong 
values and works every day to earn the continued respect and trust of its members and to deliver 
on its promise behind the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida name. In 2001, BCBSF formed 
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida, Inc., to award up to $1 million in charitable grants 
each year to programs that positively impact the health and well-being ofunderserved and 
underinsured Floridians. BCBSF has 16 professionals and three support staff in its division that 
oversees public relations, community relations and The Blue Foundation. 
Agency: Brunson Enterprises 
Brunson Enterprises is a 5-year-old public relations firm with three full-time and three part-time 
professionals, and one part-time administrative assistant. The firm is a strategic public relations 
resource to seven clients, including Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Three of our 
professionals provide strategic support to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Community 
Relations area (two are dedicated full time to this client); and three also provide media relations 
strategy, planning and implementation to The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida. 
Agency: The Robin Shepherd Group 
The Robin Shepherd Group is a full-service advertising, marketing and interactive agency in 
Jacksonville, Florida, and Atlanta, Georgia. For nearly two decades TRSG has created 
innovative, results-oriented marketing solutions that help clients move markets and empower 
their brands. TRSG meets clients' marketing and advertising needs through integrated, focused, 
strategic research and red-hot creative execution. TRSG provides media relations to BCBSF' s 
corporate media relations team. 
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Subject January 2003 Enterprise Public Image Survey Results 
This is a summary of our January 2003 Enterprise Public Image Survey results. The survey was 
conducted from January 20 to 28 among 600 adult Floridians, plus an oversample of 200 Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) members. The oversample, combined with interviews ofBCBSF 
members from the overall survey, yielded a member sample of 382, with a margin of error of+/- 5.01 
percent. 
The survey shows that health care remains a primary concern for consumers both nationally and in 
Florida. BCBSF's public image remains highly favorable and steady; however, the image of the health 
insurance industry as a whole is increasingly negative among both customers and all those polled. 
The survey findings further suggest that rising costs remain the biggest health care concern in Florida, 
cited by 36 percent of those polled overall and 37 percent ofBCBSF customers. Fears that lawsuits and 
high malpractice insurance costs are causing doctors to leave Florida were also expressed, with 39 
percent ofBCBSF customers and 33 percent of all surveyed citing the issue as a concern. 
Key Image Survey findings are summarized below. 
BCBSF Maintains Favorable Image Rating 
► BCBSF continues to maintain a highly favorable image rating (67 percent) in the overall survey. 
While BCBSF still maintains a sizable 21-point rating advantage over our competitors, the gap 
has narrowed somewhat, as our next closest tested competitor (Aetna) experienced an 8 percent 
favorable rating increase up to 46 percent. All of our competitors, including Cigna, Humana and 
United, have experienced increases in favorability since June. 
► Among BCBSF customers, BCBSF experienced a decrease in favorable image from 84 to 78 
percent, a difference of 6 points since June. BCBSF has also seen an increase in unfavorable 
image rating with customers, up to 20 percent from 11 percent in June. While most other 
companies saw little change in favorable ratings among BCBSF customers, United experienced 
an increase from an 18 percent favorable rating in June to 32 percent, an increase of 14 
percentage points. 
► The number of BCBSF's "intense favorables" has increased from 30 percent to 33 percent since 
June, a figure that is nearly three times that of the next closest tested competitor (United at 12 
percent intense favorables). 
► BCBSF maintains its strong lead as the health insurance company people would choose if quality 
was the sole consideration. BCBSF was named by 27 percent of all respondents, an 18-point 
advantage over Aetna, our next closest tested competitor at 9 percent. 
► Among BCBSF customers, Health Options image is 34 percent favorable and 18 percent 
unfavorable. HOI's positive image rating has increased slightly since June 2002. 
Strength In Community Service 
► Thirty-two percent of our customers name BCBSF as the health insurance company that is most 
actively involved in community service and being a good corporate citizen, an increase of 9 
percent over the June 2002 survey. BCBSF was named by 20 percent of all those polled, again 
an increase of 9 percent over the June survey. BCB SF continues to be ranked far ahead of other 
4/7/2004 
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health plans in Florida in this area, with no other health plan named by more than 2 percent of our 
customers. Our closest competitor among all those surveyed was Humana ( cited by 6 percent). 
Issues That Consumers Care About 
► Affordable quality health care has emerged as the top public issue in the state, with 34 percent 
citing it as the top priority, an increase of 9 percent over June. Education has experienced a 
corresponding decline since June, dropping from 33 to 24 percent. 
► In the list of nine issues for the U.S . Congress, health care issues continue to account for two of 
the top four choices, with "improving Medicare so that it pays for prescription drugs for seniors" 
continuing as the preferred top priority for Congress. 
Satisfaction 
► Satisfaction with health plans has decreased among Florida consumers, with 57 percent of adults 
reporting satisfaction with their current plan, a decline of 7 points since June. Floridians are 
satisfied with their health coverage for a variety of reasons (complete service coverage, cost, 
easy access to doctors/hospitals), with the top reason cited that "it lets me go to the doctors I 
want". Dissatisfaction with health coverage due to costs increased dramatically, with 73 percent 
of those surveyed citing it as a reason for dissatisfaction, an increase of 42 points since June. A 
corresponding increase was noted among BCBSF customers, with 58 percent citing cost as a 
reason for dissatisfaction, up from 42 percent in June. 
Perceptions of BCBSF 
► The number of Floridians who have seen, read or heard recent information about BCBSF 
declined to 39 percent, down from 43 percent in June. The positive effect of BCBSF-related 
information has increased, with 49 percent of respondents saying that what they heard made 
them feel more favorable, an increase of 7 percent over June. The negative effect of BCBSF-
related information has also increased by 7 percent, with 29 percent of respondents saying that 
what they heard made them feel less favorable. BCBSF members are more likely to recall 
having heard something about the company than non-members, with 48 percent of members 
remembering something. 
Please contact Rick Curran at extension 53408 or Bruce Middlebrooks at extension 53400 if you have 
questions, comments or concerns, or would like an electronic version of the complete survey results. 
Thank you. 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc., and its subsidiary and affiliate companies are not responsible for 
errors or omissions in this e-mail message. Any personal comments made in this e-mail do not reflect 
the views of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. The information contained in this document may be 
confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. This 
document may contain material that is privileged or protected from disclosure under applicable law. If 
you are not the intended recipient or the individual responsible for delivering to the intended recipient, 
please (1) be advised that any use, dissemination, forwarding, or copying of this document IS 
STRICTLY PROHIBITED; and (2) notify sender immediately by telephone and destroy the document. 
THANK YOU. 
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Wildes, Susan (Susan.Wildes@bcbsfl.com] 
Wednesday, February 25, 2004 5:10 PM 
laurajo@brunsonenterprises.com 
FW: January 2003 Enterprise Public Image Survey Results 
Importance: High 
Susan F. Wildes 
Senior Community Relations Consultant 
904/905-6137; fax 904/905-6638 
Susan.Wildes@BCBSFL.com 
-----Original Message-----
From: Wildes, Susan 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 1 :46 PM 
To: 'bethl32@hotmail.com' 
Subject: FW: January 2003 Enterprise Public Image Survey Results 
Importance: High 
Susan F. Wildes 
Senior Community Relations Consultant 
904/905-6137; fax 904/905-6638 
Susan.Wildes@BCBSFL.com 
-----Orig ina I Message-----
From: Public Relations & Corporate Communications 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2003 9:47 AM 
Subject: January 2003 Enterprise Public Image Survey Results 
Importance: High 
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A-B Distribution, Public Policy Workgroup, Public Affairs 
Rick Curran & Bruce Middlebrooks 
Date: March 14, 2003 
4/7/2004 
· ·. · ~ : - · is pleased to present Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Florida with the key findings of a 
survey conducted among adults in Florida. The survey was 
completed January, 2003, among six hundred adults, and 
has a margin of error of ±4.0o/o in 95 out of 100 cases. 
During this same time, we also completed an oversample of 
250 BCBSF customers, for a total BCBSF sample size of 
382. This sample universe has a margin of error of ±5.01 °/o 
in 95 out of 100 cases. 
Glen Bolger was the primary researcher on the project, 
Shane Clark was the Vice President, Jim Burton was the 





An Independent Licensee of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
The BCBSF company perception questions showed steady 
data, with the company's biggest advantages based on 
organizational strength and integrity. 
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BCBSF returns to a higher level with regard to public perception 
of the company's corporate citizenship. 
"Please tell me which health insurance company do you think is most actively involved in 
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Key Finding: 
BCBSF continues to be, by far, the gold standard for health 
insurance companies in Florida ( as far as public image) among 
the general public. Fully 67% of those surveyed have a 
favorable impression of the company - the next highest 
company we tested is Aetna at 46%. And, as in the past, 
BCBSF's advantage in the percentage of people who say they 
are "very favorable" to the company is almost a three to one 
ratio over the next closest company. 
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On company image, BCBSF continues to dominate 
the health insurance image landscape. 
Blue Cross/Blue 
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BCBSF's image remains steady and strong overall. 
BCBSFimage 
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And, importantly, the company's intense favorability remains almost 
three times that of its nearest competitor (United Healthcare at 12 o/o ). 
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BCBSF's image has rebounded with competitor customers, 
but dropped with its own customers. 
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A look at where these image declines have occurred among 
BCBSF customers shows that the drops in favorability are 
more among ... 
✓ South GBU (especially men in this area) 
✓ HMO customers 
✓ More affluent customers ($SOK+ HH income) 
Despite the drop among customers, BCBSF maintains a 
commanding image advantage over its major 
competitors among the general public. 
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Favorable Image Trends 
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- BCBSF - Aetna - Humana - Cigna - United Healthcare 
Aetna showed significant improvement in North GBU (though it 
remains to be seen if this will be lasting), while BCBSF maintains a 
stable and strong course. 
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BCBSF has strengthened itself in the South GBU 
among the general public. 
Favorable Image Trends: South GBU 
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Company Images: Measuring Strength by GBU Regions 
Company North (46%} South (54%} 
BCBSF 65%-22% 68%-16% 
Aetna 54%-11% 39%-13% 
CIGNA 39%-12% 38%-14% 
United Healthcare 27%-10% 44%-13% 
Humana 29%-27% 42%-27% 
Av-Med 24%-8% 28%-14% 
Health Options 20%-14% 26%-15% 
Foundation Health 9%-10% 20%-9% Corporation/Care Florida 
Beacon Health Plans 5%-5% 8%-7% 
- . 
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Key Finding: 
BCBSF maintains a strong lead among the general public on 
which company people would choose if quality was the sole 
consideration in choosing a health plan. BCBSF is named by 
27% of respondents; the next highest mention in Aetna with 
9%. 
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Benefiting from its strong image and reputation, BCBSF 
dominates the quality company question. 
"And if you could choose any health insurance company to use SOLELY on quality and not on price or who 
your company gives you a choice of, which company would you choose?" 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Florida 
Aetna 
United Healthcare - 6% 
CIGNA - 4% 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield (not Florida)- 4% 
Humana/PCA - 3% 
Av-Med . 2% 
Prudential 1 1 % 
Health Options I 1 % 
HIP/Vista 1 1 % 
Ti-Care I 1% 
Metropolitan I 1 % 
AARP I 1% 
BCBSFTrend 
27!Ji% 28% 25% 27% 25% 26% 
27% 
29% 31% 29% 27% 
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The image of the health insurance industry in Florida 
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There continues to be an increase in the difficulty reported by 
Floridians in affording their health care costs. 
"How difficult is it/or you to pay all of your health and medical costs these days --
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Not surprisingly, HMOs continue to be viewed poorly. And, 
as mentioned previously, traditional plans (which had 
historically been exempted from a lot of the bad feelings 
surrounding health insurance) continue to show image 
declines. Only PPOs have seen improvement in consumer 
perception in recent years. 
HMOs continue to have a very negative public image. 
"From direct experience, or from what you have seen, read, or heard, do you 
generally have a positive, negative or neutral impression of HM Os?" 
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21% 
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Traditional health care plans continue to show 
erosion in public perception. 
"From direct experience, or from what you have seen, read, or heard, do you generally have 
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PPOs have now overtaken traditional plans as the 
best perceived insurance group. 
"From direct experience, or from what you have seen, read, or heard, do you 
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ABSTRACT: 
When it comes to philanthropy, executives increasingly see themselves as caught between 
critics demanding ever higher levels of "corporate social responsibility" and investors applying 
pressure to maximize short-term profits. Increasingly, philanthropy is used as a form of public 
relations or advertising, promoting a companys image through high-profile sponsorships. But there 
is a more truly strategic way to think about philanthropy. Corporations can use their charitable 
efforts to improve their competitive context--the quality of the business environment in the 
locations where they operate. Using philanthropy to enhance competiti-ve context aligns social and 
economic goals and oimproves a company's long-term business prospects. Addressing context 
enables a company not only to give money but also leverage its capabilities and relationships in 
supp_ort of charitable causes. Taking this new direction requires fundamental changes in the way 
companies approach their contribution programs. Adopting a context-focused approach requires a 
far more disciplined approach than is prevalent today. But it can make a company's philanthropic 
activities far more effective. 
BODY : 
Corporate philanthropy is in decline. Charitable contributions by U.S. companies fell 14.5% in 
t al dollars last year, and over the last 15 years, corporate giving as apercentage of profits has 
dropped by 50%. The reasons are not hard to understand. Executives increasingly see themselves in 
a no-win situation, caught between critics demanding ever higher levels of "corporate social 
responsibility" and investors applying relentless pressure to maximize short-term profits. Giving 
more does not satisfy the critics--the more companies donate, the more is expected of them. And 
executives find it hard, if not impossible, to justify charitable expenditures in terms of bottom-line 
benefit. 
This dilemma has led many companies to seek to be more strategic in their philanthropy. But 
what passes for "strategic philanthropy" today is almost never truly strategic, and often it isn't even 
particularly effective as philanthropy. Increasingly, philanthropy is used as a form of public 
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relations or advertising, promoting a company's image or brand through cause-related marketing or 
other high-profile sponsorships. Although it still represents only a small proportion of overall 
corporate charitable expenditures, U.S. corporate spending on cause-related marketing jumped from 
$ 125 million in 1990 to an estimated$ 828 million in 2002. Arts sponsorships are growing, too--
they accounted for an additional $ 589 million in 2001. While these campaigns do provide much-
needed support to worthy causes, they are intended ·as much to increase company visibility and 
improve employee morale as to create social impact. Tobacco giant Philip Morris, for example, 
spent$ 75 million on its charitable contributions in 1999 and then launched a$ 100 million 
advertising campaign to publicize them. Not surprisingly, there are genuine doubts about whether 
such approaches actually work or just breed public cynicism about company motives. (See the 
sidebar "The Myth of Strategic Philanthropy.") 
Given the current haziness surrounding corporate philanthropy, this seems an appropriate time 
to revisit the most basic of questions: Should corporations engage in philanthropy at all? The 
economist Milton Friedman laid down the gauntlet decades ago, arguing in a 1970 New York Times 
Magazine article that the only "social responsibility ofbusiness" is to "increase its profits." "The 
corporation," he wrote in his book Capitalism and Freedom, "is an instrument of the stockholders 
who own it. If the corporation makes a contribution, it prevents the individual stockholder from 
himself deciding how he should dispose of his funds." If charitable contributions are to be made, 
Friedman concluded, they should be made by individual stockholders--or, by extension, individual 
employees--and not by the corporation. 
The way most corporate philanthropy is practiced today, Friedman is right. The majority of 
corporate contribution programs are diffuse and unfocused. Most consist of numerous small cash 
donations given to aid local civic causes or provide general operating support to universities and 
national charities in the hope of generating goodwill among employees, customers, and the local 
community. Rather than being tied to well-thought-out social or business objectives, the 
contributions often reflect the personal beliefs and values of executives or employees. Indeed, one 
of the most popular approaches--employee matching grants--explicitly leaves the choice of charity 
to the individual worker. Although aimed at enhancing morale, the same effect might be gained 
from an equal increase in wages that employees could then choose to donate to charity on a tax-
deductible basis. It does indeed seem that many of the giving decisions companies make today 
would be better made by individuals donating their own money. 
What about the programs that are at least superficially tied to business goals, such as cause-
related marketing? Even the successful ones are hard to justify as charitable initiatives. Since all 
reasonable corporate expenditures are deductible, companies get no special tax advantage for 
spending on philanthropy as opposed to other corporate purposes. If cause-related marketing is 
good marketing, it is already deductible and does not benefit from being designated as charitable. 
But does Friedman's argument always hold? Underlying it are two implicit assumptions. The 
first is that social and economic objectives are separate and distinct, so that a corporation's social 
spending comes at the expense of its economic results. The second is the assumption that 
corporations, when they address social objectives, provide no greater benefit than is provided by 
individual donors. 
These assumptions hold true when corporate contributions are unfocused and piecemeal, as is 
typically the case today. But there is another, more truly strategic way to think about philanthropy. 
Corporations can use their charitable efforts to improve their competitive context--the quality of the 
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usiness environment in the location o,r locations where they operate. Using'1 phi1anthropy to 
enhance context brings social and economic goals into alignment~and improves-a co01p any's long-
tenn business prospects--thus contradicting Friedman's first assumption. In addition, addressing 
context enables a company not only to give money but also to leverage its capabilities and 
relationshiQS in support of charitable causes. That produces social benefits far exceeding those 
provided by individual donors, foundations, or even governments. Context-focused giving thus 
contradicts Friedman's second assumption as well. 
A handful of companies have begun to use context-focused philanthropy to achieve both social 
and economic gains. Cisco Systems, to take one example, has invested in an ambitious educatiopal 
program--the Cisco Networking Academy--to train computer network administrators, thus 
alleviating a potential constraint on its growth while providing attractive job opportunities to high 
school graduates. By focusing on social needs that affect its corporate context and utilizing its 
unique attributes as a corporation to address them, Cisco has begun to demonstrate the unrealized 
potential of corporate philanthropy. Taking this new direction, however, requires fundamental 
ohanges in the. way companies approach their contribution programs. Corporations need to rethink 
both where they focus their philanthropy and how they go about their giving. 
Where to Focus 
It is true that economic and social objectives have long been seen as distinct and often 
competing. But this is a false dichotomy; it represents an increasingly obsolete perspective in a 
world of open, knowledge-based competition. Companies do not function in isolation from the 
society around them. In fact, their ability to compete depends heavily on the circumstances of the 
locations where they operate.Jmproving education, for exampl~, is generally seen as a social issue, 
but the educational level of the local workforce substa.11tially affects a company's potential 
comR,etitiveness. The more a social improvement relates to a company's business, the more it leads 
to economic benefits as well. In establishing its Networking Academy, for example, Cisco focused 
not on the educational system overall, but on the training needed to produce network administrators-
-the particular kind of education that made the most difference to Cisco's competitive context. (For 
a more detailed look at that program, see the sidebar "The Cisco Networking Academy.") 
In the long run, then, social and economic goals are not inherently conflicting but integrally 
connected. Competitiveness today depends on the productivity with which companies can use labor, 
capital, and natural resources to produce high-quality goods and services. Productivity depends on 
having workers who are educate<L safe, healthy, decently housed, and motivated by a sense of 
opportunity. Preserving the environment benefits not only society but companies too, because 
reducing pollution and waste can lead to a more productive use of resources and help produce goods 
that consumers value. Boosting social and economic conditions in developing countries can create 
more productive locations for a company's operations as well as new markets for its products. 
Indeed, we are learning that the most effective method of addressing many of the world's pressing 
problems is often to mobilize the corporate sector in ways that benefit both society and companies. 
That does not mean that every corporate expenditure will bring a social benefit or that every 
social benefit will improve competitiveness. Most corporate expenditures produce benefits only for 
the business, and charitable contributions umelated to the business generate only social benefits. It 
is only where corporate expenditures produce simultaneous social and economic gains that 
corporate philanthropy and shareholder interests converge, as illustrated in the exhibit "A 
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Convergence of Interests." The highlighted area shows where corporate philanthropy has an 
important influence on a company's competitive context. It is here that philanthropy is truly 
strategic. 
Competitive context has always been important to strategy. The availability of skilled and 
motivated employees; the efficiency of the local infrastructure, including roads and 
telecommunications; the size and sophistication of the local market; the extent of governmental 
regulations--such contextual variables have always influenced companies' ability to compete. But 
competitive context has become even more critical as the basis of competition has moved from 
cheap inputs to superior productivity. For one thing, modern knowledge- and technology-based 
competition hinges more and more on worker capabilities. For another, companies today depend 
more on local partnerships: They rely on outsourcing and collaboration with local suppliers and 
institutions rather than on vertical integration; they work more closely with customers; and they 
draw more on local universities and research institutes to conduct research and development. 
Finally, navigating increasingly complex local regulations and reducing approval times for new 
projects and products are becoming increasingly important to competition. As a result of these 
trends, companies' success has become more tightly intertwined with local institutions and other 
contextual conditions. And the globalization of production and marketing means that context is 
often important for a company not just in its home market but in multiple countries. 
A company's corqpetitive context consists of four,.interrelatoo elements of the local business 
environment that shape potential productivity: factor cqnditions, or the available inputs of 
production; demand conditions; the context for strategy and rivalry; and related and supporting 
industries. This framework is summarized in the exhibit "The Four Elements of Competitive 
Context" and described in detail in Michael E. Porter's The Competitive Advantage of Nations. 
Weakness in any part of this context can erode the competitiveness of a nation or region as a 
business location. 
Some aspects of the business environment, such as road systems, corporate tax rates, and 
corporation laws, have effects that cut across all industries. These general conditions can be crucial 
to competitiveness in developing countries, and improving them through corporate philanthropy can 
bring enormous social gains to the world's poorest nations. But often just as decisive, if not more, 
are aspects of context that are specific to a particular cluster--a geographic concentration of 
interconnected companies, suppliers, related industries, and specialized institutions in a particular 
field, such as high-performance cars in Germany or software in India. Clusters arise through the 
combined influence of all four elements of context. They are often prominent features of a region's 
economic landscape, and building them is essential to its development, allowing constituent firms to 
be more productive, making innovation easier~ and fostering the formation of new businesses. 
Philanthropic investments by members of a cluster, either individually or collectively, can have 
a powerful effect on the cluster's competitiveness and the performance of all of its constituent 
companies. Philanthropy can often be the most cost-effective way--and sometimes the only way--to 
improve competitive context. It enables companies to leverage not only their own resources but also 
the existing efforts and infrastructure of nonprofits and other institutions. Contributing to a 
university, for example, may be a far less expensive way to strengthen a local base of advanced 
skills in a company's field than developing training in-house. And philanthropy is amenable-to 
collective corporate action, enabling costs to be spread over multiple companies. Finally, because of 
philanthropy's wide social benefits, companies are often able to forge partnerships with nonprofit 
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organizations and governments that would be wary of collaborating on efforts that solely benefited 
a particular company. 
Influencing Competitive Context 
By carefully analyzing the elements of competitive context, a company can identify the areas of 
overlap between social and economic value that wiil most enhance its own and its cluster's 
competitiveness. Consider each of the four elements of context and how companies have influenced 
them through philanthropy in ways that have improved their long-term economic prospects. 
Factor Conditions. Achieving high levels of-IIB.>dnctivity depends on the presence of trained 
workers, high-quality scientific and technological institutions, adequate physical infrastructure, 
transparent and efficient administrative processes (suclL as company registration or permit 
requirements)., and available natural resources. All are areas that philanthropy can influence. 
Charitable giving can, for example, improve education and training. Dream Works SKG, the 
film production company, recently created a program to train low-income students in Los Angeles 
in skills needed to work in the entertainment industry. Each of the company's six divisions is 
working with the Los Angeles Community College District, local high schools, and after-school 
programs to create a specialized curriculum that combines classroom instruction with internships 
and mentoring. The social benefit is an improved educational system and better employment 
opportunities for low-income residents. The economic benefit is greater availability of specially 
trained graduates. Even though relatively few of them will join Dream Works itself, the company 
also gains by strengthening the entertainment cluster it depends on. 
Philanthropic initiatives can also improve fhe local quality oflife, which benefits all citizens but 
is increasingly necessary to attract mobile employees with specialized talents. In 1996, SC Johnson, 
a manufacturer of cleaning and home-storage products, launched "Sustainable Racine," a project to 
make its home city in Wisconsin a better place to in which to live and work. In partnership with 
local organizations, government, and residents, the company created a cornmunitywide coalition 
focused on enhancing the local economy and the environment. One projec~ an agreement among 
four municipalities to coordinate water and sewer treatment, resulted in savings for residents and 
businesses while reducing pollution. Another project involved opening the community's first charter 
school, targeting at-risk students. Other efforts focused on economic revitalization: Commercial 
vacancy rates in downtown Racine have fallen from 46% to 18% as polluted sites have been 
reclaimed and jobs have returned for local residents. 
Philanthropy can also improve inputs other than labor, through enhancements in, say, the quality 
of local research and development institutions, the effectiveness of administrative institutions such 
as the legal system, the quality of the physical infrastructure, or the sustainable development of 
natural resources. Exxon Mobil, for example, has devoted substantial resources to improving basic 
conditions such as roads and the rule of law in the developing countries where it operates. 
Demand Conditions.Demand conditions in a nation or region include the size of the local 
market, the appropriateness of product standards, and the sophistication of local customers. 
Sophisticated local customers enhance the region's competitiveness by providing companies with 
insight into emerging customer needs and applying pressure for innovation. For example, the 
advanced state of medical practice in Boston has triggered a stream of innovation in Boston-based 
medical device companies. 
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Philanthropy can influence both the size ancl quality of the locaLmarket. The Cisco Networking 
Academy, for instance, improved demand conditions by helping customers obtain well-trained 
network administrators. In doing so, it increased the size of the market and the sophistication of 
users--and hence users' interest in more advanced solutions. Apple Computer has long donated 
computers to schools as a means of introducing its products to young people. This provides a clear 
social benefit to the schools while expanding Apple's potential market and turning students and 
teachers into more sophisticated purchasers. Safeco, an insurance and financial services firm, is 
working in partnership with nonprofits to expand affordable housing and enhance public safety. As 
home ownership and public safety increased in its four test markets, insurance sales did too, in some 
cases by up to 40%. 
Context for Strategy and Rivalry. The rules, incentives, and norms governing competition in a 
nation or region have a fundamental influence on productivity. Policies that encourage investment, 
protect intellectual property, open local markets to trade, break up or prevent the formation of 
cartels and monopolies, and reduce corruption make a location a more attractive place to do 
business. 
Philanthropy can have a strong influence on creating a more productive and transparent 
environment for competition. For example, 26 U.S. corporations and 38 corporations from other 
countries have joined to support Transparency International in its work to disclose and deter 
corruption around the world. By measuring and focusing public attention on corruption, the 
organization helps to create an environment that rewards fair competition and enhances 
productivity. This benefits local citizens while providing sponsoring companies improved access to 
markets. 
Another example is the International Corporate Governance Network (ICGN), a nonprofit 
organization formed by major institutional investors, including the College Retirement Equities 
Fund (TIAA-CREF) and the California Public Employees Retirement System, known as CalPERS, 
to promote improved standards of corporate governance and disclosure, especially in developing 
countries. ICGN encourages uniform global accounting standards and equitable shareholder voting 
procedures. Developing countries and their citizens benefit as improved governance and disclosure 
enhance local corporate practices, expose unscrupulous local competitors, and make regions more 
attractive for foreign investment. The institutional investors that support this project also gain better 
and fairer capital markets in which to invest. 
Related and Supporting fndustries. A company's productivity can be greatly enhanced by having 
high-quality supporting industries aria services nearby. While outsourcing from distant suppliers is 
possible, it is not as efficient as using capable local suppliers of services, components, and 
machinery. Proximity enhances responsiveness, exchange of information, and innovation, in 
addition to lowering transportation and inventory costs. 
Philanthropy can foster the development of clusters and strengthen supporting industries. 
American Express, for example, depends on travel-related spending for a large share of its credit 
card and travel agency revenues. Hence, it is part of the travel cluster in each of the countries in 
which it operates, and it depends on the success of these clusters in improving the quality of tourism 
and attracting travelers. Since 1986, American Express has funded Travel and Tourism Academies 
in secondary schools, training students not for the credit card business, its core business, nor for its 
own travel services, but for careers in other travel agencies as well as airlines, hotels, and 
restaurants. The program, which includes teacher training, curriculum support, summer internships, 
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and industry mentors, now operates in ten countries and more than 3,000 schools, with more than 
120,000 students enrolled. It provides the major social benefits of improved educational and job 
opportunities for local citizens. Within the United States, 80% of students in the program go on to 
college, and 25% take jobs in the travel industry after graduation. The economic gains are also 
substantial, as local travel clusters become more competitive and better able to grow. That translates 
into important benefits for American Express. 
The Free Rider Problem 
When corporate philanthropy improves competitive context, other companies in the cluster or 
region, including direct competitors, often share the benefits. That raises an important question: 
Does the ability of other companies to be free riders negate the strategic value of context-focused 
philanthropy? The answer is no. The competitive benefits reaped by the donor company remain 
substantial, for five reasons: 
Improving·torltext mainly benefits companies based in a given location. Not all competitors 
wilfbebased in the same area, so the company will still gain an edge over the competition in 
general. 
Corporate philanthropy is ripe for collective activity. By sharing the costs with other companies 
in its cluster, including competitors, a company can greatly diminish the free rider problem. 
Leading companies will be best positioned to ma ke substantial contributions and will in tum 
reap a major share o f the benefits. Cisco, for example, with a leading market share in networking 
equipment, will benefit most from a larger, more rapidly growing market. 
Not all contextual advantages are of equal value to all competitors. The more tightly corporate 
philanthropy is aligned with a company's unique strategy--increasing skills, technology, or 
infrastructure on which the firm is especially reliant, say, or increasing demand within a specialized 
segment where the company is strongest--the more disproportionately the company will benefi t 
through enhancing the context. 
The company thahnitiates corporate philanthropy in a particular area will often get 
disproportionate benefits because of the superior reputation and relationsbips it builds. In its 
campaign to fight malaria in African countries, for example, Exxon Mobil not only improves public 
health. It also improves the health of its workers and contractors and builds strong relationships 
with local governments and nonprofits, advancing its goal of becoming the preferred resource-
development partner. 
A good example of how a company can gain an edge even when its contributions also benefit 
competitors is provided by Grand Circle Travel. Grand Circle, the leading direct marketer of 
international travel for older Americans, has a strategy based on offering rich cultural and 
educational experiences for its customers. Since 1992, its corporate foundation has given more than 
$ 12 million to historical preservation projects in locations that its customers like to visit, such as 
the Foundation of Friends of the Museum and Ruins of Ephesus in Turkey and the State Museum of 
Auschwitz-Birkenau in Poland. Other tours travel the same routes and so benefit from Grand 
Circle's donations. Through its philanthropy, however, Grand Circle has built close relationships 
with the organizations that maintain these sites and can provide its travelers with special 
opportunities to visit and learn about them. Grand Circle thus gains a unique competitive advantage 
that distinguishes it from other travel providers. 
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How to Contribute 
Understanding the link between philanthropy and competitive context helps companies identify 
where they should focus their corporate giving. Understanding the ways in which philanthropy 
creates value highlights how they can achieve the ~eatest social and economic impact through their 
contributions. As we will see, the where and the how are mutually reinforcing. 
In "Philanthropy's New Agenda: Creating Value" (HBR November-December 1999), we 
outlined four ways in which charitable foundations can create social value: selecting the best 
grantees, signaling other funders, improving the performance of grant recipients, and advancing 
knowledge and practice in the field. These efforts build on one another: Increasingly greater value is 
generated as a donor Jnoves up the ladder from selecting the right grantees to advancing knowledge. 
(See the exhibit "Maximizing Philanthropy's Value.") The same principles apply to corporate 
giving, pointing the way to how corporate philanthropy can be most effective in enhancing 
competitive context. Focusing on the four principles also ensures that corporate donations have 
greater impact than donations of the same magnitude by individuals. 
Selecting the Best Grantees. Most philanthropic activity involves giving money to other 
organizations that actually deliver the social benefits. The impact achieved by a donor, then, is 
largely determined by the effectiveness of the recipient. Selecting a more effective grantee or 
partner organization will lead to more social impact per dollar expended. 
Selecting the most effective grantees in a given field is never easy. It may be obvious which 
nonprofit organizations raise the most money, have the greatest prestige, or manage the best 
development campaigns, but such factors may have little to do with how well the grantees use 
contributions. Extensive and disciplined research is usually required to select those recipients that 
will achieve the greatest social impact. 
Individual donors rarely have the time or expertise to undertake such serious due diligence. 
Foundations are far more expert than individuals, but they have limited staff. Corporations, on the 
other hand, are well positioned to undertake such research if their philanthropy is connected to their 
business and they can tap into their internal capabilities, particularly the financial, managerial, and 
technical expertise of employees. Whether through their own operations or those of their suppliers 
and customers, corporations also often have a presence in many communities across a country or 
around the world. This can provide significant local knowledge and the ability to examine and 
compare the operation of nonprofits firsthand. 
In some cases, a company can introduce and support a particularly effective nonprofit 
organization or program in many of the locations in which it operates. Grand Circle Travel, for 
example, uses its 15 overseas offices to identify historical preservation projects to fund. FleetBoston 
Financial assembles teams of employees with diverse management and financial skills to examine 
the inner-city economic development organizations that its foundation supports. The teams visit 
each nonprofit, interview management, review policies and procedures, and report to the corporate 
foundation on whether support should be continued and, if so, where it should be directed. This 
level of attention and expertise is substantially greater than most individual donors, foundations, or 
even government agencies can muster. 
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Signaling Other Funders. A donor can publicize the most effective nonprofit organizations and 
promote them to other donors, attracting greater funding and thus creating a more effective 
allocation of overall philanthropic spending. 
Corporations bring uniquely valuable assets to this task. First, their reputations often command 
respect, becoming imprimaturs of credibility for gr<!,11tees. Second, they are often able to influence a 
vast network of entities in their cluster, including customers, suppliers, and other partners. This 
gives them far greater reach than individual donors or even most nonprofits and foundations. Third, 
they often have access to communication channels and expertise that can be used to disseminate 
information widely, swiftly, and persuasively to other donors. 
Signaling other funders is especially important in corporate philanthropy because it mitigates 
the free rider problem. Collective social investment by participants in a cluster can improve the 
context for all players, while reducing the cost borne by each one. By leveraging its relationships 
and brand identity to initiate social projects that are also funded by others, a corporation improves 
the cost-benefit ratio. The Cisco Networking Academy draws support from numerous technology 
companies in Cisco's cluster as well as educational systems and governments throughout the world, 
all of which benefit from the graduates' success. American Express's Travel and Tourism 
Academies depend on the help of more than 750 travel cluster partners who bear part of the cost and 
reap part of the benefit. Different companies will bring different strengths to a given philanthropic 
initiative. By tapping each company's distinctive expertise, the collective investment can be far 
more effective than a donation by any one company. 
Improving the Performance of Grant Recipients. By improving the effectiveness of nonprofits, 
corporations create value for society, increasing the social impact achieved per dollar expended. 
While selecting the right grantee improves society's return on a single contribution, and signaling 
other funders improves the return on multiple contributions, improving grantee performance can 
increase the return on the grantee's total budget. 
Unlike many other donors, corporations have the ability to work directly with nonprofits and 
other partners to help them become more effective. They bring unique assets and expertise that 
individuals and foundations lack, enabling them to provide a wide range of nonmonetary assistance 
that is less costly and more sophisticated than the services most grantees could purchase for 
themselves. And because they typically make long-term commitments to the communities in which 
they operate, corporations ~an work closely with local nonprofits over the extended periods of time 
needed for meaningful organizational improvement. By operating in multiple geographical areas, 
moreover, companies are able to facilitate the transfer of knowledge and operational improvements 
among nonprofits in different regions or countries. Contextual issues within a particular industry or 
cluster will often be similar across different locations, increasing a company's ability to add and 
derive value in multiple regions. 
By tying corporate philanthropy to its business and strategy, a company can create even greater 
social value in improving grantee performance than other donors. Its specialized assets and 
expertise, after all, will be most useful in addressing problems related to its particular field. 
Dream Works' film production expertise helped it design the educational curriculum necessary to 
help inner-city students in Los Angeles get jobs in the entertainment industry. The Cisco 
Networking Academy utilized the special expertise of Cisco employees. 
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FleetBoston Financial took similar advantage of its corporate expertise in launching its 
Community Renaissance Initiative. Recognizing that its major markets were in older East Coast 
cities, Fleet decided to focus on inner-city economic revitalization as perhaps the most important 
way to improve its context. Fleet combined its philanthropic contributions with its expertise in 
financial services, such as small business services, inner-city lending, home mortgages, and venture 
capital. The bank's foundation identified six communities where the bank had a presence, the 
economic need was great, and strong community-based organizations could be identified as reliable 
partners: Brooklyn and Buffalo, New York; Lawrence, Massachusetts; New Haven, Connecticut; 
and Camden and Jersey City, New Jersey. The foundation committed$ 725,000 to each city, 
building a coalition of local community, business, and government organizations to work on a set of 
issues identified by the community as central to its revitalization. Bank personnel provided 
technical advice and small business financing packages to local companies as well as home 
mortgages and home-buyer education programs. The foundation also attracted $ 6 million from 
private and municipal sources, greatly amplifying its own$ 4.5 million investment. 
Another example is America Online, which has unique capabilities in managing Internet access 
and content. Working closely with educators, AOL developed AOL@School, a free, easy-to-use, 
noncommercial site tailored by grade level to students, administrators, and teachers. This service 
improves the classroom experience for hundreds of thousands of students nationally by giving them 
access to enrichment and reference tools while providing lesson plans and reference materials for 
teachers. Through this program, AOL has been able to leverage its specialized expertise, more than 
just its donations, to assist in improving secondary school performance more rapidly and cost-
effectively than could most other organizations. In the process, it has improved both the long-term 
demand for its services and the talent needed to provide them. 
Advancing Knowledge and Practice. Innovation drives productivity in the nonprofit sector as 
well as in the commercial sector. The greatest advances come not from incremental improvements 
in efficiency but from new and better approaches. The most powerful way to create social value, 
therefore, is by developing new means to address social problems and putting them into widespread 
practice. 
The expertise, research capacity, and reach that companies bring to philanthropy can help 
nonprofits create new solutions that they could never afford to develop on their own. Since 1994, 
IBM has committed a total of$ 70 million to its Reinventing Education program, which now 
reaches 65,000 teachers and 6 million students. Working in partnership with urban school districts, 
state education departments, and colleges of education, IBM researched and developed a W eh-
based platform to support new instructional practices and strategies. The new curriculum is intended 
to redefine how teachers master their profession; it bridges the gap between teacher preparation and 
the classroom experience by providing a common platform that is used in the teachers' college 
courses and also supports their first years of teaching. Neither the colleges of education nor the 
school districts had the expertise or financial resources to develop such a pro~ on their own. An 
independent evaluation in 2001 found that teachers in the Reinventing Education program were 
registering substantial gains in student performance. 
Pfizer developed a cost-effective treatment for the preventi0n of trachotna, the leading cause of 
preventable blindness in developing countries. In addition to donating the drugs, 'Pfizer worked with 
the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation and world health orgariizations to create:the infrastructure 
needed to prescribe and distribute them to populations that previously had little -access to health 
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care, much less modem pharmaceuticals. Within one year, the incidence of trachoma was reduced 
by 50% among target populations in Morocco and Tanzania. The program has since expanded 
aggressively, adding the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the British government as partners, 
with the aim of reaching 30 million people worldwide. In addition to providing an important social 
benefit, Pfizer has enhanced its own long-term business prospects by helping build the 
infrastructure required to expand its markets. 
Just as important as the creation of new knowledge is its adoption in practice. The know-how of 
corporate leaders, their clout and connections, and their presence in communities around the world 
create powerful networks for the dissemination of new ideas for addressing social problems. 
Corporations can facilitate global knowledge transfer and coordinated multisite implementation of 
new social initiatives with a proficiency that is unequaled by most other donors. 
A Whole New Approach 
When corporations support the right causes in the right ways--when they get the where and the 
how right--they set in motion a virtuous cycle. By focusing on the contextual conditions most 
important to their industries and strategies, companies ensure that their corporate capabilities will be 
particularly well suited to helping grantees create greater value. And by enhancing the value 
produced by philanthropic efforts in their fields, the companies gain a greater improvement in 
competitive context. Both the corporations and the causes they support reap important benefits. 
Adopting a context-focused approach, however, goes against the grain of current philanthropic 
practice. Many companies actively distance their philanthropy from the business, believing this will 
lead to greater goodwill in local communities. While it is true that a growing number of companies 
aim to make their giving "strategic," few have connected giving to areas that improve their long-
term competitive potential. And even fewer systematically apply their distinctive strengths to 
maximize the social and economic value created by their philanthropy. Instead, companies are often 
distracted by the desire to publicize how much money and effort they are contributing in order to 
foster an image of social responsibility and caring. Avon Products, for example, recently mobilized 
its 400,000 independent sales representatives in a high-profile door-to-door campaign to raise more 
than$ 32 million to fund breast cancer prevention. Fighting breast cancer is a worthy cause and one 
that is very meaningful to Avon's target market of female consumers. It is not, however, a material 
factor in Avon's competitive context or an area in which Avon has any inherent expertise. As a 
result, Avon may have greatly augmented its own cash contribution through effective fund-raising--
and generated favorable publicity--but it failed to realize the full potential of its philanthropy to 
create social and economic value. Avon has done much good, but it could do even better. As long as 
companies remain focused on the public relations benefit of their contributions instead of the impact 
achieved, they will sacrifice opportunities to create social value. 
This does not mean that corporations cannot also gain goodwill and enhance their reputations 
through philanthropy. But goodwill alone is not a sufficient motivation. Given public skepticism 
about the ethics ofbusiness--skepticism that has intensified in the wake of the string of corporate 
scandals this year--corporations that can demonstrate a significant impact on a social problem will 
gain more credibility than those that are merely big givers. The acid test of good corporate 
philanthropy is whether the desired social change is so beneficial to the company that the 
organization would pursue the change even if no one ever knew about it. Cisco, for example, has 
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achieved wide recognition for its good works, but it would have had sufficient reason to develop the 
Networking Academy even ifno goodwill had been created. 
Moving to context-focused philanthropy will require a far more rigorous approach than is 
prevalent today. It will mean tightly integrating the management of philanthropy with other 
company activities. Rather than delegating philant~opy entirely to a public relations department or 
the staff of a corporate foundation, the CEO must lead the entire management team through a 
disciplined process to identify and implement a corporate giving strategy focused on improving 
context. Business units, in particular, must play central roles in identifying areas for contextual 
investments. 
The new process would involve five steps: 
Examine the competitive context in each of the company's important geographic locations. 
Where could social investment improve the company's or cluster's competitive potential? What are 
the key constraints that limit productivity, innovation, growth, and competitiveness? A company 
should pay special attention to the particular constraints that have a disproportionate effect on its 
strategy relative to competitors; improvements in these areas of context will potentially reinforce 
competitive advantage. The more specifically a contextual initiative is defined, the more likely the 
company is to create value and achieve its objectives. A broad initiative such as Avon's efforts to 
improve the health of all women will not necessarily deliver contextual benefits, even if it helps 
some employees or customers. And a tightly targeted objective does not necessarily diminish the 
scale of impact. Narrowly focused initiatives, like Pfizer's trachoma program, IBM's Reinventing 
Education, or Cisco's Networking Academy, can potentially benefit millions of people or strengthen 
the global market for an entire industry. 
Review the existing philanthropic portfolio to see how it fits this new paradigm. Current 
programs will likely fall into three categories: 
Communal obligation: support of civic, welfare, and educational organizations, motivated by 
the company's desire to be a good citizen. 
Goodwill building: contributions to support causes favored by employees, customers, or 
community leaders, often necessitated by the quid pro quo of business and the desire to improve the 
company's relationships. 
Strategic giving: philanthropy focused on enhancing competitive context, as outlined here. 
Most corporate giving falls into the first two categories. While a certain percentage of giving in 
these categories may be necessary and desirable, the goal is to shift, as much as possible, a 
company's philanthropy into the third category. As for cause-related marketing, it is marketing, not 
philanthropy, and it must stand on its own merits. 
Assess existing and potential corporate giving initiatives against the four forms of value 
creation. How can the company leverage its assets and expertise to select the most effective 
grantees, signal other funders, improve grantees' performance, and advance knowledge and 
practice? Given its strategy, where can the company create the greatest value through giving in 
ways that no other company could match? 
Seek opportunities for collective action within a cluster and with other partners. Collective 
action will often be more effective than a solo effort in addressing context and enhancing the value 
created, and it helps mitigate the free rider problem by distributing costs broadly. Few companies 
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today work together to achieve social objectives. This may be the result of a general reluctance to 
work with competitors, but clusters encompass many related partners and industries that do not 
compete directly. More likely, the tendency to view philanthropy as a form of public relations leads 
companies to invent their own contributions campaigns, which are branded with their own identities 
and therefore discourage partners. Focusing on the social change to be achieved, rather than the 
publicity to be gained, will expand the potential for partnerships and collective action. 
Once a company has identified opportunities to improve the competitive context and determined 
the ways in which it can contribute by adding unique value, the search for partners becomes 
straightforward: Who else stands to benefit from this change in competitive context? And who has 
complementary expertise or resources? Conversely, what philanthropic initiatives by others are 
worth joining? Where can the company be a good partner to others by contributing in ways that will 
enhance value? 
Rigorously track and evaluate results. Monitoring achievements is essential to continually 
improving the philanthropic strategy and its implementation. As with any other corporate activity, 
consistent improvement over time brings the greatest value. The most successful programs will not 
be short-term campaigns but long-term commitments that continue to grow in scale and 
sophistication. 
The context-focused approach to philanthropy is not simple. One size does not fit all. 
Companies will differ in their comfort levels and time horizons for philanthropic activity, and 
individual firms will make different choices about how to implement our ideas. Philanthropy will 
never become an exact science--it is inherently an act of judgment and faith in the pursuit of long-
term goals. However, the perspective and tools presented here will help any company make its 
philanthropic activities far more effective. 
Were this approach to be widely adopted, the pattern of corporate contributions would shift 
significantly. The overall level of contributions would likely increase, and the social and economic 
value created would go up even more sharply. Companies would be more confident about the value 
of their philanthropy and more committed to it. They would be able to communicate their 
philanthropic strategies more effectively to the communities in which they operate. Their choices of 
areas to support would be clearly understandable and would not seem unpredictable or 
idiosyncratic. Finally, there would be a better division of labor between corporate givers and other 
types of funders, with corporations tackling the areas where they are uniquely able to create value. 
Charities too would benefit. They would see an increased and more predictable flow of 
corporate resources into the nonprofit sector. Just as important, they would develop close, long-term 
corporate partnerships that would better apply the expertise and assets of the for-profit sector to 
achieve social objectives. Just as companies can build on the nonprofit infrastructure to achieve 
their objectives more cost-effectively, nonprofits can benefit from using the commercial 
infrastructure. 
To some corporate leaders, this new approach might seem too self-serving. They might argue 
that philanthropy is purely a matter of conscience and should not be adulterated by business 
objectives. In some industries, particularly those like petrochemicals and pharmaceuticals that are 
prone to public controversy, this view is so entrenched that many companies establish independent 
charitable foundations and entirely segregate giving from the business. In doing so, however, they 
give up tremendous opportunities to create greater value for society and themselves. Context-
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focused philanthropy does not just address a company's self-interest, it benefits many through broad 
social change. If a company's philanthropy only involved its own interests, after all, it would not 
qualify as a charitable deduction, and it might well threaten the company's reputation. 
There is no inherent contradiction between improving competitive context and making a sincere 
commitment to bettering society. Indeed, as we've seen, the more closely a company's philanthropy 
is linked to its competitive context, the greater the company's contribution to society will be. Other 
areas, where the company neither creates added value nor derives benefit, should appropriately be 
left--as Friedman asserts--to individual donors following their own charitable impulses. If 
systematically pursued in a way that maximizes the value created, context-focused philanthropy can 
offer companies a new set of competitive tools that well justifies the investment of resources. At the 
same time, it can unlock a vastly more powerful way to make the world a better place. 
The Myth of Strategic Philanthropy 
Few phrases are as overused and poorly defined as "strategic philanthropy." The term is used to 
cover virtually any kind of charitable activity that has some definable theme, goal, approach, or 
focus. In the corporate context, it generally means that there is some connection, however vague or 
tenuous, between the charitable contribution and the company's business. Often this connection is 
only semantic, enabling the company to rationalize its contributions in public reports and press 
releases. In fact, most corporate giving programs have nothing to do with a company's strategy. 
They are primarily aimed at generating goodwill and positive publicity and boosting employee 
morale. 
Cause-related marketing, through which a company concentrates its giving on a single cause or 
admired organization, was one of the earliest practices cited as "strategic philanthropy," and it is a 
step above diffuse corporate contributions. At its most sophisticated, cause-related marketing can 
improve the reputation of a company by linking its identity with the admired qualities of a chosen 
nonprofit partner or a popular cause. Companies that sponsor the Olympics, for example, gain not 
only wide exposure but also an association with the pursuit of excellence. And by concentrating 
funding through a deliberate selection process, cause-related marketing has the potential to create 
more impact than unfocused giving would provide. 
However, cause-related marketing falls far short of truly strategic philanthropy. Its emphasis 
remains on publicity rather than social impact. The desired benefit is enhanced goodwill, not 
improvement in a company's ability to compete. True strategic giving, by contrast, addresses 
important social and economic goals simultaneously, targeting areas of competitive context where 
the company and society both benefit because the firm brings unique assets and expertise. 
The Cisco Networking Academy 
Cisco Systems' Networking Academy exemplifies the powerful links that exist between a 
company's philanthropic strategy, its competitive context, and social benefits. Cisco, the leading 
producer.of networking equipment and routers used to connect computers to the Internet, grew 
rapidly over the past decade. But as Internet use expanded, customers around the world encountered 
a chronic shortage of qualified network administrators, which became a limiting factor in Cisco's--
and the entire IT industry's--continued growth. By one estimate, well over I million information 
technology jobs remained unfilled worldwide in the late 1990s. While Cisco was well aware of this 
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constraint in its competitive context, it was only through philanthropy that the company found a 
way to address it. 
The project began as a typical example of goodwill-based giving: Cisco contributed networking 
equipment to a high school near its headquarters, then expanded the program to other schools in the 
region. A Cisco engineer working with the schools.realized, however, that the teachers and 
administrators lacked the training to manage the networks once they were installed. He and several 
other Cisco engineers volunteered to develop a program that would not only donate equipment but 
also train teachers how to build, design, and maintain computer networks. Students began attending 
these courses and were able to absorb the information successfully. As Cisco expanded the 
program, company executives began to realize that they could develop a W eh-based distance-
learning curriculum to train and certify secondary- and postsecondary-school students in network 
administration, a program that might have a much broader social and economic impact. The 
Networking Academy was born. 
Because the social goal of the program was tightly linked to Cisco's specialized expertise, the . 
company was able to create a high-quality curriculum rapidly and cost-effectively, creating far more 
social and economic value than if it had merely contributed cash and equipment to a worthy cause. 
At the suggestion of the U.S. Department of Education, the company began to target schools in 
"empowerment zones," designated by the federal government as among the most economically 
challenged communities in the country. The company also began to include community colleges 
and midcareer training in the program. More recently, it has worked with the United Nations to 
expand the effort to developing countries, where job opportunities are particularly scarce and 
networking skills particularly limited. Cisco has also organized a worldwide database of 
employment opportunities for academy graduates, creating a more efficient job market that benefits 
its cluster as well as the graduates and the regions in which they live. 
Cisco has used its unique assets and expertise, along with its worldwide presence, to create a 
program that no other educational institution, government agency, foundation, or corporate donor 
could have designed as well or expanded as rapidly. And it has amplified the impact by signaling 
other corporations in its cluster. Other companies supplemented Cisco's contributions by donating 
or discounting products and services of their own, such as Internet access and computer hardware 
and software. Several leading technology companies also began to recognize the value of the global 
infrastructure Cisco had created, and, rather than create their own Web-based learning programs, 
they partnered with Cisco. Companies such as Sun Microsystems, Hewlett-Packard, Adobe 
Systems, and Panduit expanded the academy curriculum by sponsoring courses in programming, IT 
essentials, Web design, and cabling. Because the project was linked to Cisco's business, it could 
gain the support of other companies in its cluster and use their contributions effectively. 
Although the program is only five years old, it now operates 9,900 academies in secondary 
schools, community colleges, and community-based organizations in all 50 states and in 14 7 
countries. The social and economic value that has been created is enormous. Cisco estimates that it 
has invested a total of$ 150 million since the program began. With that investment, it has brought 
the possibility of technology careers, and the technology itself, to men and women in some of the 
most economically depressed regions in the United States and around the world. More than 115,000 
students have already graduated from the two-year program, and 263,000 students are currently 
enrolled, half of them outside the United States. The program continues to expand rapidly, with 50 
to 100 new academies opening every week. Cisco estimates that 50% of academy graduates have 
ro.~c .i. u 
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found jobs in the IT industry, where the average salary for a network administrator in the United 
States is$ 67,000. Over the span of their careers, the incremental earnings potential of those who 
have already joined the workforce may approach several billion dollars. 
To be sure, the program has benefited many free riders-employers around the world who gain 
access to highly skilled academy graduates and even direct competitors. But as the market-leading 
provider of routers, Cisco stands to benefit the most from this improvement in the competitive 
context. Through actively engaging others, Cisco has not had to bear the full cost of the program. 
Not only has Cisco enlarged its market and strengthened its cluster, but it has increased the 
sophistication of its customers. Through these tangible improvements in competitive context, and 
not just by the act of giving, Cisco has attracted international recognition for this program, 
generating justified pride and enthusiasm among company employees, goodwill among its partners, 
and a reputation for leadership in philanthropy. 
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Charitable Initiative - Communication Plan 2 
Background 
According to the Harvard Business Review, corporate philanthropy is in decline. 
Charitable contributions by U.S. companies fell 14.5 percent in real dollars last year, and 
over the last 15 years, corporate giving as a percentage of profits has dropped by 50 
percent. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has a deep commitment to promote 
better health and wellness in Florida. Our heritage covers nearly six decades and is 
closely tied to giving back to the communities we serve. In 2002, consistent with our 
financial and public confidence strategies, we increased our level of charitable giving 
across Florida. These contributions demonstrate how our company lives up to its 
m1ss1on ... 
We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the 
health and well-being of Florida' s citizens. While all successful companies must focus 
on meeting customer needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to 
the public good. Our purpose requires working for public policy that enables an 
excellent, efficient health system; affordable products and services; and protection for as 
many Floridians as possible. It also demands that our programs support the delivery of 
high quality care. Through our products, employee relations, political influence, and 
community involvement, we consistently attempt to make a constructive contribution to 
the well-being of our customers and all Floridians. 
BCBSF is working hard to positively impact Florida's many different health care 
challenges with a particular focus on the health and well-being of the uninsured and 
underserved. One way we are doing this is by making financial contributions to Florida 
charities - $12 million will be used to accelerate the growth of The Blue Foundation for a 
Healthy Florida ( our philanthropic affiliate) and $13 million will be given as charitable 
contributions to 106 nonprofit organizations throughout the state. The contributions 
equate to an investment of $8 per member annually in our Health Business ( 66 cents per 
month) or $4 per member annually (33 cents per month) for the Enterprise and its family 
of subsidiaries. 
Our company can help prevent disease, improve the health of some of our state's neediest 
residents and help high-need areas get necessary medical resources. By channeling these 
funds to nonprofit organizations, they can be used for innovative programs focused on 
uninsured and underserved Floridians and aimed at health care awareness and training, 
health education and workforce preparation. By providing grants for research, BCBSF 
will help advance the course of medical treatment for those in need. 
Charitable Initiative - Communication Plan 3 
Objective 
Position BCBSF as a strong and unique company by building local and statewide 
community presence. Build understanding and support for BCBSF' s mission and brand, 




❖ Board of Directors 
❖ Enterprise and Sector Leadership 
❖ All Employees 
External Audiences 
❖ Recipient Non-Profits 
❖ Members and customers 
❖ Providers/Physicians/Hospitals/ Ancillary Providers 
❖ Media 
❖ Government officials, legislators and regulators (national, state, local) 
❖ BCBSA and other Blues plans 
❖ General Public 
❖ Professional Organizations (health/insurance/agent, county medical societies) 
❖ Philanthropy/Fundraising Organizations (Council on Foundations, Donors Forum) 
❖ Trade Associations (American Association of Health Plans, F AHP) 
❖ Other Stakeholders ( alliance partners, etc.) 
Strategies 
❖ Communicate with a strong recipient focus to key audiences. 
❖ Support employees, leadership and board involvement through locally focused 
events and building GBU presence. 
❖ Develop criteria to evaluate which organizations will receive a local onsite event. 
❖ Provide brand and relationship-building opportunities. 
❖ Proactively communicate first with internal audiences to build support for 
BCBSF' s charitable initiatives. 
❖ Proactively communicate with external audiences to build local and statewide 
community presence as well as understanding and support of BCBSF' s mission to 
better the health and wellness in Florida. 
❖ Incorporate messaging into future advertising and market communication 
programs where appropriate. 
❖ Identify opportunities to apply and receive nominations for national, state and 
local awards programs aimed at corporate philanthropy. 
Charitable Initiative - Communication Plan 4 
Goals 
❖ Maximize and leverage positive reaction among target audiences (increase 5 
percentage points) 
❖ Positively move Brand Attributes 
❖ Manage and mitigate negative feedback 
❖ Gain positive third party recognition 
❖ Increase internal awareness of The Blue Foundation and BCBSF's community 
involvement 20% 
❖ Build long-term residual community recognition and goodwill 
❖ Increase numbers of employees who are Blue Community Champions 
Strategic Overview 
BCBSF will announce the $12 million contribution to The Blue Foundation internally to 
employees and externally through the media and during grant presentations to the 17 non-
profit organizations receiving foundation grants. Following this initial announcement, 
BCBSF will announce the distribution of the $13 million to the 106 charitable 
organizations on a regional basis. The breakdown is as follows: 
❖ North GBU: $8,184,401 contributed to 50 Florida counties 
❖ South GBU: $3,517,133 contributed to 17 Florida counties 
❖ Statewide: $13,225,000 contributed (includes gift to The Blue Foundation) 
❖ Connecticut: $3,000 contributed to support FCSO employees 
The focus of these announcements will place emphasis on the rewards of the 
contributions and the benefits to the community rather than the monetary gift. To 
establish a local presence, BCBSF is working cooperatively with the charitable recipient 
organizations to generate local awareness through third party recognition, such as 
focusing on how many lives will be touched by the particular contribution. Through 
planned research, BCBSF will be able to localize media placements by working with the 
gift recipients and focusing on the number of people served by the monetary gift. These 
anecdotes and facts will be woven into the overall messages to customize the 
announcements. 
The team recommends that we do not support this initiative with an advertising 
campaign. Additionally, the initiative cannot be supported within our current advertising 
due to production and budget restraints. However, local presence and community giving 
are two topics that will be given consideration when developing messages for future 
campaigns or campaign extensions. 
Charitable Initiative - Communication Plan 5 
Overarching Messages 
For nearly six decades, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has been 
dedicated to providing the people of Florida with caring solutions designed to protect the 
health and well-being of themselves and their loved ones. Today, BCBSF and its family 
of subsidiaries serve more than 6 million people. 
BCBSF supports its mission by playing a unique role in advancing the health and 
well-being of Florida's citizens. We focus on a much greater commitment to the public 
good and continue to support uninsured and underserved Floridians through programs 
aimed at health care awareness and training, health education, research and policy 
initiatives, and workforce preparation. 
Contributions to The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida are an investment in the 
future and a way to anticipate and plan for the health care issues that will face us years 
from now. The foundation is serving a critical need- improving the lives of the 
uninsured and underserved. BCBSF supports The Blue Foundation to help fulfill our 
Enterprise mission and, in turn, allows the foundation to accelerate its planned 
development. 
Messages - (External/Internal) 
Contribution break-down 
❖ The 106 non-profit organizations that BCBSF is supporting are diverse, but all 
have either a health or education focus, or are organizations where BCBSF 
employees volunteer. These important contributions will allow recipients of the 
gifts to continue vital programs, launch new initiatives and support the health and 
well-being of Florida's citizens and our customers. 
❖ These contributions demonstrate how BCBSF is unique and lives its mission. 
This illustrates that we are different and visibly demonstrates our commitment to 
Florida's communities. 
❖ The contributions equate to an investment of $8 per member annually in our 
Health Business (66 cents per month) or $4 per member annually (33 cents per 
month) for the Enterprise and its family of subsidiaries. 
❖ BCBSF's $12 million contribution to The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida 
helps to ensure the foundation has a permanent and sustainable source of funding 
for the future. Investing in The Blue Foundation guarantees that uninsured and 
underserved Floridians will receive access to quality health-related services. 
❖ Additional contributions to the 106 non-profit organizations will go to provide 
patient transportation for cancer treatments in rural counties, address the nursing 
shortage by providing scholarships for nursing students, establish a health 
program at an early-learning center and much more. 
❖ Corporate charitable contributions are focused on health, education and 
volunteers. A total of35 health programs serving an array of needs - including 
patient transportation, updated diagnostic equipment, senior prescription drug 
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assistance and services to the uninsured and underinsured - were funded by these 
contributions. 
❖ A total of27 education programs within organizations such as the Council for 
Educational Change, Bethune Cookman College and the University ofNorth 
Florida received contributions to support and enhance their programs. 
❖ In support of our company' s volunteers, BCBSF made 37 contributions to 
organizations such as Hubbard House, Lutheran Social Services Second Harvest 
Food Bank and the Ronald McDonald House. 
Commitment to the Community 
❖ We take seriously our responsibility as a corporate citizen and support a wide 
variety of programs and services that enhance the lives of the people who live in 
our communities. We seek ways to expand access to health care through more 
affordable choices, and we encourage our employees to help us reach out to those 
in need throughout Florida. 
❖ In 2002, 5,560 BCBSF employees donated more than 11 ,000 hours in community 
service volunteerism across the state. 
❖ BCBSF created The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida in 2001. As our 
philanthropic affiliate, The Blue Foundation has previously distributed 
approximately $2.2 million to support programs that positively impact the health 
and well-being of uninsured and underserved Floridians. 
❖ As a tax-paying mutual insurance company, BCBSF paid more than $185 million 
in state and federal taxes in 2002. 
Messages - (Internal Only) 
❖ In 2002, 5,560 BCBSF employees donated more than 11,000 hours in community 
service volunteerism with organizations statewide. 
❖ We have made charitable contributions to at least 3 7 community organizations in 
which our employees volunteer. 
❖ Our charitable contributions are made by focusing on three areas - health, 
education and volunteerism - and are reviewed by the BCBSF project team with 
an 18-point review criterion. 
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Implementation 
Act· St Int 1 Aud· 
BCBSF Board of Who When Method Status 
Directors 
Board Meeting R. Jollivette January 23 Board package Team 
P. McCabe and oral developing 
presentation board report 
and 
presentation 
BCBSF Leadership Who When Method Status 
Enterprise Leadership R. Jollivette First Quarter Updated Check on date 
Meeting 2003 presentation & availability 
on agenda 
Enterprise and Who When Method Status 
Sector Leadership 
Officer Meetings TBD As needed Supporting Tobe 
document for prepared by 
dialogue with PR&CC in 
management collaboration 
with The Blue 
Foundation 
Group and Divisional TBD As needed Supporting To be 
Leadership Meetings document for prepared by 
dialogue with PR&CC in 
management collaboration 
with The Blue 
Foundation 
All Employees Who When Method Status 
Senior Early Electronic Tobe 
leadership January 2003 package of prepared by 
w/Corporate and ongoing supporting PR&CC 
Comm. materials, 






posting to Intranet 
site 
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Perspectives coverage Corporate Winter 2003 Article on our To be 
Communica- community prepared by 
tions . . . PR&CC in g1vmg, covermg 
corporate collaboration 
community with The Blue 










Quick Connections Corporate Early Jan. - News briefs on Tobe 
coverage Communicati- Feb.and people within prepared by 
ons ongomg recipient PR&CC 
organizations that 
are being touched 
by contributions. 
Blue Views TV Corporate Early Jan. - Visual support of Tobe 
coverage Communicati- Feb.and above messaging prepared by 
ons ongoing (Jacksonville PR&CC 
locations, 
expansions TBD) 
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Action Steps - External Audiences 
Media Who When Method Status 
PR&CC and Early January Proactive Need to 
recipient and ongoing reporter determine 
organizations briefings; events and 




and posting on 
Internet site 
National and regional PR&CC and First quarter Develop fact Chronicle of 
trade publications The Blue sheet and pitch Higher 
aimed at philanthropy Foundation angle of Education and 
company that is Chronicle of 
. . Philanthropy mcreasmg 
g1vmg to be 
contacted 
Members and Who When Method Status 
Customers 
General Public Public Relations Early January Education and 







BCBSF Members via Operations Early January Customer 
Customer Service and ongoing Service Bulletin 
calls 
Large Group Marketing and Early January Talking points 




Network Providers Who When Method Status 
and Provider 
Associations 
Hospitals and Provider January Talking points, 
Physicians, Ancillary Representatives, Q&A 
Providers VO Liaisons, 
Empower Team 
Florida Medical Corporate and Early Jan. TWCsvia 
Association - FMA GBU Medical and ongoing informal phone 
Leadership and personal 
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visits 
Florida Hospital D. Lestage Early Jan. TWCsvia 
Association - FHA and ongoing informal phone 
and personal 
visits 
BCBSA and other Who When Method Status 
Blues Plans 
Blue Cross and Blue M. Cascone Early Jan. to Informal 
Shield Association - Late Feb. communication 
BCBSA via phone and 
personal 
meetings 
Trade and Who When Method Status 
Professional 
Associations 
American Association B. Lufrano Early Jan. to Informal 
of Health Plans - Late Feb. communication 
AAHP via phone and 
personal 
meetings 
Florida Association of D. Lestage Early Jan. to Informal 
Health Plans- FAHP Late Feb. - if communication 




Regulatory and Who When Method Status 
State Agencies 
Florida Department of Kammer Early Jan. to Informal 
Insurance - DOI Late Feb. communication 
via phone and 
personal 
meetings 
Agency for Health McGowan Early Jan. to Informal 
Care Administration Late Feb. communication 
via phone & 
personal 
meetings 
Centers for Medicare Kammer Early Jan. to Informal 
and Medicaid Lord Late Feb. communication 
Services via phone and 
personal 
meetings 
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Legislative Who When Method Status 
U.S. Congressional Wollitz Early Jan. to Informal phone 
Delegation Late Feb. calls, personal 
meetings and 
media reports 
Florida Governor's M. Hightower Early Jan. to Informal phone 
Office Late Feb. calls, personal 
meetings and 
media reports 
Florida State M. Hightower Early Jan. to Informal phone 
Legislators and State S. Smith Late Feb. calls, personal 
Legislative Key meetings and 
Leadership media reports 
Metrics and Evaluation 
The communications plan will be evaluated through meeting evaluation forms, anecdotal 
feedback from all audiences, independent media analysis, including Delahaye reports, 
and twice-annual public image surveys and employee focus groups. Evaluation will 
begin immediately on implementation and will be ongoing. To evaluate which 
organizations will receive on-site events and check presentations, we developed a six-step 
criteria to evaluate impact and effectiveness. 
The criteria for a special event or check presentation are: 
❖ Ability to facilitate special event 
❖ Strategic relationship building opportunities 
❖ Contribution/gift amount 
❖ Critical market area for BCBSF 
❖ Competence level/capability of recipient 
❖ Media recognition potential 
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A Presentation Of Key Data: 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Communications Survey 
July 2003 
Prepared for Public Affairs 
.. 
' BlueCross BlueShield 
® . ® ~~e!n!~~~~fthe 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
Summary of Public Confidence/Presence 
Statements 
I understand how our business practices and 
community presence influences the public's 
confidence in BCBSF. 
87% 
I understand how employee group volunteer efforts 
help build upon BCBSF's community-driven, customer 
focused mission. 
I am aware of BCBSF's employee volunteerism 
program called Blue Community Champions. 
I understand how my volunteer efforts help 
demonstrate BCBSF's commitment to the well-being 
of our customers and all Floridians. 
I am satisfied with the support I receive from my 
management to participate in volunteer opportunities. 
I am aware that BCBSF established a 
charitable foundation called the Blue 
Foundation for a Healthy Florida. 
I am aware that the Blue Foundation's mission 
is to promote the health and well-being of 
uninsured and underserved Floridians. 
I have an understanding of the Enterprise 
Public Confidence Strategy and how it 
relates to what I do at BCBSF. 
-----------------
7% 





















Strong Agree Total Agree Strong Disagree D Total Disagree I 
2 
There has been significant growth in the awareness of 
employees about BCBSF's Blue Foundation since last year. 
I am aware that BCBSF established a 
charitable foundation called The Blue 
Foundation for a Health Florida. 
I am aware that the Blue Foundation's 
mission is to promote the health and 






Strongly Agree 2003 Total Agree 2003 
Strongly Agree 2002 □Total Agree 2002 
3 




An Independent Licensee of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
Memorandum 
To: Office of the CEO 




Robert Forster, MD 







Public Relations & Corporate Communications Team 
From: Rick Curran, Public Affairs 
Date: September 11, 2003 
Subject: Media Analysis for Second Quarter 2003 
This is a summary of our media coverage for second quarter 2003. This analysis was developed by 
Delahaye MediaLink, a nationally-renowned firm specializing in media research and analysis. The analysis 
measures overall articles and impressions, tone, and the placement of key messages in media reports. For 
second quarter 2003, BCBSF had total potential impressions of more than 9.96 million people. 
According to Delahaye, BCBSF again improved its quality of media coverage in second quarter 
2003, with less than 1 percent of exposure considered negative. This was primarily attributed to 
the absence of contentious provider disputes and a significant increase in public recognition of 
BCBSF community relations and corporate citizenship. Overall, BCBSF had 123 stories in the media. 
Sixty-six percent of the articles were considered positive and, overall, 86 percent of the articles were 
considered neutral to positive, an increase of 7 percent over :first quarter 2003. The favorable attribute 
that appeared most frequently was community relations ( due to our charitable giving) and the 
unfavorable attribute that appeared most frequently was our provider relations. 
Additional highlights of the second quarter 2003 analysis include: 
Seventy-three percent of the stories contained our key messages, which was an extraordinary 22 percent 
increase over the previous quarter, primarily attributable to our charitable giving initiative. The "highly 
involved in the community" message was contained in 41 articles or transcripts. 
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Neutral coverage also grew this quarter from 17 to 20 percent as corporate, new product and 
spokesperson mentions all minimized potential negative media coverage. 
BCBSF's "key message" communication grew again in second quarter, driven primarily by the presence 
of many reports covering BCBSF's and the Blue Foundation for a Health Florida's grants to community 
organizations. The key message for this quarter is that "BCBSF is highly involved in its communities." 
Mike Cascone and Rick Curran were our most frequently quoted spokesperson, followed by Dr. Barry 
Schwartz, Chris Doerr and Bruce Middlebrooks. 
The Florida Times-Union maintained its number one ranking of publishing or broadcasting the most 
stories about BCBSF, followed in order by the Jacksonville Business Journal, Tampa Bay Business 
Journal, Orlando Business Journal, Miami Herald, Florida Medical Business and Winter Haven News 
Chief 
Susan Lundine of the Orlando Business Journal, John Snow of the Jackonsville Business Journal and 
Sarah Skidmore of the Florida Times-Union were the reporters who wrote most frequently and positively 
about BCBSF. Also producing two or more favorable reports this quarter were Stacey Snow of the 
Tampa Bay Business Journal, Deborah Borfitz of Florida Medical Business and Phil Galewitz of the 
Palm Beach Post. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida coverage over time 
Total articles 157 123 -22% 
Total potential impressions 12,818,459 9,961,654 -22% 
% of articles that were positive 62% 66% +4% 
% of exposure that was positive 52% 68% +1 6% 
% of articles that were neutral 17% 20% +3% 
% of exposure that was neutral 24% 21% -3% 
% of articles that were balanced 15% 12% -8% 
% of exposure that was balanced 20% 12% +2% 
% of articles that were negative 5% 1% -4% 
% of exposure that was negative 3% <1% -3% 
% of articles wl key messages 51% 73% +22% 
Positive message that appeared Involved in Involved in 
most frequently Community (62) Community (41) I NIA 
% of articles wl negative messages 2% 7% I +5% 
Is committed to 
Negative message that appeared improving 
most frequently customers' health 
I 
Is financially 
(2) responsible (7) I NIA 
% of articles that contained 
I I 
favorable positioning on attributes I 60% I 76% I + 16% 
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Favorable attribute that appeared Community 
most frequently Community relations, Corporate 
relations (64) Citizen, tie ( 40) NIA 
% of articles that contained unfav. 
positioning on attributes 8% 9% + 1% 
Unfavorable attribute that appeared Member relations Provider relations 
most frequently (16) (4) NIA 
% of articles that contained quotes 
from corporate representatives 36% 47% + 11% 
Corporate representative quoted Ken Sellers (9), Mike Cascone (7), NIA 
most frequently Rick Curran (7), Rick Curran (7), 
Barry Schwartz (7) Barry Schwartz ( 6), 
Chris Doerr (4), 
Bruce Middlebrooks 
(4) 
An electronic copy of the complete analysis is available for those who are interested. Please call me at 
x53408 if you would like a copy of the analysis or have questions, comments or concerns. 
BCBSF IMAGE MONITOR - JUNE 2003 
Interview Schedule 
Field Dates: June 16-18, 2003 
Project#: 03209 
N = 600 Adults 
Margin of Error = ± 4.00% 
* Denotes result under 0.5%. 
Due to rounding, some figures may be higher or lower by less than one-half of one percent. 
Now, thinking generally about things here in Florida ... 
1. Which ONE of the following should receive the greatest attention from the Florida state 
government at the present time? (RANDOMIZE AND READ) 
11/95 6/96 2/97 8/97 3/98 8/98 
16% 13% 14% 14% 17% 14% Providing affordable quality health care 
22% 22% 22% 22% 15% 21% Fighting drugs and crime 
10% 9% 6% 4% 4% 5% Reforming welfare 
15% 12% 11% 13% 11% 12% Reducing government spending and taxes 
24% 29% 34% 32% 37% 32% Improving public education 
9% 10% 8% 10% 9% 8% Creating jobs 
2/99 8/99 1/00 6/00 1/01 6/01 
22% 22% 26% 27% 27% 25% Providing affordable quality health care 
19% 19% 17% 19% 13% 13% Fighting drugs and crime 
4% 5% 3% 3% 3% 1% Reforming welfare 
10% 12% 10% 11% 10% 9% Reducing government spending and taxes 
33% 31% 36% 32% 34% 34% Improving public education 
7% 8% 5% 7% 7% 11% Creating jobs 
2% 2% Ensuring the privacy of personal health info. 
4% 4% DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
1% * REFUSED (DNR) 
1/02 6/02 1/03 6/03 
21% 25% 34% 30% Providing affordable quality health care 
7% 8% 7% 7% Fighting drugs and crime 
9% 6% 11% 9% Reducing government spending and taxes 
35% 33% 24% 31% Improving public education 
13% 8% 12% 11% Creating jobs 
2% 2% 2% 2% Ensuring the privacy of personal health information 
9% 12% 7% 7% Ensuring the security of Florida against terrorist threats 
4% 4% 3% 2% DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
* 1% 1% * REFUSED (DNR) 
2 
Turning now to something else ... 
2. Which ONE of the following issues would you tell the leadership in Congress that they SHOULD 
focus on getting done between now and the next election? (RANDOMIZE) 
8/99 1/00 6/00 1/01 6/01 1/02 6/02 1/03 6/03 
17% 22% 18% 23% 21% 21% 20% 22% 19% Improving Medicare so that it 
pays for prescription drugs for 
senior citizens 
8% 8% 8% 10% 6% 6% 5% 5% 7% Raising the minimum wage 
9% 8% 7% 7% 6% 5% 3% 5% 4% Passing tough new regulations 
to give HMO patients more 
rights 
6% 10% 7% 4% Ensuring homeland security in 
the United States 
18% 17% 19% 20% 15% 12% 11% 12% 8% Cutting taxes so people have 
more money to use as they 
choose 
20% 14% 18% 17% 11% 13% 13% 16% 14% Protecting social security* 
17% 19% 18% 13% 11% 15% 13% 17% 19% Providing health care coverage 
for the uninsured 
18% 17% 16% 13% 19% Improving education 
5% 7% 4% 7% 4% 3% ALL OF THE ABOVE (DNR) 
1% 1% * 1% 1% 1% NONE OF THE ABOVE 
(DNR) 
* * 1% 1% * * DON'T KNOW (DN R) 
* * * * REFUSED (DO NOT READ) 
NOTE: As of JAN-02, language was changed from "Using the budget surplus to protect social 
security " to "Protecting social security" instead. 
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Now, thinking specifically about the health insurance industry ... 
3. Please tell me, which health insurance company do you think is most actively involved in 
community service and being a good corporate citizen in your area? 
3/98 2/99 1/00 1/01 1/02 6/02 1/03 6/03 
17% 12% 13% 15% 19% 11% 20% 29% Blue Cross/Blue Shield of 
Florida 
2% 1% 1% 3% 3% Blue Cross/Blue Shield (state 
other than Florida) 
1% * * 1% Health Options 
1% 2% 2% 3% 3% CIGNA 
2% 1% 2% 3% 3% Aetna 
3% 3% 1% 6% 5% Humana/PCA 
1% 1% HIPNista 
3% 1% 2% 2% 1% Av-Med 
2% 3% 2% 5% 7% United Healthcare 
1% 1% Anthem 
5% 11% 7% 5% 8% OTHER 
2% ~ 2% 3% NONE OF THEM 
56% 55% 65% 51% 35% DON'T KNOW (DO NOT 
READ) 
3% 2% 2% 1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ) 
~~ 
/ 
Thinking specifically about some specific health insurance providers ... 
Please tell me if you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of each of the following health insurance 
companies ... 
The (first/next) one is ... (READ AND RANDOMIZE STATEMENTS) 
(IF ANSWER, ASK:) Would that be VERY (favorable/unfavorable) or just SOMEWHAT 
(favorable/unfavorable)? 
(DNR) (DNR) 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV 
4. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
32% 34% 8% 10% 16% * 
66% 18% 
1/03 67% 19% 
6/02 67% 18% 
6/01 68% 14% 
1/01 68% 17% 
6/00 67% 13% 
1/00 75% 16% 
8/99 60% 13% 
2/99 68% 13% 
8/98 62% 15% 
3/98 68% 16% 
8/97 66% 12% 
2/97 66% 15% 
6/96 68% 14% 
11/95 64% 18% 
6/95 65% 18% 
12/94 55% 19% 
3/93 57% 21% 
2/93 58% 20% 
1/93 57% 25% 
3/92 61% 22% 
2/92 60% 24% 
1/92 61% 21% 
1991 59% 23% 
1990 64% 18% 
1989 52% 23% 
4 
5 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV 
5. Health Options 
7% 21% 9% 8% 54% * 
28% 17% 
1/03 23% 14% 
6/02 18%1\ 11% 
1/02 24% 11% 
6/01 25% 11% 
1/01 28% 14% 
6/00 26% 13% 
1/00 30% 15% 
8/99 18% 7% 
2/99 26% 10% 
8/98 25% 11% 
3/98 25% 9% 
2/97 24% 10% 
6/96 25% 7% 
11/95 22% 9% 
6/95 20% 9% 
12/94 19% 9% 
6. Cigna 
12% 31% 7% 8% 42% 1% 
43% 15% 
1/03 39% 13% 
6/02 31% 13% 
1/02 37% 17% 
6/01 34% 13% 
1/01 37% 16% 
6/00 34% 13% 
1/00 44% 14% 
8/99 29% 9% 
2/99 34% 10% 
8/98 30% 11% 
3/98 36% 11% 
8/97 30% 7% 
2/97 31% 12% 
6/96 32% 12% 
11195 30% 12% 
6/95 32% 10% 
6 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV 
7. Aetna 
12% 32% 11% 7% 37% 1% 
44% 18% 
1/03 46% 12% 
6/02 38% 11% 
1/02 38% 13% 
6/01 43% 12% 
1/01 42% 13% 
6/00 34% 13% 
1/00 45% 15% 
8/99 34% 8% 
2/99 38% 10% 
8/98 36% 10% 
3/98 43% 6% 
8/97 39% 9% 
2/97 41% 9% 
6/96 41% 9% 
11/95 44% 8% 
6/95 43% 9% 
12/94 29% 7% 
8. Humana 
13% 25% 13% 14% 35% 1% 
38% 27% 
1/03 36% 27% 
6/02 29% 26% 
1/02 36% 27% 
6/01 31% 27% 
1/01 36% 31% 
6/00 36% 25% 
1/00 43% 31% 
8/99 29% 27% 
2/99 38% 27% 
8/98 35% 24% 
3/98 36% 26% 
8/97 36% 20% 
2/97 35% 24% 
6/96 39% 22% 
11/95 34% 25% 
6/95 36% 24% 
12/94 32% 23% 
7 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV 
9. Av-Med 
5% 23% 9% 6% 56% * 
28% 15% 
1/03 26% 11%1\ 
6/02 20% 11% 
1/02 25% 12% 
6/01 20% 13% 
1/01 32% 13% 
6/00 28% 15% 
1/00 39% 14% 
8/99 23% 14% 
2/99 36% 10% 
8/98 29% 12% 
3/98 33% 10% 
2/97 29% 12% 
6/96 33% 10% 
11/95 28% 12% 
6/95 29% 12% 
12/94 28% 8% 
10. United Healthcare 
18% 27% 8% 6% 41% 1% 
44% 14% 
1/03 36% 12%1\ 
6/02 30%1\ 11%" 
1/02 34% 15% 
6/01 33% 13% 
1/01 37% 13% 
6/00 30% 12% 
1/00 42% 11% 
8/99 24% 7% 
2/99 36% 6% 
8/98 28% 8% 
3/98 29% 7% 
2/97 25% 8% 
8 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV 
11. Foundation Health Corporation, also known as Care Florida 
4% 15% 8% 5% 67% * 
20% 13% 
1103 15% 10% 
6/02 11% 7% 
1/02 11% 11% 
6/01 14% 7% 
1/01 19% 11% 
6/00 15% 10% 
1/00 19% 12% 
8/99 8% 5% 
2/99 17% 6% 
8/98 12% 6% 
3/98 12% 5% 
2/97 15% 8% 
12. Beacon Group 
1% 13% 7% 5% 74% * 
14% 11% 
1/03 7% 6% 
6/02 4% 4% 
1/02 7% 7% 
6/01 7% 6% 
Field Dates: June 16-23, 2003 
Project #03209 
* Denotes result under 0.5%. 
BCBSF IMAGE MONITOR JUNE 2003 
Interview Schedule - CUSTOMERS ONLY 
N=340 Customers 
Margin of Error= ±5.31 % 
"Denotes rounding. Due to rounding, some figures may be higher or lower by less than one-half of one percent. 
~ Within trend data, denotes response was not included in earlier surveys. 
1. 
Now, thinking generally about things here in Florida ... 
1. Which ONE of the following should receive the greatest attention from the Florida state 
government at the present time? (RANDOMIZE AND READ) 
6/96 2/97 8/97 3/98 8/98 2/99 8/99 
13% 14% 13% 16% 19% 22% 28% Providing affordable quality health care 
20% 24% 20% 18% 17% 16% 17% Fighting drugs and crime 
12% 8% 4% 6% 9% 4% 4% Reforming welfare 
12% 12% 14% 9% 12% 17% 9% Reducing government spending and taxes 
28% 30% 33% 38% 34% 32% 29% Improving public education 
10% 8% 11% 9% 5% 4% 7% Creating jobs 
1/00 6/00 1/01 6/01 1/02 6/02 1/03 6/03 
27% 28% 30% 28% 26% 29% 30% 30% Providing affordable quality health care 
14% 14% 9% 13% 5% 6% 7% 3% Fighting drugs and crime 
4% 4% 4% 3% ~ ~ ~ ~ Reforming welfare 
13% 12% 8% 12% 9% 7% 8% 10% Reducing government spending and taxes 
37% 33% 39% 30% 34% 35% 25% 37% Improving public education 
3% 5% 4% 8% 9% 7% 11% 9% Creating jobs 
4% 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% Ensuring the privacy of personal health 
information 
8% 8% 10% 6% Ensuring the security of Florida against 
terrorist threats 
2% 4% 5% 4% 5% 2% DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
1% * 1% * 1% 1% REFUSED (DNR) 
Turning now to something else ... 
2. Which ONE of the following issues would you tell the leadership in Congress that they SHOULD 
focus on getting done between now and the next election? (RANDOMIZE) 
8/99 1/00 6/00 1/01 6/01 1/02 6/02 
17% 17% 22% 24% 23% 19% 19% Improving Medicare so that it pays for 
prescription drugs for senior citizens 
7% 9% 6% 5% 4% 5% 3% Raising the minimum wage 
10% 11% 10% 8% 6% 5% 4% Passing tough new regulations to give HMO 
patients more rights 
8% 10% Ensuring homeland security in the U.S. 
2% 7% 5% 7% 3% ~ ~ Reforming the way campaigns are financed 
16% 17% 19% 20% 17% 15% 13% Cutting taxes so people have more money to use 
as they choose 
26% 18% 17% 18% 14% 16% 15% Protecting social security* 
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16% 17% 15% Improving education 
4% 4% 9% ALL OF THE ABOVE (DNR) 
* * 1% NONE OF THE ABOVE (DNR) 
* * * DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
* * REFUSED (DO NOT READ) 
Improving Medicare so that it pays for prescription drugs for senior citizens 
Raising the minimum wage 
Passing tough new regulations to give HMO patients more rights 
Ensuring homeland security in the U.S 
Reforming the way campaigns are financed 
Cutting taxes so people have more money to use as they choose 
Protecting social security* 
Providing health care coverage for the uninsured 
Improving education 
6% ALL OF THE ABOVE (DNR) 
I% NONE OF THE ABOVE (DNR) 
1 % DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
REFUSED (DO NOT READ) 
NOTE: As of JAN-02, language was changed from "Using the budget surplus to protect social security" 
to "Protecting social security " instead. 
3 
Now, thinking specifically about the health insurance industry ... 
3. Please tell me, which health insurance company do you think is most actively involved in 
community service and being a good corporate citiz.en in your area? 
(OPEN END, PROBE FOR SPECIFIC COMPANY NAME. IF NOT ON LIST, PLEASE 
RECORD AS AN OTHER AND SPECIFY. BE SURE TO GET CORRECT SPELLING 
FROM RESPONDENT) 
(OPEN END, PROBE FOR SPECIFIC COMPANY NAME. IF NOT ON LIST, PLEASE 
RECORD AS AN OTHER AND SPECIFY. VERIFY CORRECT SPELLING) 
3/98 2/99 1/00 1/01 1/02 6/02 1/03 6/03 
34% 21% 32% 35% 32% 23% 32% 37% Blue Cross/Blue Shield of 
Florida 
* 1% 2% * 1% 2% 4% Blue Cross/Blue Shield (state 
other than Florida) 
3% 1% 2% 1% 1% * 1% 1% Health Options 
* 1% 1% 1% 2% * 1% 2% CIGNA 
1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% Aetna 
2% 2% 3% 3% 1% 1% 1% 1% Humana/PCA 
1% 2% 3% 3% 1% * 1% * Av-Med 
1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2% United Healthcare 
* * * HIPNista 
* Anthem 
3% 1% 1% -- -- Medicare/Medicaid/Champus 
5% 3% 3% 6% 6% 5% 1% OTHER 
3% 1% 2% 1% 1% NONE OF THEM 
50% 59% 49% 50% 51% 62% 53% 43% DON'T KNOW (DNR) 
1% 2% * 3% 3% 2% * 2% REFUSED (DNR) 
Thinking specifically about some specific health insurance providers ... 
Please tell me if you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of each of the following health insurance 
companies ... 
The(first/next) one is ... (READ AND RANDOMIZE STATEMENTS) 
(IF ANSWER, ASK:) Would that be VERY (favorable/unfavorable) or just SOMEWHAT 
(favorable/unfavorable)? 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV (DNR) (DNR) 
4. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
41% 39% 8% 8% 4% 
80% 15%" 
1103 78%" 20% 
6/02 84% 11% 
1102 81% 16% 
6/01 85% 12% 
1101 85% 13% 
6/00 84% 8% 
1100 82% 14% 
8/99 86% 7% 
2/99 88% 8% 
8/98 90% 7% 
3/98 87% 10% 
8/97 91% 6% 
2/97 83% 12% 
6/96 85% 9% 
11/95 85% 10% 
6/95 86% 9% 
4 
5 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV (DNR) (DNR) 
5. Health Options 
9% 26% 6% 9% 49% 1% 
35% 15% 
1/03 34% 18%/\ 
6/02 33% 13%/\ 
1/02 36% 15% 
6/01 33% 15% 
1/01 37% 20% 
6/00 40% 13% 
1/00 41 % 19% 
8/99 34% 10% 
2/99 36% 14% 
8/98 45% 11% 
3/98 55% 12% 
2/97 38% 12% 
6/96 39% 6% 
11/95 27% 10% 
6/95 26% 12% 
6. Cigna 
10% 27% 7% 5% 51% 1% 
37% 12% 
1/03 31 %/\ 15% 
6/02 28%/\ 10% 
1/02 36% 13% 
6/01 31% 12% 
1/01 33% 18% 
6/00 27% 10% 
1/00 31 % 14% 
8/99 29% 10% 
2/99 33% 13% 
8/98 26% 9% 
3/98 37% 10% 
2/97 31 % 10% 
6 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV (DNR) (DNR) 
7. Aetna 
9% 31% 8% 5% 47% 1% 
40% 12% A 
1/03 38%" 15% 
6/02 37% 10% 
1/02 33% 14% 
1/01 37% 18% 
6/00 25% 12% 
1/00 37% 11% 
8/99 29% 8% 
2/99 34% 11% 
8/98 31% 10% 
3/98 45% 7% 
2/97 38% 7% 
6/96 41% 11% 
11/95 44% 8% 
6/95 39% 9% 
NOTE: From March 1998-January 2002, "U.S. Healthcare" was added to "Aetna". 
8. Humana 
5% 25% 13% 14% 43% 1% 
30% 27% 
1/03 27% 29% 
6/02 27% 26% 
1/02 30% 31% 
6/01 24% 33% 
1/01 31% 33% 
6/00 29% 28% 
1/00 31% 37% 
8/99 23% 28% 
2/99 33% 30% 
8/98 28% 26% 
3/98 36% 26% 
8/97 33% 23% 
2/97 35% 19% 
6/96 41% 18% 
11/95 27% 23% 
6/95 33% 26% 
7 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV (DNR) (DNR) 
9. Av-Med 
4% 19% 8% 4% 64% * 
24°/oA 12% 
1/03 19% 14%1\ 
6/02 20%1\ 11% 
1/02 24% 13% 
6/01 27% 20% 
1/01 27% 19% 
6/00 20% 13% 
1/00 32% 14% 
8/99 20% 13% 
2/99 31 % 12% 
8/98 29% 12% 
3/98 33% 9% 
2/97 26% 11% 
6/96 32% 8% 
11/95 24% 13% 
6/95 31 % 12% 
10. United Healthcare 
9% 19% 8% 7% 57% * 
28% 15% 
1/03 32% 14%1\ 
6/02 18%1\ 13% 
1/02 28% 15% 
6/01 22% 11% 
1/01 31% 16% 
6100 22% 9% 
1/00 24% 11 % 
8/99 15% 6% 
2/99 26% 6% 
8/98 19% 8% 
3/98 28% 5% 
2/97 18% 4% 
8 
VERY SMWT SMWT VERY DK REF 
FAV FAV UNFAV UNFAV (DNR) (DNR) 
11. Foundation Health Corporation, also known as Care Florida 
3% 10% 5% 4% 78% * 
12%1\ 9% 
1/03 12% 10% 
6/02 9% 7% 
1/02 8% 9% 
6/01 9% 5% 
1/01 14% 16% 
6/00 10% 6% 
1/00 11% 8% 
8/99 5% 5% 
2/99 11% 6% 
8/98 10% 7% 
3/98 13% 6% 
2/97 10% 3% 
12. Beacon Group 
1% 7% 4% 3% 84% 1% 
8% 8%1\ 
1/03 5% J%A 
6/02 4% 3% 
1/02 4% 5% 
6/01 5% 6% 
NOTE: In JAN-02, this was referred to as "Beacon Health Plans". 
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
3rd QUARTER 2003 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida benefits from strong corporate 
positioning 
BCBSF media coverage this quarter consisted of 143 news items that reached a total potential 
audience of more than 25.3 million readers and viewers. Corporate messaging re_sonated well 
within the press, in particular, stories focused on community relations, corporate citizenship 
and ethics/responsibility. The top two most communicated Key Messages were Health & Well 
Being of Customers, followed by Financially Responsible. BCBSF's Impact Score for the third 
quarter was + 30% and its Net Effect was 8.4 million. 
This quarter's coverage produced an average tone rating of 71 %. Combined with a strong 
Impact Score of+ 30%, these results are indicative of prominent, positive media exposure that 
can influence the audience's perceptions of, and behavior toward, BCBSF. The Impact Score 
is a quality measure which evaluates prominence and tone in order to provide an estimate of 
the likelihood that someone will be exposed to and remember news about BCBSF. Factors 
used in evaluating Impact include the following: headlines, initial mentions, dominance (if 
competitors are also mentioned), extent of mention, visuals and tone. 
BCBSF's Net Effect of positive 8.4 million is based on 71 % of Q3 coverage being somewhat 
or very positive. This strong performance in overall positive tone helped contribute to both a 
high Impact Score and high Net Effect. Net Effect is the result of impressions of an individual 
news item multiplied by its Impact Score. This measure is used as a gauge of potential 
quantity. A full explanation of the methodology is found on page eight of this report. 
Overall, editorial positioning of BCBSF was highly favorable. Community relations was one 
area in which BCBSF garnered considerable positive coverage. This was based on mentions of 
Blue Foundation grants to groups such as the Jacksonville Urban League, the Jacksonville 
Symphony Orchestra, Barry University, the University of South Florida and We Care, amongst 
others. 
Another generator of strong, positive coverage for BCBSF was communication of the Key 
Message "Health & Well Being of Customers". Examples included introducing 25 new, 
consumer-driven health plans through Blue Options, as well as a discussion of how BCBSF 
was marketing its services to growing minority communities. 
Negative coverage during Q3 included a mention of a BCBSF member being denied 
ambulance transportation and an ongoing dispute between BCBSF and Baycare. Baycare had 
filed a $2.5 million suit versus BCBSF for services Baycare claimed BCBSF was unwilling to 
pay for. 
The most frequent media outlet during Q3 was The Miami Herald (9 mentions), followed by 
the Jacksonville Business Journal and the St. Petersburg Times (8 mentions each). This local 
coverage contributed to the Miami/Ft. Lauderdale market generating a total BCBSF reach of 
5.3 million readers/viewers. Tampa Bay/St. Petersburg was second with 4.7 total reach. Barry 
Schwartz and Mark Wright were the two most quoted BCBSF spokespeople, while John 
Dorschner and John Snow were the most frequent bylines. 
n-•-1.-.,-





Frequency: 143 News Items 
Reach: 25.3 Million Impressions 
Tone: 71% Very/Somewhat Positive 
Impact: + 30% 
Net Effect: Positive 8.4 Million 
Message Positioning 
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CURRENT PERFORMANCE (CONT.) 






Top 5 Media 
Miami Herald 
Business Journal ( Jacksonville, FL) 
St. Petersburg Times 
Tampa Tribune 
Florida Times-Union 





















3rd QUARTER 2003 
+9% + 223,471 
-7% 
- 407,226 
+ 63 % + 83,980 
+ 53% + 198,240 
+ 35% + 738,041 
+26% + 752,668 
+45% + 36,110 
+9% + 245,531 
+ 21 % + 329,059 
+ 35% + 364,495 
+28% + 892,548 
+ 56% + 42,805 
-65% - 494,736 
+21 % + 229,670 





PERFORMANCE OVER TIME 
3rd QUARTER 2003 
• Month-over-month, the frequency and reach of BCBSF media coverage has remained relatively constant - with 
only a slight dip in coverage volume during the summer slowdown of August. 
• Communication of BCBSF Key Messages hit a high peak in September. The main drivers of this coverage were 
"Health & Well Being of Customers" followed by "Financially Responsible". 
Key Indicators Over Time 
Frequency I 61 I 29 I 53 I I I I I I I I I I 
Reach I 8.9 I 3.1 I 13.3 I I I I I I I I I I (in mil ions) 




Impact Score +36% +22% + 28 °/4 I I I I I I I I I I +30o/. 
Net Effect 
(in milions) 
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PERFORMANCE OVER TIME 
Positioning Over Time 
03-03 
3rd QUARTER 2003 
04-03 01-04 02-04 YTD 
Freq % Fav Freq % Fav Freq % Fav Freq % Fav Freq % Fav 
Corporate j 
Breadth of Product Une 







Innovative I 18 100% 
Market Leader 12 100% 
12 1000/o 
Value 8 88% 
General Coroorate 10 100% 
Public Policy/ Legislation 0 
-
General Public Policy I Legislation 0 -
General Healthcare 17 100% 
mer Choice 1 1000/o 
Customer SeNice 1 100% 
Healthcare Costs 12 100% 
General Healthcare 3 100% 
Medicare 10 100% 
Managed Care / Provider & Member Relations 56 66% 
Member Relations 24 50% 
Provider Relations 8 25% 
General Managed Care I Provider & Member 24 96% Relations 
OVERALL 314 93% I I I 
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PERFORMANCE OVER TIME 






Y-T-D Top Media 
Miami Herald 
Business Journal (Jacksonville, FL) 
St. Petersburg Times 
Tampa Tribune 
Florida Times-Union 





















3rd QUARTER 2003 
+9% + 223,471 
-7% 
- 407,226 
+ 63% + 83,980 
+ 53% + 198,240 
+ 35% + 738,041 
I +26% + 752,668 
+45% + 36,110 
+9% + 245,531 
+21 % + 329,059 
+ 35% + 364,495 
+28% + 892,548 
+ 56% + 42,805 
-65 % - 494,736 
+ 21 % + 229,670 
+41 % + 210,226 




PERFORMANCE OVER TIME (CONT.} 
Y-T-D Reach By DMA 









FT. MYERS/NAPLES I 0.2 
TALLAHASSEE/THOMASVILLE I 0.1 
PANAMA CITY I 0.1 
1.7 
1.4 
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TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
3rd QUARTER 2003 
Frequency: The total number of news items appearing within a specific time period. 
Reach: The total potential audience produced by news items within a specific time period - measured by 
Impressions (print circulations and broadcast audience figures). 
Tone: The editorial "attitude" a news item conveys toward a company. Tone is coded on a 5-point bi-polar scale 
where S=Very Positive, 4=Somewhat Positive, 3=Neutra1/Balanced, 2=Somewhat Negative and 1 =Very Negative. 
Delahaye rates Tone based on how the "attitude" conveyed might influence a reader/viewer's decision to do 
business with a company, or buy its products. 
Key Message: A proposition - in the form of a statement or phrase - that a company wants to communicate to its 
target audience via media coverage. Key Message "penetration" represents the percentage of total news items 
communicating one or more Key Messages. Key Message "reach" represents the total potential audience for each 
Key Message appearing in a news item. 
Positioning Message: Editorial messaging/statements that "position" a company favorably or unfavorably on a 
specific topic or issue. 
Media Source: Name of outlet in which coverage appears. 
Media Category: Print, Broadcast and Internet. 
Byline: The reporter or other author name attributed to a news item. 
Impact Score: A composite of Prominence and Tone that becomes an overall "quality" score on a scale of+ 100% 
to -100% (Tone determines whether the Impact Score is a positive or negative number). Prominence is a research-
based estimation of the likelihood that someone will be exposed to and remember news about a company. 
Prominence factors are weighted based on their relative contribution to news item effectiveness. 
Prominence factors include: 
• Placement - presence on the front page/cover; front page of a section. 
• Headline - presence in the headline/ sub-headline 
• Initial Mention - Lead (appears in the first two paragraphs); pt Half 
• Dominance - Exclusive, Dominant, Balanced or Minority treatment 
• Extent - Significant, Moderate, Marginal or Minimal reference 
• Visual - Presence in a photo or graphic 
Net Effect: The result of the Impressions of an individual news item multiplied by its Impact Score. Results are 
added to determine an overall Net Effect for a specific period of time, or surrounding a particular issue or event. 
Net Effects can be positive or negative. 
For Additional Details 
Delahaye Select 
Drill down into your data 
• Set up customize charts 
• Get past reports 
www .delahayeselect.com 




Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) awarded Barry University a $300,000 
grant to help establish the Institute for Community Health and Minority Medicine. The 
grant adds to the $2.5 million the university has raised so far toward the project. The 
Institute will be part of Barry's School of Graduate Medical Sciences. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Board Members Gonzalo Valdes-Pauli and Fran Scruggs, along with Reggie 
Rogers, vice president of sales for BCBSF's Southern Geographic Business Unit; Dr. Mel 
Fletcher, BCBSF's vice president for patient care and quality management and Kenneth 
Sellers, BCBSF's group vice president for the Southern Geographic Business Unit 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
8400 N.W. 33rd Street 
Miami, FL 33122 
Dear Ken: 
Thank you for your gracious assistance in obtaining the $250,000 contribution 
from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida. The check arrived on December 30th 
and was a splendid way in which to end 2002. We are most grateful to both 
you and Shelley Spivack for helping to make this ccintribution happen. 
Miami Children's Hospital Foundation and Miami Children's Hospital are 
most grateful for the support shown by BCBS of Florida for our Brain 
Institute. Your contribution has helped to 'jump-start" our campaign and you 
will always have the distinction of being the first .m:tjor donor to this cause. 
Being among the top 20 pediatric hospitals in this mtion is a banner we hold 
high. More importantly, programs such as the Brain Institute, will ensure that 
no child will ever have to leave this region for the best in pediatric care. 
: Thank you for helping to make this possible. 
Ken, we look forward to taking you and your colleagues on a tour of the 
hospital when it is convenient for you. You'll be surprised by the quality care 
and service and will see that your contribution will be put to good use. 
Thank you again for your support. We look forward to working with you as 










Ambassador !David M. Walters ,----------------------------------------. I Per Internal Revenue Service Code guidelines no goods or services were received as a part of this contribution. 
3000 SW 62nd Avenue, Miami~ Florida 33155 • Telephone: 3 05-666 .. 2889 • Fax: 305 .. 666 .. 3078 
Draft of Press Release 
This is prepared for distribution on Girl Scout Press Release letterhead,, 
TV, radio, and print along with publications are on our Media Mailing List, approximately 
130,, However, if you wish to release on BCBS letterhead and reverse the order of 
paragraphs, let me know. I will change at your direction. 
Please feel free to edit, comment .... D 
Contact: Sally Ann Boggess 
Phone: 305-253-4841, Ext. 233 
Girl Scouts of Tropical Florida Inc. receive a $50,000 gift fr 
Blue Cross and Bh.ne Shield of Florida 
The Girl Scout Council of Tropical Florida, Inc. is pleased to announce a $50,000 gift from Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF), the contribution will be used to fulfill the mission of 
the Girl Scouts which states: "To inspire girls with the highest ideals of character, conduct, 
patriotism, and se,vice that they may become happy and resourceful citizens." 
Serving nearly 16,000 girls and 5,000 adults in Miami-Dade and Monroe Counties the local 
Council provides support to over 800 Girl Scout troops. The local Council implements 
specialized programs that allow girls who live in family housing developments and girls from the 
migrant communities in South Miami-Dade County the opportunity to be a Girl Scout. 
"This generous gesture of support and confidence from BCBSF will enable us to reach out to all 
girls and provide them with the opportunity to be a Girl Scout, particularly those girls who, 
because of economic situations might not be able to join our organization," said Maria D. Tejera, 
chief executive officer of the Girl Scout Council of Tropical !Florida, Inc. 
The Council also provides Girl Scouting to girls with disabilities in the public school system and 
has programs targeting girls in Little Haiti. Additionally, young girls who want to play sports even 
have a place in Girl Scouting as the Council has a GirlSports Program Department, which · 
implements a basketball league and tennis clinics. 
"Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida and the Girl Scouts have a shared commitment to make a 
positive impact on the lives of Floridians," said Tejera, "Health and safety remain the 
cornerstones of the Girl Scout Movement and girls who learn about and practice safe and 
healthy behaviors now, are more likely to establish lifelong habits of health and safety 
consciousness. " 
Today's Girl Scout is every girl, no matter her interests or needs and the partnership with 
BCBSF will allow the Council to continue to offer programs that appeal to all girls between the 
ages of five and 17. 
NEWS RELEASE 
For Immediate Release: 1-21-03 
Miami Bridge Youth & Family Services, Inc. 
Contact: Stephanie Solovei 
Telephone: (305) 636-3510 
iami Bridge Emergency Youth Shelters Receive Major Gift 
Contribution from Blue Cross and-Blue Shield of Florida 
Blue Cross aRG-Blue Shield of Florida, as an expression of its deep commitment to 
advance the health and well being of Florida's residents, has awarded a $25,000 gift to 
Miami Bridge Youth and Family Services, Inc. 
These funds have been contributed to restore, renovate, and refurbish Miami Bridge 
Youth and Family Services emergency shelters for homeless, runaway, abused, and 
abandoned children. During the course of this year, Miami Bridge shelters will provide 
safe haven and free full scope emergency support services for more than 1,100 
youngsters in its two residential facilities. 
During this past decade more than 10,000 teens have resided at Miami Bridge's two 
shelters. This high volume of service has now necessitated that significant repairs and 
renovation projects be conducted to enable the facilities to continue to effectively serve 
as a safety net for children caught in the web of personal and family crisis. 
By responding to Miami Bridge's appeal for financial assistance to enable the 
continuation of the provision of crucial services, Blue Cross aRG-Blue Shield of Florida 
has assumed a leadership role in the organization's "Champions for Children Network." 
Miami Bridge has been a saving grace for children for the past 27 years by providing 
services to preserve and strengthen family integrity and redirect young lives. 
Established in 1975 the organization is Miami-Dade County's oldest provider of 24-hour 
emergency youth shelter care, supportive services, and aftercare for at-risk children 
Page 2 
Miami Bridge/Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
ages 10-17. For almost three decades, the child welfare system, the juvenile courts, the 
school system, and troubled youth and families of this community, have relied upon 
Miami Bridge to assume the mantel of "key player'' in the provision of crucial crisis 
intervention services. 
The emergency shelter program features a structured and nurturing environment 
designed to assist children to develop and practice new coping skills and more effective 
means of family communication. Campuses are located in Miami and Homestead. High 
scope emergency shelter services include: room and board; formal academic classes; 
mental health counseling; case management; substance abuse prevention services; 
recreational programs; individual, family, and group counseling; referral services; health 
screenings, and life skills training. Professional social workers assist families and 
children to resolve conflicts to enable youngsters to successfully return home once 
again. Aftercare services are provided to ensure ongoing family support. 
By partnering with Miami Bridge Youth and Family Services, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida has demonstrated its belief that strong and healthy families are the 
building blocks of our community. 
### 
January 29, 2003 
Contact: Ivette R. Diaz 
(786) 268-1822 
idiaz@mchf.org 
For Approval Only 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida donates $250,000 to Miami 
Children's Hospital Foundation 
(Miami, FL) -- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida presents a check for $250,000 to Miami 
Children's Hospital Foundation's Brain Institute - Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's 
$250,000 gift to the Brain Institute at Miami Children's Hospital Foundation will support the 
construction of the new Neurological Corridor in the Pediatric Brain Tumor and Neurological 
Disease Institute. This donation marks the first major gift to the Brain Institute at Miami 
Children's Hospital, which will provide comprehensive services to children suffering from any 
type of brain trauma. The Brain Institute focuses on the application and development of cutting 
edge treatments and technologies, integrating research initiatives among the different facets of 
( neuroscience and fostering team member collaboration through multidisciplinary clinical 
programs. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's $250,000 gift to this project will help ensure 
that Miami Children's Hospital continues to have the largest pediatric neurology program in the 
United States. The Brain Institute is one part of the capital improvements scheduled to be 
completed at Miami Children's Hospital. 
In making this gift, Ken Sellers, Group Vice President of Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida said, "Miami Children's Hospital is a remarkable institution serving the 
children of this region. To be at the forefront of assisting with the development of the 
Brain Institute is our way of demonstrating our commitment to not only the well-
being of children, but new and innovative ways in which to provide quality health 
care. We couldn't have found a better partner." 
Accepting this gift on behalf of Miami Children's Hospital Foundation, Robin Reiter, 
President of the Foundation," .... There are lots of health care companies that operate 
in Florida, but it always seems to be Blue Cross and Blue Shield that steps up to the 
plate. Their idea of being a good corporate citizen is to provide contributions that 
enable organizations and then step back and watch the miracles occur." 
Miami Childrens' Hospital Foundation raises funds and awareness for Miami 
Children's Hospital, its programs and projects. Working together, the foundation and 
the hospital are committed to ensuring that no child will ever have to leave this region 
to receive state of the art pediatric care. For more information about the foundation 
please call 305-666-2889. 
Miami Children's Hospital offers comprehensive medical care and services for 
children from birth to age 21 and is the only licensed specialty hospital exclusively for 
children in South Florida. MCH has 268 beds, over 600 attending physicians covering 
more than 35 sub-specialty areas and treats over 185,000 patients each year. Miami 
Children's Hospital is the largest freestanding pediatric teaching hospital in the 
Southeastern United States. U.S. News & World Report recognized MCH as the best 
pediatric hospital in Florida and one of the top 20 pediatric hospitals in the US. For 
more information on Miami Children's Hospital visit www.mch.com. 
{ BlueCross BlueShield 
of Florida 
® An Independent Licensee of the 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 4, 2003 
CONTACT: Rick Curran 
(904) 905-3408 - phone 
(904) 386-3495 - cell 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Donates $3.5 million to Charities 
3 8 non-profit organizations benefit throughout south Florida 
Miami, FL- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) recently made charitable 
contributions exceeding $3.5 million to 38 non-profit organizations in south Florida. The 
contributions will help universities and organizations continue vital programs, launch new 
initiatives, and support the health and well-being of south Florida citizens. 
The organizations that received contributions are diverse, however, all have either a health or 
education focus, or are organizations where BCBSF employees have donated volunteer hours. 
The funds, totaling $3,517,133, will support innovative programs geared towards uninsured and 
underserved Floridians, health care awareness and training, health education and workforce 
preparation. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and 
well-being of Florida citizens. While all successful companies must focus on meeting customer 
needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to the public good," said 
Kenneth Sellers, group vice president of the south Florida region. 
The south Florida region covers 17 counties throughout Florida, including major cities such as 
Orlando, Miami and West Palm Beach. 
A total of nine educational institutions received funds to assist students through scholarships 
and/or nursing programs, initiate grants for research and expand facilities. They are Barry 
University, Bethune Cookman College, Florida International University, Florida Memorial 
College, Miami Dade Community College, Rollins College, St. Thomas University, University 
of Central Florida and University of Miami. 
Health organizations which received funding included Miami Children's Hospital, Miami Jewish 
Home and Hospital for the Aged, The Wellness Community of Boca Raton, Treasure Coast Area 
Agency on Aging and The d.e.n.t.a.1. Clinic, among others. 
The other organizations receiving gifts from BCBSF serve south Florida communities by 
providing an array of needs, including patient transportation, updated diagnostic equipment, 
senior prescription drug assistance, and services to the uninsured and underinsured. 
( 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) is a leader in Florida's health industry. BCBSF . 
and its subsidiaries serve more than 6 million people. Since 1944, the company has been 
dedicated to meeting the diverse needs of all those it serves by offering an array of choices. 
BCBSF is a private, policyholder-owned, tax-paying mutual company. Headquartered in 
Jacksonville, Fla., BCBSF is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies. For more 
information concerning BCBSF, please see its website at WWWobcbsflocom. 
### 
For Immediate Release 
Contact: Toni Siskin 
305.751.8626, ext. 2295 
The Alzheimer's Care Committee/NOTABLES and 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Join Forces for Alzheimer's Care 
(MIAMI- February 10, 2003) The Alzheimer's Care Committee/NOTABLES of 
Douglas Gardens (ACC/N) is pleased to announce a new partnership with Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida that will benefit countless South Florida residents stricken with 
Alzheimer's disease. In December 2002, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
bestowed a $50,000 grant on the Louis C. Fischer Day Care Center, a beneficiary of the 
ACC/N. These funds have already been put to good use and increased the caliber of care 
provided to the Day Care Center's clients. 
This generous grant has allowed for the hiring of a special education technician who 
visits with clients three times per week. This individual engages Alzheimer's patients in 
reminiscing exercises that help to restore cognitive ability. New programs initiated into 
the Alzheimer's care facility include a Dance/Movement to Music therapy program, a 
Horticultural Therapy program and a Painting program, which includes visits from local 
artists. All of these new programs have been implemented to improve the quality of life 
of those South Floridians suffering from Alzheimer's disease. 
The Louis C. Fischer Day Care Center was the recipient of this grant, due to the efforts of 
Cyrus M. J ollivette, Group Vice President of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. 
"We are so overjoyed by the generosity of BC/BS," said Bella Goldstein, Founder and 
President of the Alzheimer's Care Committee/NOTABLES. "The entire Douglas 
Gardens community owes a debt of gratitude to Blue Cross and Blue Shield's dedication 
to ensuring that all of South Florida's Alzheimer's patient receive quality care," added 
Mickey W. Dworkin, Vice President of ACC/N. 
For more information on the Alzheimer's Care Committee/NOTABLES please contact 
Toni Siskin at 305.751.8626, ext. 2295 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 27, 2003 
Contact: David Hughes 
Phone Number: (954) 537-1010 
The Boys & Girls Club of Broward County Receives a $75,000 Gift 
From Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Miami, FL -The Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club of Broward County received a 
gift of $75,000 from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF). This gift will help 
the club continue to provide quality programming to south Florida youth. In honor of the 
generous gift, yesterday the weight room at the Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club 
was re-named the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Health & Fitness Center. 
"We are honored to dedicate our Health and Fitness Center to such a fine corporate 
citizen," said David Hughes, executive director, "Community partnerships are extremely 
important to the success of the Boys & Girls Clubs and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida have taken the opportunity to participate in the Boys & Girls Clubs of Broward 
County's capital campaign with its gift." 
The Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club, located at 1220 S.W. 133rd Ave. in Davie, is 
the largest Boys & Girls Club facility in Broward County. This facility provides 
after-school activities such as character and leadership development, health and life skills 
and sports, fitness and recreation to over 1,400 young women and men ranging from ages 
seven to 18. 
"We are very grateful that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has chosen to play a 
vital role in the health and welfare of the over 1,400 "at risk" children who belong to the 
Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club," said Hughes. 
For more information on any of the Boys & Girls Clubs programs or how you can 
become a partner with the Boys & Girls Clubs of Broward County, please call David 
Hughes at 954-537-1010. 
### 
( 
FOR Th1MEDIATE RELEASE 
March 5, 2003 
Contact: Francisco Duque 
(305) 899-3195 
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA GRANTS 
$300,000 TOW ARD COMMUNITY HEAL TH AND MINORITY MEDICINE 
(Miami Shores, Fla.--) Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has awarded Barry University a 
$300,000 grant, university officials announced today. 
The grant helps to fund the establishment of the Institute for Community Health and Minority Medicine. It adds to 
the $2.5 million the university has so far raised toward the project. The Institute will be an extension of Barry's 
School of Graduate Medical Sciences, which houses the podiatry and physician assistant programs. 
"This generous grant from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida puts us one step closer to the establishment of 
the Institute for Community Health and Minority Medicine," said Dr. Chet Evans, dean of Barry's School of 
Graduate Medical Sciences. "This institute will bring critically needed community health services to South 
Florida's residents." 
The Institute's four main objectives are to provide health care services to the region's underserved population; 
prepare a new generation of health care providers with emphasis on minority outreach; develop new and 
innovative community health initiatives; and identify disease prevention programs tailored to the minorities. 
Barry's School of Graduate Medical Sciences is dedicated to providing community and primary health care 
services to underserved and disadvantaged populations in Miami-Dade County. It currently serves more than 
28,000 migrant farm workers and their children at the Good News Care Center and the Open Door Health Clinic 
in South Miami-Dade. The school serves also 80,000 Hispanics at the Families R-US Health Center in West 
Miami-Dade. 
Kenneth Sellers, group vice president ofBCBSF's South Florida region, said the grant is part ofBCBSF's 
ongoing commitment to improving the plight of underserved and uninsured Floridians. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and well-being of 
Florida citizens," said Sellers. "While all successful companies must focus on meeting customer needs, our 
corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to the public good." 
Barry's 10 schools provide bachelor's, master's, law, and seven doctoral degree programs to more than 8,600 
students. The Dominican Sisters of Adrian, Michigan founded the university in 1940 and it became coeducational 
in 1975. The university has an annual economic impact of $300 million in the Greater Miami area. Sr. Jeanne 
O'Laughlin, OP, Ph.D. is serving her 22nd year as president, one of the longest college presidency tenures in.the 
United States. 
Barry's Internet address is www.barry.edu 
### 
Florida M 
March 13, 2003 
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA 
AWARDS $150,000 TO FMC 
FOR JESSIE TRICE COMMUNITY 
NURSING PROGRAM 
Contact: Retha Boone 
(305) 626-3624 
Miami, FL---Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida recently awarded a $150,.;()00 grant to 
provide programmatic operating support to the Jessie Trice Community Nursing program, which 
aims to increase the number of minority nurses. The program, a collaborative effort between the 
Equal Opportunity Family Health Center, the University of Miami and Florida Memorial College, 
recruits students who attend Florida Memorial College for three years, then transfer to the 
University of Miami, where they complete an additional two years to earn a nursing degree. 
"These funds will allow us to provide educational opportunities to the students who have 
enrolled in this innovative program," said FMC's executive vice president and provost, Dr. Karl 
S. Wright. Classes began in the fall of 2002 and some sixteen students have enrolled in the 
program. 
Kenneth G. Sellers, Group Vice President of BCBSFL said, "For nearly six decades, 
BCBSFL has been dedicated to providing caring solutions designed to protect and advance the 
health and well being of Florida's citizens". Sellers went on to say, "We take our responsibility 
as a corporate citizen very seriously and support a wide variety of programs and services such as 
the Jessie Trice Community Nursing Program". 
Florida Memorial College is a private, coeducational, four-year college, which offers programs 
to educate students liberally for the world of work. It is a historically black college, which serves 
students from Florida, the Caribbean and other areas. Founded in 1879, FMC is South Florida's 
only historically African-American College and is a member of The College Fund/UNCF. The 
college offers 38-degree programs through its seven academic divisions 
University of Miami School of Nursing is one of fourteen schools and colleges offering 
undergraduate and graduate degrees. Since 1948, the University has offered these degree 
programs and today, offers masters and Ph.D. degrees in nursing as well. 
( Economic Opportunity Family Health Center has been providing healthcare services to 
residents in South Florida for over 32 years, regardless of immigration status or ability to pay. 
Located in northwest Miami-Dade, Florida Memorial College recently received a 
reaffirmation of its accreditation from the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). FMC is a member of The College 
Fund/UN CF, and is considered the birthplace of the Negro National Anthem, "Lift Every 
Voice and Sing." The College offers 38-degree programs through its seven 
undergraduate academic divisions, is preparing to offer graduate courses, and has a 
student population of over 2,200. 
For more information contact the Office of Public Affairs at (305) 626-3624. 
rsb/3/13/03 
South Dade News Leader 
Homestead, FL 
March 25, 2003 
To help :.1l l1.:\ ·i.11 c th~ nation ·s crit -
ical slwrt1!2 ;.' uf nur~L' :- . Blu~ Cros:> 
and Blue . Sh idd t) f I-"!orid:1 has 
:1ward 1..·d \ L 1mi -Dade Cmrnrnniiy 
Colleg t..: J S2!l .(H _  i(l .;ndov,:mcnt for 
nursing :SL' h,.1 lar~h ip ~. 
The cndl) '.\. ill~:n t is ~:-:peeled to 
produi:l!' ,;nough irrcre-; t tv pay for 
th~ sch\'O lmg uf at lea~r Pn1:: nurs-
in12: _;ti.1J t>nt p.:·r ;.ic ai.km.11.: .·e,lf at 
i\1: 0l't. ., 
··This t'ndm1..- tn(•nr \\ rl l make a 
po!-itivc di ffcrc n1.~c: in our commu-
nity and on rhe nver-hurdcned 
hc!alth car;: !'> j"tem by ~nabling 
more :;tudcncs ;o compktL.': the 
nursing pru~r:1111: · :-.3id Dr. Kathie 
Sigler. pr.: s:di.:ni o f Iv1-DCC's 
\ ·1edicul Cente1 r: .imp.us. 
··BJuc Cn:--;:,; nnJ B lut! Shidd of 
F!c; rida ·s gcne!'O i i~ ~upport over 
th::.': / ears has enabk.J our :,tudt:nts 
to remain in school and complete. 
their program of choice.'' 
Blue Cross ;md Blue Shield had 
previously presented tht! founda-
tion with a $ I 0.000 endov.. ment. 
:rhat 1998 contribution for schol~ 
arship~ for students pursuing 
health rdatcd car.:-crs continues ro 
h~lp stuch:11ts make their dream of 
going to college a reality. 
"Om support of Miam1-Dade 
Community College is one way we 
fulfill our mission to advanc.; the 
health and \vell-being of Florida's 
citi zens, especially the uninsured 
and underserved," said Ken 
Sellers, group vic.e president 
South Florida. BCBSF. 
"We believe programs a!m-.:d ;1t 
h~a.lth care awareness nnd train ing, 
hen Ith ~ii11cation, n:search and' nol-
icv itiitiati Vl:S. and wo-rk force 
pr~·parntion can make a pos·itive 
diffor~ncc in our communities.~' 
Min mi-Dade Communitv College 
( ons rst~ntly ranks numb~r on~ in 
graduating more nursing snrdent:i 
than any other community college 
in the nation. 
In 200 I. M-DCC was the top pro-
dLicer of ass<,cfote degr::!cs in m1rs-
ing and of minority ri-urs·es. · 
It ranked third in the mm1ber of 
degrees in Health Sciences. 
A s~-ociate degree oraduates from 
- ~ .:, 
:.-...-f iami-Dade Community College 
are eliQiblc to take the· National 
CouncTT Licensing Examination 
'fi..>r Registered Nurses (NCLEX-
RN). . 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida (BCBSF) is a leader in 
Florida 's health industry. 
BCBSF and its subsidiaries serve 
more than 6 million people. · 
Since [94-t the company has 
been dedicaied to meeting the 
diverse needs of all those it s_erves 
by offering an array of choices. 
BCBSF is a private~ policyholder-
owned, tax-paying mutual compa-
ny. 
Headquartered in Jacksonville, 
FF, BCBSF is an independent 
licensee of the Blue Cross and 
B·Iue Shield Association, an asso-
ciation of independent Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield companies. 
For more infonnation concerning 
BCB '.:F, visit www.bcbsfl.com. 
Next Record 
JLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA 
Sun-Sentinel (Fortl,auderdale, FL) ~ 
March '26:, 2003 '\Vednesday.Sonth Broward f 
BLUE CROSS DONATES TO BOYS & GIRLS CLUB 
Lourdes Rodriguez-Florido Staff Writer 
Almost every day, youth stream to the Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club in Davie to play, learn 
and study. 
The center, which serves 1,400 kids, recently received help with its mission in the form of a $75,000 
donation from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. The money will be used for equipment or 
programs for the club's weight room, said Debbie Quintana, club service director. 
In appreciation of the donation, the weight room at the club has been renamed the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Health & Fitness Center. 
"Community partnerships are extremely important to the success of the Boys & Girls Clubs," said 
David Hughes, executive director of Broward County Boys & Girls Clubs. "We are very grateful that 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has chosen to play a vital role in the health and welfare of the 
wer 1,400 at-risk children who belong to the [club]." 
Youths, ages 7 to 18, go to the 15,000-square-foot club mostly after school. Membership is $15 per 
child per year and includes access to a computer lab, study area, game room, fitness center, and special 
special programs and field trips. 
"We're a youth recreation center, but we're really beyond that. We provide services to all kids, 
especially those from disadvantaged circumstances," said Quintana. "We're a place to go and have a 
good time, and not be elsewhere and possibly getting into trouble." 
Brigitte Soto of Davie agrees. Her three children, Jack, 13, Brigitte, 11, and Jasmine, 8, have been 
going to the center since it opened in October 2001. 
"It's wonderful and they have so many things going that keep kids out of trouble," she said. "It's just 
something you appreciate." 
Cindy Fritz, of Davie, also put her kids, sixth-grader Nathaniel and third-grader Alexandra, into the 
program when it first opened. She says her son especially enjoys his participation in a student council 
group. 
"It's a safe place, and you feel that people are watching them," she said. "And it's fun. School is kind 
of stressful now with all the testing. It's nice that they have a place where they feel comfortable." 
The center is at 1220 SW 133rd Ave. and is open from 2 to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays. Call 954-236-2790. 
GRAPHIC: PHOTO; Photo courtesy of Boys & Girls Club of Broward County (color) A gift: 
Children who attend the Florence DeGeorge Boys & Girls Club join adults in celebrating the $75,000 
p-ant from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. The adults, from left, are Rich and Rita Case, co-
presidents of the club; Judy Paul, Davie council member; Ken Sellars, vice president of Blue Cross 
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TROPICAL MAGIC: 'Let yourself go!' was printed across the top of 
the brightly colored invitation For the 'Tropical Magic' gala to 
celebrate Children's Resources' 24th annual bash at the Hotel 
Inter-Continental and more than 500 of Miami's elite did just that. 
The group's pres-ident, Shelly Spivack, presented a $100,000 
check-from Blue·er~_ruue Shield of Florida to the organization 
to help their Child Development Center program, which serves 
children age 2 to fi with developmental disabilities, those at-risk and 
those who have been abused or neglected. Tois will help to make 
our kids' hopes and dreams come true. It doesn't get any better than 
this,' Spivack said. To adq to the festtvJt~'r the University of Miami's _ 
Ovation group p~rformed a musical dedicat~d to the tropics. Above! 
Roxana Rapaport, Peggy and Joseph Arma(y, B. Landon 
Carlinf Don·carlins Shelly Spivack and, in rear, Russ · 
Jolivette and Michael Hightower celebrated the 24th 
anniversary of the Children's Resources' gala. 
$75,0_00 gr t moves • C los 
By Ana X. Ceron 
staff wnter 
STUART - A dental clinic for 
the homeless is a step closer to open-
ing. 
The Dental Education Nutrition 
Trea1ment and Access for !-JOW in-
come - or DENTAL - clinic re-
ceived a $75,000 grant from Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida in 
Decemoer-: - - -· ·· - ----
The money will help open the 
two-0hair facility in October at the 
Mothers and Infants Struggling for 
Succµ,ss w, ,mP.n 's shelter on Dixie 
needed to open J1e facility once or 
twice a week. 
The clinic also needs volunteer 
dentists and officH personnel, . Yard-
ley said. . 
Initially, l\.1ISS mothers and chil-
dren will receive free basic dental 
care. including cleanings, fillings, 
exams and X-rays. 
aowever. Yardley want$ to even-
tually move . the clinic to its own 
site, where it could serve all of the 
county's h.0mel~.?_population. 
~ ana.x.ceron@scripps.com 
Though the grant will cover the equipment needed to open the 
clinic, Yardley said more donations are needed to open the facility 
once or twice a week. The clinic also needs volunteer dentists and 
office personnel. 
Highway. 
''Other than the lndiantovirn com-
munitv health center. there's no 
wher£>· for people in the county to go 
if they don't have health insurance, .. 
said Vicky Yardley, a dental hygien-
ist who:s been volunteering at MISS 
since 2001. 
Yardley wants to open a clinic 
mor~ accessible to those in the east-
t'rl1 part of the county. 
Though the grant will cover the 
equipment needed to open the clinic. 
Yardley said more donations are 
ning 
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April 1 7, 2003 
The !·olbwing ML mi-Dade 
Community College studen.ts 
have been named to the All-
Florida Academic Team: Hay-
1 dee Avila, Vincent Lau 
Chan. Sonila Cami~ Patrique 
Denize, Elizabeth Gonzalez, 
Muhammed . Halim, Jerry 
Huson, Claudia Ramirez, 
Janett Villarreal and Alia 
Ward~Greo. 
Miami-Dade Community 
College has received a $20,000 
en4owment for nursing schol-
arships. froru..Jllii~ Cro~~ ~nd 
Blue Shield of .florida:. The 
ep.dowment is expected to pro-
. duce enough interest to pay tor 
t~e schooling of at least one 
nursing student per academic 
year at MDCC. I.n 2001, MDCC 
was the top produc~.r of associ-
ate degrees in nursing and of 
minority nurses; it ranked third 
in the number of degrees in 
health sciences. 
College Scene runs periodi-
cally and is compiled by Jean-
nette Soto. If you have an item 
for this · column, fax it to 
305-671-4350, mail it to College 
Scene, The Miami Herald 
Neighbo.rs, 7300 N. Kenc:lall Dr., 
Suite 200, Miami, FL 33156, or 
e-mail jsoto@hei'ald.co.m 
Please include a phone number 
when: you ~an be reached. Pic-
tures cannot be returned. 
Florida Catholic 
Miami, FL 
i\pril 24, 2003 
G·rant helps community 
health project 
Blu.e_Qmss and Blue Shield 
of ,E.lnrida has awarded a 
$300,000 grant to Barn:.lini:5ler-
sit,y,_ to help fund the establish-
ment of the Ir .. stitute for Com-
munity Health and Minority 
Medicine. The_grant adds to the 
$2.5 million the university has 
raised so far for the project. The· 
institute will be an extension of 
Barry's School of Graduate 
I Medical Sciences, which houses the podiatry and physician as-sistant programs. The institute's gmtls are to provide health care services to the region's under-
served population, to prepare a 
new generation of health care 
providers with emphasis on mi-
nority outreach, to develop new 
anq. innovative community 
health initiatives, and to iden-
tify (lisease prevention programs 
tailored to minorities. 
Miami Herald 
Miami, FL 
April 27, 2003 
Children's Resources' Tropical rviagic a speJlbinding success 
C hHdren's Resources' 2-lth Gala Tropical Magic cast Us spell over 500 of Miami's elite at the Hotel Inter-Continental. A colorful Juncl<anoo band lead the 
guests into the Grand ballroom, which was transformed into 
a k,1,l~doscope of festive, magical tropical decor. University 
of Miami's Musical Theater Ovation treated the guests to a 
spirited high-energy show. The sensational music of the 
Ste,J~ · ~ha:;e Orchestra packed the dance floor. 
The gala's honorees were a group of outstanding gentle-
men from the community, w ho have made major contribu-
tions to Children's Resources' mission to improve the lives 
of children with special needs. 
President of_!3ar5Y ~~sitv,.Sister Jeanne O'laughlin, 
addressed. the guests with inspiring words. President Shelly 
Spivack thanked Honorary Chairman B. Landon Carlin for 
her philanthropy and support, Pentland Hall of Dade 
Coun_ty for their partnership and major support from the 
very beginning and Woman's Relief Association_for their 
financial support and concern for the children. Shelly 
Spivack announced a surprise gift of $100,000.00 from Blue.. _ 
Cn'!Ss Blue Shield _2ffl..QD.c;lll . _ 
P~ggy Arroaly applauded President Shelly Spivack for a 
spectacular year. $herman Simon, President of lht! Founders 
Group was th~ed fu r being the guiding force in establish-
ing the Founders Group, which has, became the lifeline of 
the center. 
Gala sponsors were thanked: 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Commercial flank .or 
Fl5rida, Southern ~-v'ineiand-Spirits, Saks Fifth Avenue, 
Cartier, and Neiman Marcus. 
Tropical Magic was spellbinding indeed! 
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~ 'T"-he Barry University Crippled 
:;!! ~:l_ Children's Project recently 
received $33~00 in grant support 
-from tlonatfons from the Frank J. 
Lew~ Eou£datfon of llivi~ Beach, 
Fla: ($25,000), the Antho~y-.Jt 
Ab~ F9updatioi) of M(~i 
($6,000), antftheMi1agio : 
F&mdation.pf San'"'Rafae( Calif. 
t$2,?QO). :-._~ - . 
~ Xh~-¥ilimrP Foundation is a pub:-
r .lic"touriaaef~sup~~ by the 
·? Debopih apcl Carlos~anrana fatiiilv 
- ~d its_musicalorganization. 
The Milagro aru! Anthony R. -
Abrah~ Foundation grants will 
fund the casts of wedical.supplj~ 
and equipment for the proj~ The 
School 
J oseph Richard Hurt has been named dean of the School of Law 
in Orlando beginning July 1. Hurt 
had been dean of the Florida Coastal 
School of Law since 2001. 
A native of Laurel, Miss., Hurt 
holds a master of laws degree from 
Yale University and a juris doctorate 
degree from Baylor University in 
Texas. At Baylor he served as associ-
ate dean from 1984 to 1988 and 
again from 1990 to 1991. For seven 
years, he served as dean of the 
Mississippi College School of Law. 
"Richard is truly qualified for this 
position," said Sister Peggy Albert, 
executive vice president. "He is in 
tune with our mission and he has the 
ability to lead us in the process 
toward full accreditation by the 
American Bar Association." 
Lewis Feundation grant will support 
travel cosn;, medical equipment, and 
prosthetics. Previous!¼ the Lewis 
Foundation provided Barry with 
$65,000 to suppon the project. 
The Yucaran Project, now in its 
seventh year, has provia~ free tr~at-
ment and surgery to more than 3,000. 
crippled children in Yucatan, 
Mexico. Podiatric physic~ ?Jld 
_surgeons affiliated wtth Barry 
Pniversity volunteer their time and 
skills. To learn more about the 
Yucatan Crippled Children's Project, 
please call Bob McKinlav at {305) 
899-3283 or visit: 
www.barry.edu/yucatanproject. 
H wd 
The Barry School of Law earned 
provisional· accreditation from the 
ABA in February 2002. Former dean 
Stanley Talcott led that effort. 
Talcott will return to_ teach at the 
school in the fall 2004, following a 
one,year sabbatical. 
0 epar1tm s: jOIDJS ell don 
F or the second consecutive year, Barry's Office of University 
Relations and the Division of 
Information Technology (DoIT) 
were recognized for excellence in 
internal communication by the 
Council for the Advancement and 
Support of Education. In addition, 
the Office of Academic Publications, 
Marketing, & Advertising (APMA) 
BARRY UNIVERSITY MAGAZJNE 
received kudos in the 18th Annual 
Admission Advertising Awards, 
sponsored by the Admissions 
. Marketing Report. APMA won in 
several categories including 
public/internal, recruitment, and 
brochure series. This is the seventh 






B lue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has awarded 
Barry University a $300,000 grant to 
help establish the Institute for 
Community Health and Minority 
Medicine. The grant adds to the 
$2.5 million the university has raised 
so far toward the project. The 
Institute will be part of Barry's 
School of Graduate Medical 
Sciences. 
The Institute's four main objec, 
tives are to provide health care serv, 
ices to the region's underserved pop, 
ulation; prepare a new generation of 
providers with emphasis on minority 
outreach; develop new and innova, 
tive community health initiatives; 
and identify disease prevention pro-
grams tailored to minorities. 
"This generous grant from Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida puts 
us one step closer to establishing this 
institute," said Dr. Chet Evans, dean 









,~, SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL scaENCES 
eft to right,Gonzalo Valdes-Fau/i and Fran Scruggs, both BCBS Board Members; Reggi.e 
Rogers, V.P. of Sa/es for BCBS's Southern Geographic Business Unit; Dr. Me:1 FJetd/Je.r:., 
BCBS's V.P. for Patient Cara & Quality Management; Kenneth G. Sellers, Grnup V.P. for 
BCBS's Southern Geographic Business Unit; Sr. Jeanne (J'taughlin, Presir:1ent of Bar. 
University; and Dr. Chet Evans, Associate Vice President and Dean. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Grants $300,000 Toward Community 
Health and Minority Medicine 
by: Francisco Duque 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
(BCBSF) has awarded Barry University a 
$300,000 grant, university officials a1111ounced 
recently. 
The grant helps to fund the establishment of 
the Institute for Community Health and 
Minority Medicine. It adds to the $1 .5 million 
the university has so far raised toward the proj-
ect. The Institute will be an extension of Barry's 
School of Graduate Medical Sciences, which 
houses the pediatric medicine and physician 
assistant programs. 
"This generous grant from Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida puts us one step closer to 
the establishment of the Institute for 
Community Health and Minority Medicine," 
said Dr. Chet Evans, Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Barry's School of Graduate 
Medical Sciences. "This institute will bring 
ciitically needed community health services to 
South Florida's residents! ' 
The Institute's four main objectives are to 
provide health care services to the region's 
underserved population; prepare a new genera-
tion of health care providers with emphasis on 
rnin01ity outreach; develop new and innovative 
community health initiatives; and identify dis-
ease prevention programs tailored to minorities. 
Barry's School of Graduate Medical 
Sciences is dedicated to providing community 
and primary health care services to underserved 
and disadvantaged populations in Miami-Dade 
Cmmty. It currently serves more than 28,000 
migrant farm workers and their children at the 
Open Door Health Clinic in South Miami-
Dade. The school also serves 200,000 medical-
ly underserved including homeless, senior citi-
zens, indigent children, Native Americans, and 
other disadvantaged minorities. 
Continued on back cover 
Continued from cover 
Kenneth Sellers, Group Vice President of 
BCBSF 's South Florida region, said the grant 
is part of BCBSF's ongoing commitment to 
improving the plight of underserved and unin-
sured Floridians. 
«we believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida has a unique role in advancing the 
health and well-being of Florida citizens," 
said Sellers. "While all successful companies 
must focus on meeting customer needs, our 
corporate beliefs call for a much greater com-
mitment to the public good." 
Barry's 10 schools provide bachelors, 
masters, law, and seven doctoral degree pro-
grams to more than 8,600 students. The 
Dominican Sisters of Adrian, Michigan 
founded the university in 1940 and it became 
coeducational in 1975 . The university has an 
annual economic impact of $300 million in 
the Greater Miami area. Sr. Jeanne 
O'Laughlin, OP, Ph.D. is serving her 22nd 
year as president, one of the longest college 
presidency tenures in the United States. 
MEDexpress readers who would like to 
contribute to the building fund, please contact 
Bob McKinlay at 305-899-3269 or email 
rmckinlay@mail. barry. edu. 
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Continued from cover 
public health training. As a result, the 
Professional MPH program follows a format 
enabling completion of the degree in 20 months, 
where participants attend class sessions every 
other weekend (Friday night, Saturday) on the 
Barry University campus. Students will have 
home reading, computer-based assignments, and 
on-line courses. 
Said Sr. Jeanne O'Laughlin, President of 
Barry University, "The Schools of Graduate 
Medical Sciences and Natural Health Sciences 
are abundantly qualified to undertake this 
endeavor. The incoming students will have the 
full resources of the University to facilitate their 
successful completion of the MPH Program and 
to launch their careers in public health service," 
she added. 
Dr. Jay H. Glasser, Ph.D., M.S., President 
of the American Public Health Association 
(APHA), and consultant for the Professional 
MPH Program indicated, "Ban-y University has 
a strong mission and commitment to education 
and, with its wide array of programs and 
resources, I feel confident that Barry has devel-
oped and will execute a highly successful MPH 
program." 
For further info on the MPH Program con-
tact Mr. Marc Weiner, Director Admissions, 
School of Graduate Medical Sciences at 305-
899-3130 or email mweiner@mail.barry.edu. 
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Blue Cmss ~ind Blui.: Sllic.M nf Florida n.-,:~.ntl\' aw.mied Barrv 
Univrrslly a $300.000 g.rn11t. wludi will hdp i·urnJ l11t'- l'Slabli~hrnull of 
the Institmi? for Commumty lkalth and Mim1rity !\kdiL'll1t:. 
The granl Illl)n.::y allds to $2.5 million lh\:· univl!rsily ha~ alrl'ady 
raised for the projecL The institute will be an c.xtcnsit111 cifBany·:.: 
School of Graduate Medical Sciences, which houses the }h)diau-y and 
physician assistant programs. 
I 
The institute 's four main objectives are to provide he.alth care serv-
ices to the region's underserved population, prepare a new generation of 
health care providers with emphasis on minority outreach, develop new 
and innovative community health initiatives, and identify disease preven-
tion program~ tailored to the minorities. 
Fur more information visit www .. oorry.edu 
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CT images hek~ 
radiologists diagnose 
SAflS 
In a study publish~d online May 
8 in the August 200.3 issue of 
Journal Radiology, Dr. Anil Ahuja 
and a team of physicians from 
Hong Kong's Prince of Wales 
Hospital analyzed the CT images 
of 73 patients with symptoms and 
signs of acute respiratory syn-
drome (SARS). 
By using computed tomogra-
phy (CT), a diagnosiic ima1:,ring 
procedure that uses special x-ray 
e(4uipmelll to obtain cross-sec-
tional pictures of the body. the 
physicians were able to better 
define SARS. 
Without a diagnostic test for 
the syndrome, physicians musl 
use the clin.ical appearance of the 
patient in combinarion with chest 
radiography to diagnose SARS. 
The study determined that CT can 
he valuable in diagnosing patiems 
who have a normal chest x-my. 
bm very strong clinical signs sus-
picious of SARS. 
For more infomiation. visit 
http://radiology.rsnaj,tls.org 
'"2 -g ~. ~ ~· ~ Ir ~ Q ~ c=;· ·< ~ 
Floti 
pr't»gram w eicmnes 
overseas physician 
91r•;a1ds 
Florida lrnemational University's 
School of Nursing, Miami. 
recently welcomed its first class 
of 40 international medical gradu-
ates into a new, accelerated nurs-
ing program. 
Four area hospitals gave a 
total of $600.000 to open the doc-
tor-to-nurse program, which cov-
ers two-thirds of the students· 
tuition, faculty salaries and other 
related costs. The goal of th~ pro~ 
gram is to help alleviate the area's 
nursing shortage. 
Floritla currently has 
178,599 registered nurses, with 
9.800 jobs waiting to he filled. 
For more information visit 
•.11n,-1•\ft'.nrn,-s.~e1".fiu.edu 
Chris A,e .wie 
l!J.l'eSadent; 
- "~- - 0 
nat1 ... ... 
- CEO of 
Holmes Regional Medical 
Center ·s Board of Di.rt::ctors 
rel'.ently sekrtea Chris Kennedy 
as rhc hospit ,·l's 1ww president 
and chief cxecutiw officer. 
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Neighbors Miami Herald 
Miami,FL 
July 31, 2003 
--------~- ··---··· - -- ------·· 
MUCH-NEEDED HELP 
Ken Sellers, general manager of ~~:a Cross. Blue Shield of Flor-
ida, presents a check for·$60,000 to ReglnaJolllVette Frazier, 
left, president or the Glri Scout Coun::ll ·omopical ~lorida Inc., 
and Maria D. Tejera, the council's ·executiiie directoriCEO. The 
money w.11 lielp the organl;:atioo lend mancial support to girls 
who want to jc,in t/19 organization. 
South Florida Business Journal 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
August 14, 2003 
=( "l 111-1 ~, , ' ll. · i'-lt~ n::: \.,ui~t~,\ ._ 1 SA 
.. f " lOTl B~- or tne mus~um 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) donated $250,000 to 
the Miami Museu-m of Science and Planetarium for the planning 
and development of the new Sci.ence Center at Museum Park, 
located in downtown Miami's Bicentennial Park, as well as the 
museum's science education and workforce readiness programs. 
"We are yery grateful for this grant from BCBSF and are hon-
ored to have the support of one of Florida's most prestigious 
corporations," said Gillian Thomas, president of the museum. 
At the event during which the gift was presented were, far left, 
Greta Parks, director of sales at the Museum of Science, and Jack 
Horkheimer, executive director of the Miami Planetarium. Left 
are Bob McAmmon, museum trustee; Victoria Bolduc, senior VP 
of operations at the Museum of Science; and Willy Gomez, senior 
VP of Mellon Bank. Below, Ronald Shutzen, director of business 
management of BCBSF presents a check to Louise Valdes-Fauli, 
chairwoman of the museum's board of truste€s, and Gillian 
Thomas. 
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Got events coming up that showcase your company or 
organization beyond the workplace? Please let us know. Contact 




October 27, 2003 
CB£. fo create center for 
advance i: nursing at USf 
TAMPA- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Flq rida (BCHSF) and the University of 
South Florida College of Nursing have 
teamed up to help meet the state's grow• 
ing demand for a technologically advanced 
nursing workforce. 
· The $7 50,000 gift from Jacksooville-
based BCBSF to establish a Center for 
Advanced Nursing is th e largest ever 
received by the USF College of Nursing. 
TI1e gift was matched by $7 50,000 from 
the state's Facility Enhancement Challenge 
Grant Program. 
The $1 . 5-million Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida Center for Advanced Nurs-
ing will be a major component of the new 
USF Healthcare & Education Center, which 
also includes a new College of Nursing, 
and center for integrated education and 
clinical care. Groundbreaking for the proj-
ect , which will double the coJlege 's cur-
rent size, is ~cheduled for Sept. 16. 
Equipped with distance learning tech-
nology and Internet access , the wireless 
classrooms will connect students and facul-
ty to hospitals and clinical sites across West 
Central Florida, according to Patricia Burns, 
PhD, FAAN, dean of the College of Nursing. 
The college also forged a clinicaJ collabora-
tive with Tampa Bay's leading health care 
providers to offer students "home bast: hos-
pitals" with one-on-one mentoring. 
Funding for research has increased 8.:3 
percent during the last year, and the col-
lege will be in the country's top 20 for fed-
eral research funding by 2008, Burns 
added. Research teams focus on palliative 
and end-of-life care, cardiac rehabilitation, 
and complementary therapies for chronic 
illness and cancer. 
k 
Russ Jolievette, group vice 
president of public affairs for 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida presented the check to 
the college development 
director Joe Hammond. 
= \ 
\ 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
donated $50,000 to Eckerd College. The 
gift supports the college's Youth 
Opportunity and Development Center. 
Charlotte Sun 
Port Charlotte, FL 
January 20, 2003 
Classroom grants awarded to 190 teachers 
Foundation's executive director says teachers feel awards help ignite spark in students 
By ANilEUI ~: T fl1l.ft 
STAFF WRITER 
SOUTH COUNTY - The 
Edge nf Excellence 
Cla.~sroom Grants financially 
assist teachers who come up 
with creative projects in order 
to support class curriculum. 
The Sarasota Counry 
Educalion Foundation 
awarded 190 of the grants 
during a ceremony lasr 
Tuesday nighL 
Sarasota CoWlt)' School 
Superintendent Wilma 
Hamilton., school board 
members, principals and con-
tributors were among the 
more than JOO peep~ at the 
ceremony ~d reception at 
Michael's On East. 
''Teachers teU us that these 
grants help to ignite· t!u1t one 
spark in students - that 
' aha' that shows he gr;asps 
the knowledge, that spa&.s 
interests or ignites his learn-
ing," Doro·thy Stuart, the 
foundation's executive direc-
'We're very pleased at tbe outcome. 
This gives our teachers the 
opportunity to do extra things that 
would enrich and enhance our 
curriculum." 
- Weflltr Km. Laure!' Nolromis School prindpa.! 
tor said. 
The grants were made pos-
sible by contributi0t1s irom 
24 donors. ·since the program 
started in J 990 it bas received 
more than S527 ,000 to fond 
I, 150 projects. 
The v.rilliam G. and Marie 
Selby Foundation is- this 
year's largest contributor. 
funding 50 gr.mts. 
'·The Selby Foundation is 
very much in support of edu-
cation," Dick_ Raybuck, who 
represented the foundation at 
the ceremony said. '"Tt'; 
exciting ro see the eo~rg,J pi:t 
into each gr.Int . I really 
admire the crcati,·ity put i~ o 
e:ich project." 
Projects. thar recei vcd 
funding r.uiged from educa-
tional fiefd trips to in1.eracti,c 
software programs. ?rojeas 
mcludcd ."1'e. ~fyscli and I: 
Sclf-ES1eem Building for 
Spcciltl Kids. dc-,·cfoped by 
Garden Elementary Schoofs: 
Debbie Gerardi. and The R:e:.t 
Reasons for lhe Sea.sons. by 
Ta:ylor Ranch- Elcmenrary 
S"choofs Christy Stackhouse. 
Grant requests were 
jud'ged in November and 
Dccemher b::,- 200 rc-3d·ing 
volunteer.; F..ach y:uit i~ rcaj 
~ lean six umes to receive 
difiereat perspccti\'es. 
"We're very pleased at the 
outcome," Laurel Nokomis 
Scb-oo-1 Principal Wendy Katz 
.:u:d. "This gives our teachers 
l'.li-e oppommity to do extra 
:rungs drat 1>:ould enrich and 
eoliance our curriculum." 
Laurel Nokomis teachers 
rc.:cived 19 grants. Only Oak 
Park School received more, 
witlu 20· grants: 
O1her schools in South 
County also bad projects 
approved for grants, includ-
iug: Englewood Elementary. 
which received three grants; 
Gardc!l' Elementary, receiv-
ing I2 grants; Glenallen 
Elementary, which recei\'ed 
tc:,;·en gntnts-; Taylor Ranch 
ETemcnlarV. which receiYed 
I 2 grants; Toledo Blade 
Elementary, receiving three 
grants: and Venice Middle 
Scliool, which received one 
g-Fanl 
The contributors were: 
Wilma Hamiitoa; Javier and 
Ana Snrez; the Sarasota Bay 
Rotary Foundation; David 
and Jean Mitchell; the 
Kiwanis· Club of Sarasota; 
Gayle Alexander; the Koski 
Family Foundation; Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Florida; 
Banj of A!!)erica Client 
Foundation; Alice Rau; 
Citigroup - Salomon Smith 
Barney; Tracy Ross 
Memorial; Betsy Mitchell 
Family Fund and the Ella A. 
\V15c:logel Fund for Teachers, 
both of the Community 
Foundation of Sarasota 
County Inc.; Hunkc:le Family 
Foundation; Family 
Magazine; V~rizon; Janey 
Swift Inc.; Junior League of 
Sarasota Inc.; Sarasota 
CI aB ifi ed/Teachcrs 
~ociation; W!lliam G. and 
Marie Selby Foundation; and 
the Licen~e for Leaming 
Fund of the Education 
Foundation of Sarasota Co. 
lac. 
Manatee Herald Tribune 
Manatee County 
Febn1ary 1, 2003 
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$1 millio .. 
center 
The name of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida will be 
att:;~hed ;:o an eJiics cemer a( 
the University of North Flori-
da after the insurance compa-
ny gaye the university a $1 
million gift. 
The gift is the largest ever 
made to an a UNF academic 
program and qualifies for 
$750>000 in state matching 
funds. 
UNF established the ethics 
centert now known as the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Flori-
da Center for Ethics,. Public 
Policy and Professions, in 1999 
in the philosophy department 
to promote discussion of ethi-
cal issues.. 
"There is an ongoing need 
in our country to strengthen 
ethical reflection and action," 
said David Kii.ne, interim UNF 
president. 
Th~ company's gift will be 
used for a distinguished profes-
sorship> an endowed visiting 
lecture series, a faculty fellows 
program and endowed fellow-
ships and scholarships. 
"Our support is a natural 
outgrowth of our commitment 
to corporate integrity and 
living by our values every 
0day," said Michael Casone Jr., 
the company's chairman and · 
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Lufrano, Bob; Bagni, Bruce N.; Rollinson, Jane; Cascone, Mike; Jollivette, Cyrus; Doerr, Chris; 
Livermore, Duke; Stam, Nick; Grantham, Joe; Payne, Larry; Kramzer, Joyce; Kaegi, John; 
Kammer, Randy; Hightower, Mike; Kelly, Catherine; Gleeson, Jill; Lord, Curtis; Benevento, 
Barbara; Jenkins, Tony; Kemph, Lisa; Wallace, Jim; Hunter, Barbara; Gallegos, Ed; Smith, 
Darnell; Guyette, Michael; Hull, Jean; Conway, Jack; Bridgman, Mary; Joseph, Charles; Pies, 
Harvey; Hester, Bob; Schrader, Elana; Lestage, M.D., Daniel; Devaney, Everett (Ed); Forster, 
Robert; Thomas, Craig A.; Sellers, Ken; Acheson Luther, Lisa; Barr, Amy; Chiudioni, Parker; 
Cox, Carol; Curran, Rick; Eddy, Barbara; Farquharson, Kim; Harrell, Eileen; Kucsak, Lynda; 
Middlebrooks, Bruce; Nelson, Kathy; Towler, Susan; Wilson, Stephen (CC & PR); Wright, 
Mark; McCabe, Patrick; Bowman, Wendy 
Our Contribution to the University of South Florida 
As part of our 2003 Charitable Initiative, I had the privilege of joining Russ Jollivette and Wendy Bowman in Tampa on 
Tuesday, September 16 at the groundbreaking ceremony for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Center for 
Advanced Nursing Education at the University of South Florida's College of Nursing. It was a momentous event for the 
college, and Russ, Wendy and I were warmly welcomed. 
Approximately 500 people attended the groundbreaking. In addition to the student nurses, faculty and administrators, 
state representative Sandra Merman was in attendance. Media in attendance included WFLA-TV (NBC), WTVT-TV (FOX) 
and Tampa Tribune reporter Gary Haber. I am attaching an article Mr. Haber wrote about the project earlier this month. 
We will have a copy of the WTVT-TV story available for your viewing later this week. 
Our contribution to the USF College of Nursing, along with the donation from the estate of George and Marian Miller 
and the matching state funds , will create a state-of-the-art facility that will provide training for thousands of future nurses 
~ this state. This is a gift that will continue to add value for decades to come and underscores our commitment to 
.vance the health and well being of all Floridians . It was a very proud moment for those ofus who attended the event 
and for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. 
Here is the article that appeared in the September 5 edition of the Tampa Tribune. 
i!j 
USF Nursing College 
To Sta rt E ... 
Mark S . Wright 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Senior Public Relations Consultant 
Business Phone: (904) 905-6935 
Cell Phone: (904) 233-3481 
mark.wright@bcbsfl.com 
1 
USF Nursing College To Start Expansion, Tripling Classrooms 
By GARY HABER ghaber@tampatrib.com 
Published: Sep 5, 2003 
TAMPA., The University of South 
Florida's College of Nursing is about to 
begin the first major building expansion 
in the program's 30-year history. It is a 
move school officials say is critical for 
USF to keep pace with the need for 
more nurses in the state. 
Students pack the building's 
classrooms. Some faculty members are 
shoehorned four to an office. Space is 
at such a premium, administrators 
considered demolishing one of the 
men's rooms to make way for more 
faculty offices. 
Thaf s all about to change . 
On Sept. 16, USF is scheduled to break 
-3dvertisement 
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ground on a 32,000-square-foot expansion of the 45,000-square- foot building on 
the Tampa campus. The addition will triple the number of classrooms and add a 
Center for Integrated Education, where first- year medical and nursing students 
will train together. The existing building will be renovated. 
The improvements are part of a $125 million, three- year expansion of USF's 
Health Sciences campus that, when completed in 2006, will turn the complex into 
"the most complete health sciences center not only in Florida but in the 
Southeast," said Robert Daugherty, dean of USF's College of Medicine and Vice 
President for Health Sciences. 
Plans include a new $75 million medical clinic and ambulatory surgery center and 
the conversion of the existing clinic into classroom space. 
The nursing school addition is slated to be completed in December 2004; the 
renovations by August 2005. 
The changes to the nursing school come as the nation's universities scramble to 
train more nurses to help alleviate a nationwide shortage. 
According to the Florida Hospital Association, there were about 8,000 vacancies 
for registered nurses in the state's hospitals in March. The gap is expected to 
grow to 61 ,000 by 2020. 
( 
A Florida Department of Education report in January estimates 1,884 qualified 
students seeking to enroll in bachelor of nursing degree programs at Florida 
schools could not enroll or were placed on waiting lists because of lack of space. 
At the same time, low pay, long hours and stressful working conditions are 
driving experienced nurses out of the profession, said Mary Lou Brunell, 
executive director of the Florida Center for Nursing in Orlando. The group was 
created by the Florida Legislature in 2001 to devise strategies to increase the 
number of nurses in the state. 
''We have a need for bringing nurses into the profession," Brunell said. "But we 
also need to address their retention, how to keep them in the profession." 
In response to the shortage, USF increased the size of its entering class in the 
bachelor of science degree in nursing program last fall to 120 students from 70. 
The school has 734 full- and part-time degree-seeking students. 
The expansion might allow USF to add spots to its nursing program, but in the 
short term, it is about accommodating students enrolled, said Patricia Burns, 
dean of the College of Nursing. 
"Right now, we don't have enough classrooms for the students we already 
have," Burns said. "This will allow us to expand course offerings and potentially 
increase enrollment." 
Daugherty said medical patients in the Tampa Bay area will benefit from the 
project because most of the nurses educated at USF will work in the area. 
The project is funded with state grants, a $750,000 grant from Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida, and a $500,000 gift from the estate of George and 
Marian Miller. 
Reporter Gary Haber can be reached at (813) 259-8285 
Tampa Tribune 
Tampa, FL 
September 5, 2003 
SCHOOL TRIES TO KEEP 
PACE WITH STATE NEED 
By GARY HABER 
ghaber@tampatrtb.com 
TAMPA- The University of 
South Florida's College of 
Nursing is about to begin the 
first major building expan-
= sion in the program's 30-year 
history. It is a move school of-
ficials say is critical for USF to 
keep pace ,"1i.th the need for 
more nurses in the state. 
Students pack the build-
ing's classrooms. Some facul-
ty members are shoehorned 
four to an office. Space is at 
such a prem.l.um, administra-
tors considered demolishing 
one of the men's rooms to 
make way for more faculty of-
fices. 
That's all about to change. 
On Sept. 16, USF is sched-
uled to break ground on a 
32,000-square-foot expan-
sion of the 45,000-square-
foot building on the Tampa 
campus. The addition will tri-
p le the number of classrooms 
and add a Center for Integrat-
ed Education, where first-
year medical and nursing stu-
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"We have a need for 
bringing nurses into tfJe 
profession. But we also 
need to address their 
retention, how to keep 
them in the profession.,. 
MARY LOU BRUNELL 
Executive director of the Florida 
Center for Nursing 
Education report in Januazy 
estimates 1,884 qualified stu,-
dents seeking to enroll in 
bachelor of nursing degree 
programs at Florida schools 
could not enroll or were 
placed on waiting lists be.: 
cause oflack of space. 
At the Sa!l1:e time> low p~, 
long hours and stressful 
working conditions are driy-
ing experie~ced nurses out Qf 
the profession, said Mary !.,o..u 
Brunell, executive director of 
the Florida Center for Nurs• 
ing in Orlando. The grouj; 
was cr~ated by the Florida 
Legislature in 2001 to devise 
strategies to increase tlie 
number of nurses in the state. 
"We have a need for bring-
ing nurses into the profes~ 
sion," Brunell said. "But we 
also need to address their re• 
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he American Canc~r Society 
 would like to thank the thousands of people who participated in the American Cancer Society's Making 
Strides Against Breast 
Cancer walk in downtown 
Tampa on Saturday, 
October 18} 2003. 
Because of your support hundreds 
of women and families throughout 
our community will directly 
benefit from American Cancer 
Society programs and services. 
Remember to do your part with 
monthly breast self-exams and yearly 
mammograms if you are over 40. 
For more information call the 
American Cancer Society at 1-800-ACS-2345 • 
or visit our Web site _at www.cancer.org 
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The Boggy Creek Gang Camp is a non-profit 
year round medical camping center specifically 
designed and equipped for children ages 7-16 
who have chronic or life threatening illnesses. 
The camp offers week.long summer camp 
sessions and family retreat weekends at no cost 
to children of their families. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
(BCBSF) presented a check for $25,000 to 
Boggy Creek Gang Camp. The money will 
sponsor children with asthma and their 
family members attending Asthma Family 
Retreat Weekends as well as sponsor an 
ambulance cart for the camp's medical staff. 
Fifteen members of the BCBSF staff, 
including group vice-president Ken Sellers, 
sales vice-president Reggie Rogers and 
representatives from the Orlando office, were 
on hand for the presentation and a tour the 
camp. 
February 26, 2003 
CONT ACT: Suzanne Beranek - sberanek@rollins.edu - ( 407) 646-2203 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Contributes $100,000 to Helping Floridians 
Winter Park, Fla. - Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida recently contributed $100,000 
to the Philanthropy and Nonprofit Leadership Center at Rollins College. The 
contribution will assist the Philanthropy Center in their mission to serve the needs of 
donors and nonprofits throughout the state of Florida. 
The multiple missions of the Philanthropy Center include development of effective and 
efficient nonprofit management through education, training and consulting. The Center 
is committed to enhancing the understanding and recognition of the role of community-
based organizations, developing donor confidence in nonprofit organizations, and 
building donor expertise in funding decisions. The Center also incorporates a donors' 
forum that is dedicated to fostering planning and collaboration among philanthropists and 
foundation executives and it encourages and assists the nonprofit and philanthropic 
community to effectively participate in public policy advocacy on behalf of nonprofits. 
Sydney Green, director for the Center of Sustainability, a division of Central Florida's 
Healthy Community Initiative is one person who has experienced the value of the 
Philanthropy Center. Following one Philanthropy Center program regarding 
collaborating strategically with partners, Green was able to put her knowledge to use 
immediately. She said, "As a result of the session, I was able to work with our major 
business partner - Miller Sellen Conner & Walsh, an engineering and planning firm - to 
better communicate and strategize. We are now embarking on the next phase of our 
strategic alliance, a sustainable community assessment that will benefit both HCI and 
MSCW. In tum, we meet our mission to help Central Floridians flourish individually and 
with their families." In other words, the session Green attended helped her meet the 
mission of the Healthy Community Initiative, which is to create a new sense of 
community, which leads to an environment where all individuals and families flourish. 
Philanthropy Center Executive Director Pam Peters is very pleased with the donation 
from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. She said, "We are delighted with this initial 
contribution to our endowment fund. It is an expression of the faith that Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has in the Philanthropy Center's role in building the nonprofit 
sector." 
Rollins College President Rita Bornstein was equally enthusiastic. "We are so pleased 
that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has provided this important support for the 
Philanthropy & Nonprofit Leadership Center at Rollins College and its invaluable work 
to strengthen the nonprofit sector in the state," she said. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the 
health and well-being of Florida citizens. While all successful companies must focus on 
meeting customer needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to the 
public good," said Ken Sellers, group vice president of the south Florida region. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) is a leader in Florida's health industry. 
BCBSF and its subsidiaries serve more than 6 million people. Since 1944, the company 
has been dedicated to meeting the diverse needs of all those it serves by offering an array 
of choices. BCBSF is a private, policyholder-owned, tax-paying mutual company. 
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla., BCBSF is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
companies. For more information concerning BCBSF, please see its website at 
www .bcbsfl.com. 
Founded in 1885, Rollins College is Florida's oldest recognized college, and is 
consistently ranked by U.S. News & World Report as one of "America's best colleges." 
Its Crum.mer Graduate School of Business was recently ranked by Forbes magazine 
among the nation's top 25 regional business schools. For more information about Rollins, 
visit our Web site at www.rollins.edu. 
Note to editor: The Philanthropy Center recently conducted a study that analyzes how 
nonprofits contribute enormously to the nonprofit section. It documents that nonprofits 
are Florida's sixth-largest employer, a major contributor to Florida's economy and 
wealth, a magnet for volunteerism and a laboratory for innovative solutions to societal 
problems. The study- "Economic Contribution of Florida Nonprofit Organizations: A 
Resource for the Public Good" - finds that Florida's nonprofit organizations: 
► Number more than 50,000. 
► Directly employ approximately 430,000 people and indirectly generate an 
additional 360,000 jobs. 
► Comprise the state's sixth largest source of employment among all industry 
sectors. 
► Generate more than $61 billion in total economic activity and more than $22 
billion in total personal income. 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Presents $25,000 to 
The Boggy Creek Gang Camp 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) enjoys a day at camp ... the 
Boggy Creek Gang Camp, that is. Company employees will take a tour of the 
camp facilities and present a check for $25,000 to the camp in support of the 
activities they offer for children with chronic or life threatening illnesses. 
Ken Sellers, group vice-president, BCBSF, will present the check to 
representatives of The Boggy Creek Gang Camp. Also in attendance will be 
dozens of the children who stand to benefit from this contribution. 
Thursday, July 10 
Tour begins at 10:30 a.m. 
Check Presentation - 12:15 p.m. 
The Boggy Creek Gang Camp 
''The Patch," located in front of the Medical Center 
30500 Brantley Branch Road 
Eustis, FL 
As one of the largest and most philanthropic companies in north Florida, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and 
well-being of Florida's citizens. The corporate beliefs call for a much greater 
commitment to the public good. Through our products, employee relations, 
political influence, and community involvement, we consistently attempt to make 
a constructive contribution to the well-being of our customers and all Floridians. 
### 
Contact: 





The Boggy Creek Gang Camp Receives $25,000 from 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
EUSTIS, FL (July 23, 2003) - Representatives of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
(BCBSF) recently toured The Boggy Creek Gang Camp and presented the camp with a check for 
$25,000. The $25,000 will sponsor children with asthma and their family members attending 
Asthma Family Retreat Weekends as well as sponsor an ambulance cart for the camp's medical 
staff. 
The Boggy Creek Gang Camp, located 40 miles north of Orlando, is a not-for-profit, year round, 
medical camping center specifically designed and equipped for children ages 7-16 who have 
chronic or life-threatening illnesses. The camp offers weeklong summer camp sessions and 
family retreat weekends for the children and their family members. Boggy Creek gives these 
children an opportunity to escape from the stress of dealing with their illness and enjoy being a 
kid. 
Since 1997, BCBSF has donated close to $200,000 in cash and in-kind contributions to Boggy 
Creek. Rain ponchos, staff manuals, keepsake necklaces and radios are among the in-kind 
donations that BCBSF has provided to Boggy Creek. 
"It is organizations like Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida that make our camp possible and 
we are grateful for their enthusiastic support and commitment to the children we serve," said 
Roger Murtie, President of The Boggy Creek Gang Camp. 
Fifteen members of the BCBSF staff, including group vice-president Ken Sellers, sales vice-
president Reggie Rogers and representatives from the Orlando office, toured the camp and 
witnessed children with chronic and life threatening illnesses participating in activities such as 
boating and fishing, theater arts, horseback riding, swimming, archery, arts and crafts, 
woodshop, sports and feeding barn animals. Boggy Creek provides these children an 
opportunity to escape from the stress of dealing with their medical conditions, to try new 
activities and to improve self-esteem while their medical needs are being treated. 
Since opening in 1996, Boggy Creek has served more than 16,000 children and family members, 
all at no cost to the children and their families. To learn more about The Boggy Creek Gang 
Camp please call (352) 483-4200 or visit the website at www.boggycreek.org. 
### 
Citrus County Chronicle 
Crystal River, FL 
February 1, 2003 
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JACKSONVILLE-·The name 
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida will be attached to an ethics 
~ nte~ a: ~ia ~7i",,c.;si~y vf North 
Florida after the insurance compa-
ny gave the university a $1 million 
gift. 
The gift is the largest ever made 
to an a UNF academic program 
and qualifies for $750,000 in state 
matching funds. 
UNF established the ethics cen-
ter, now known as the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida Center 
for Ethics, Public Policy and 
Professions, in 1999 in the philoso-
phy department to promote discus-
sion of ethical issues. 
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February 18, 2003 
6:00-6:30 PM 
, w. .., 
WFTV-TV (ABC) Channel 9 
Orlando, Fla. 
Eyewitness News at 6:00 
BOB OPSAHL, co-anchor: 
-c::J Vv.._, , YV~ 
Transcript 
Uninsured, low-income Orlando residents will not have to 
rely on the emergency room for primary healthcare, thanks 
to a new grant_ The Blue Foundation For A Healthy Florida, 
has awarded nearly $44,000 to the Florida Hospital 
Foundation for use to establish an after-hours medical 
clinic . 
Officials say that new facility will provide the best 
healthcare, while relieving stress on an already 
overcrowded emergency department. 
Dr. JENNIFER KEEHBAUCH (Florida Hospital): The uninsured 
patient often finds healthcare costs prohibitive . A lot of 
times they're not able to seek care during the daytime 
because of work, and desire to not miss work . So, this 
clinic is going to be after hours . 
OPSAHL: Florida hospital's after-hours clinic is one of 17 
programs funded by a grant from the Blue Foundation. 
# # # 
Far i V-,r/f!ilcss.ssrtsfTVJ r>r 3udlo e11sstrMfl;g) of r11;s news S6'f11'f/Ylr t/J/ltict yaur !le8te1r VMS offkg, 
l'larwt sfllllJled by VMS fTl.i1Y allJy bs uisd for il,r1YTJ1f ninw, .m,Jyslt ar r11,arc/1, Ai1y JJulJftearian, ,v.bfQalimt or public tl~lay for profir ;s /(lflJMr/f!II iilld rn.y ~I~ CtJpyrig/lf low. 
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March 21, 2003 
The Univer~ity of Fk,rida Col-
lege of Health Professions will 
use .: gif'. ::if $1.Z rr,Hli....,D ~r0m 
Blue Gros s/Blue Shield of Flori-
da t•-:> establish a professorship 
that will study issues affecting 
the state>s growing uninsured 
population. 
Nation\.\oide more than 41 mil-
lion Amedcans lack hE:alth in-
surance, including about 2.8 
million in Florida. 
The gift, which is efigible for 
matching state funds of about 
$897,000, establishes the first 
full profei;-:orship for t.r " '·'.Jl·· 
lege. 
Observer 
Winter Park, FL 
April l 7, 2003 
!Blue Cross/Blue Shield Contributes 
to Leadership Center at Rollins 
efficient nonprofit mnnngement 
'r,r.1.:it,n m:. ·•n;, poil.,11..l:ropists 
.1nd foltmb.ti:.•1 ~ceoti,£?S and 
it encourages :lnd assists the 
nNiprci fi t and philanthropic 
c,Jmmunity t0 !-'.ifectively partic-
ip.:i.tt- ir. publir policy advocacy 
en hch.llf of nonprofits. 
S ;:dnt»v Gref'n. director for the 
Philanthropy Centcr,s role in ' 
1 
building the nonprofit S('Ctor.~ 
. Rollins College President Rita 
! Bornstein was equally enthusi-
~we believe Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida has a 
unique role in advancing the 
health and well-being of Florida 
citizens. While all successful 
companies must focus on meet-
ing customer needs, our corpo-
rat.e beliefs cail for a mtich 
greater commitment to the puh-
$tiC, ·-we are so pleased that 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida ha;; provided this impor-
tant support for the 
Philanthropy & Nonprofit 
Leadership Center at Rollins 
r. t,1lege 'lnc1 it <; ;n.,nlu:1ble work 
t.o str1:1ngthen the nonprofit scc-
trn- in !.he state,~ she said. 
i lie good ," said Ken Sellers. group 
i vice nrt'-sid,mt l)f the south 
, Florid~ Tegfon. 
Biue Cross a.ud Blue Shield of 
Florida recentlv contrihuted 
$100,000 to th~ Philanthropy 
nnd Nonprofit Leadership 
(',ent-er at Rollins College. The 
contribution will ass is t the 
Philanthropy Center in their 
mission to serve the needs of 
donors and nonprofit~ i hrough-
out the smte of Floridn. 
· through educatfon. training and 
consulting. 'fht:! ~enter is com-
mitted to enhancing the m1d?.r-
sbm<ling nnd recognition of the 
roll) of community-hosed org!lni-
zacions, dl;vcluping <lemur 1.-nnfi-
dence in nonprofit orgnnizn-
tions, and building donor exper-
tise in funding dl'Cision:;. The 
Center abo incorporates n 
donor!::. forum thul is dedicated 
ln fostering- pl1rnning and collab-
· Ci.-t~t.: r ;if ::::u~taiuability, a divi-
s i,:m of Cs•n lrnl Florida,s 
R,: ..il t1~\ , ... ..... . :· ... ~.i.n:~y ~~"!i :~!ltiYf' 
is nne pcr~on who hRS experi -
enct!d the Y1tlue o f the 
Philait~hropy Cent~r. Following 
one Phillmthroriy Cent-0, pro-
gram rega rd in~ collaw rating 
:.:;tr:l.tegicnlly wi,h partners, 
Gre,,n wns nhh\ to put her 
knowledge to use immediauily. 
She ~aid. ,,As a T1.'sult. of theses-
sion, T was able to work with our 
mnjor bu:.inei=;s partner • Miller 
Sellen Conner & Walsh, an engi-
n ~ering and planning firm · to 
better communicate and strale-
gfae. We are now embarking on 
tht> next phs!>e of our st.rategic· 
alli..'lnce, a sustainttble commu-
nity asse:;.sment that will b<>.ne-
fit both HCI and MSCW. ln 
turn , we meet our mission to 
hdp C<.>mrnl Floridi:1ns flourish 
individually :md with tht1ir fam-
iliE"S.~ In other words, the SC!S-
sion Green attended helped ht:!r 
meet the mission cif the Healthv 
Community Init.iative. which i~ 
to c-reat.e a new :::enso of connnu-
nity. which leads to un enviro_n-j 
mrnt where all individuals and ! 
families· flourish . 
,-. 
The multiple missions of the-
Philanthropy Center inclu<ie 
development of effective ~nd 
Philanthropy Cenwr executive! 
director Pam Peters is very 
pleased with the donation from 1 • Blu1: Cro~s nnd Blue Shield of 
Florida. She said. ''We ara . 
delighbid with this initial con-
tribution to oar endowment , 
fon<l . It is an oxpr~ion of tht.! I 
faith th:tt Bh1e Cross and BluP I 
Shield of f'lorido has in t.heJ 
Orlando Business Journal 
Orlando, FL 
i 
May 22, 2003 
PHILANTHROPY 
Blue .Qr9ss ll~elrl of E!ill:jpa 
ron1'risme<l $100,000 to lhl' Philan-
thropy and Nonprofit Loarl<.>rship C,m-
ter at Rollins College. The1 conter 
helps nonprofits dcvt>lop manU!(l'mcnt 
porsonnl'l tht'ough education, training 
and consulting. It also works to develo11 
donor confictencc in nonprofit organi1.a-
tions. Tho centar also works as a publit· 
ndvocatl' on behalf of nonprofits. 
The 2nd Annual Haathrow Charity 
Walk raised morn tlmn $18,000 for sev• 
er.ii Seminole County charities. The 5k 
wnlk was lll'lcl at Sawyer Lake Park in 
Heathrow. Mon• than 350 walkers pur• 
tit'ipatl!d. l'rocecrl~ from the ovcnt hen· 
entecl the l,isa Merlin House. Snfl'• 
house of Seminole County. Kids 
llouso of Seminole County ancl 




July 30, 2003 
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EUSTIS- Representatives of Blu~ Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) recen tly 
toured ·The Boggy Greek Gang Camp and 
presen ted the camp with a check for $25,000. 
The money will sponsor children with asthma 
and their family members attending Asthma 
Family Retreat Weekends as well as sponsor 
an ambulance cart for the camp's m edica l 
staff. · 
The Boggy Creek Gang Camp, located 40 
miles port4 of Orlando, is a not-for-profit, 
year round , medical camping center 
specifical}y designed and equ:fpped -for 
children ages 7-16 who have chronic or life-
threatening illnesses. 
The camp offer s week.long summer camp 
sessions and family retreat weekends for the 
children arid their fami~y members. Boggy 
Creek gives these children an opportunity to 
escape from the stress of dealing \,,~->-~. ~heir 
lve 
illness and enjoy being a kid. 
Since 1997, BCBSF has donated close to 
$200.000 in cash and i11-kind c0ntri~utic::.s 
to Boggy Creek. Rain ponchos~ staff 
manuals, keepsak e neckla~s and radios are 
among the in-kind donations that BCBSF has 
provided to Boggy Creek.. 
"'It is organizations like Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida that make our camp possible 
and we are grateful for their enthus iastic 
support and commitment to the children we 
serve," said Roger Murtie , President of The 
Boggy Creek Gang Camp. 
Fifteen members of the BCBSF sta ff, 
including grou p vice-president Ken Sellers, 
sales vice-president Reggie Rogers and -
representatives frcm the Orlando office, 
toured the camp and witnessed children with 
chro n ic a nd life threatening illnesses 
participating in ac.tivitk.5 such as boa~g and 
fis hing, th ea ter art8 ~1crseback riding. 
swimming_, archery, a : t s and crafts, 
woodshop~ sports and feeding barn anµnal~. 
Boggy Creek provides these children an 
opportunity to escape from the stress of 
dealing with their medical conditions,_ to try 
new activities and to improve self-esteem 
while their medical needs are being treated. 
Sin ce opening in 1996 . Boggy Creek has 
~erved more than l 6 ~000 ch ildren and family 
members, all at no cost to the children and 
their famili~s4 · · 
To learn more about The Boggy Creek Gang 
Camp please call 483-4200 or visit the website 
a t www.boggycreek~org. 
., ( p 
ElJ~S- Represen tatives of ~ lue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
(BCBSF) recently toured The Boggy 
Creek Gang Camp and pres·ented 
the camp with a check for $25,000. 
The money will 
sponsor children 
with asthma and 
their family mem-
bers a t tend ing 
Asthma Family 
Retreat Weekends 
as well as sponsor 
an ambulance cart 
for t h e camp 's 
medical s taff. 
Mount Dora Topic 
Mount Dora, FL 
July 31, 2003 
• kgan r 1,r s 
kind contributions to Boggy Creek. 
Rain ponc--hos. staff manuals , keep-
sake necklaces and radios are 
among the in-kind donations that 
BCBSFhas providetl LO aoggy Creek. 
staff. indudf.nggroupv.ice-president 
Ken Sellers, sales V'l'ce-prestdent '. 
Reggie Rogers and representatives ' 
from the O~.fando office. toured the 
camp and witnessed childrer.. with 
chronic and life 
threatening ill-
nesses part1dpat-
f ng in ac tfvities 
such as boating 
and fishing, the- i 
ater arts, horse- ' 
back riding, 1 
I 
sw,immfng, a r :- · 
The Boggy Creek 
Gang Camp. lo-
cated 40 miles 
north of Orlando. 
is a not-for-profit . 





dren ages 7 -1 6 
who have chronic 
or life-threatenlng 
illnesses. 
The camp offers 
week.long summer 
Represe-ntattves of Blue Cross and Blue Shield, of Florida present 
check !o the 0oggy Creek Gang Camp. 
ch~ry. arts and 
crafts, wopdshop. 
sports and feed-





cape from the 
stress of dealing 
with their medi-
G;al sonditlons_, to 
try q.ew acti:Viti~s 
and . to impr.ove 
self-esteem while 
th~i r medical 
riee.ds are being 
camp sessions and family retreat 
weekends for the children and l heir 
family members. Boggy Creek gives 
theSe children an opportunity to 
escape from the stress of dealing 
1 with their" illne.ss and enjoy being a 
kid . 
Since 1997, BCBSF has donated 
close to $200,000 in cash and in-
"it is organizations like Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield ofFlorida that IJlake 
our camp possible and we are grate-
fol for their enthusiastic support 
and commitm~t to the children we 
serve ," ~id Roger Mui-tie . PreRfdent 
of The Boggy Cree}{ Gang Camp. 
Fifteen members of the DCBSF 
treated. i 
Since opening Jn 1996. Boggy 
Creek has served mor~ than 16.qoo 
children and family·~mbers, all c:i.t 
no cost to the chilqren and· theil 
families. 
To learn more abot:1t The Bogg) 
C~eek Gang Camp ple~se call 483· 
4200 or visit the · website a1 
www.boggycreek.org. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) donated $150,000 to Bethune-Cookman College. The gift 
supports the college's endowment fund and nursing program. The check was presented at the Bethune-
Cookman College Gateway Classic Golden Awards Gala. Blue Cross and Blue Shield was honored at the 
awards gala with the Corporate Role Model Award and accepting on behalf of BCBSF was Patrick 
McCabe and Tony Jenkins. BCBSF purchased a table often and employees were also in attendance. 
KMAN l( ff 
"O ne Half Century* F ive Decades 
* Fifty Years 
.-t's All Golden" 
EGE 
, c ~ L ·f"l)l ,g .f., I! d A -Qil •G ~ 
,\._l/ 21;1evvay 1-~_/11.ass1c ;'-JfO lLr . en ·, ~wa~rds ( ait.a 
August 29, 2003 
2003 (jateway C[assic 
Partners 
The City of Jacksonville 
JEDC - Sports & Entertainment 
Corporate Sponsors 
e Thie SteHar-Group 
• Renaissance Design Build Group 
• The Pepsi Bottling Group 
• S L Construction 
• Mayo Clinic - Jacksonville 
• Wendell P. Holmes, Jr. Funeral Director 
• The Florida Lottery 
• Daytona Beach Coca Cola 
• Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Florida 
• Lewis Siplin Enterprises, Inc. 
• Crown Royal/Diageo 
Gold Patrons 
Burney Bivens, E§quire 
A. Ray & Gail Brinson 
Dr. Nathaniel & Mrs. Vera Davis 
2003 (joftfen .f2lwards :J{onorees 
I. Al Austin, Coach, Ribault Sr. High School Girls Basketball, 5 consecutive 4A 
State Championships, 1999, 2000, 2001 , 2002, 2003 
II. Stanton College Preparatory School (Rated among the top 5 schools in 
America - 2003) 
III. Paxon School For Advanced Studies (Rated among the top five schools in 
America - 2003) 
IV . Dayle Timmons, Duval County & Florida Teacher of the Year 
V. Kimberly Dixo~ St. John's County Teacher of the Year 
VI. Misty Lott, Nassau County Teacher of the Year 
VII. Bethel Baptist Institutional Church (Contributions to education and outreach 
ministries) 
VIII. Simpson Memorial United Methodist Church (Contributions to education and 
outreach ministries; 16 annual 8-CC Alumni Days) 
IX. The Mary McLeod Bethune Circle #1 (Contributions to higher education) 
X. St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church (Contributions to education and outreach 
ministries) 
XI. Kenneth Reddick, Distinguished Volunteer Service 
XII. Blue Cross & Blue Shield ofFlorida - Corporate Role Model 
XIII. Jacksonville Economic Development Council- Sports & Entertainment -
Gateway Classic Supporter 
Bethuoe-Cookm211n CoUege Recipients 
I. Lynn Thompso~ Athletic Director 
II. Alvin Wyatt, Head Football Coach, 2002 MEAC Championship 
III. Donovan Wells, Band Director, Marching Wildcats, "Ambassadors of 
Goodwill" 
IV. Rashean Mathis, All American Defensive Back, Buchanan Award Winner, 
Second Round draft choice, Jacksonville Jaguars 
V. Jacksonville Trustees: Burney Bivens, A. Ray Brinso~ Jacob F. Bryan, IV, 
Nathaniel Davis, Wendell P. Holmes, Jr., Mary Alice Massey, Rev. Eugene 
Zimmerman 
E war Waters Colle 
5400, 0DO 
.Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida donated $400,000 to Edward 
Waters College 's $25 million capital campaign. The campaign funds are 
used for scholarships, endowment, facilities enhancement, renovation of 
buildings, facilities construction and operating funds . Patrick McCabe, 
vice president for corporate communications and public relations 
presented the check at the fall convocation held at Bethel Baptist Church. 





E n.ht,ncing Student Retention Through 
Jrnproving the Institutional Environn1enJ 







Bethel Baptist Institutional Church 
215 Bethel Baptist Street 
Dr. Jimmy R. Jenkins, Sr. 
President 
Bishop John Hurst Adams 
Chairman of the Board Of Trustees 
1658 Kings Road, Jacksonville, Florida 32209 
An Equal Opportunity Institution 
2003 FRESHMAN FALL CONVOCATION 
Organ Prelude 
Processional 





Introduction of Spe:-,ker 
Musical Selection 
Convocation Address 






Dr. N. Alan Sheppard 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Presiding 
"Trumpet Voluntary " 




Dr. Rudolph W. McKisskk, Sr. 
Co-Pastor 
Bethel Baptist Institutional Church 
Reverend D. Lovett Sconiers 
Chaplain and Professor 
Edward Waters College 
Dr. N. Alan Sheppard 
VP for Academic Affairs 
EWC Chamber Clhoir 
Dr. Jimmy R. Jenkins, Sr. 
President 
Edward Waters College 
EWC Choir 
Ms. Kim Fields 
Dr. Jimmy R. Jenk[ns, Sr. 
Bishop John Hurst Adams 
Chairman, Board of Trustees 
Dr. Karen Buckman 
Interim VP for Student Affairs 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Bishop John Hurst Adams 
All 
Recessional "God of Our Fathers " 
Dr. Rudolph W. McKissick, Sr. 




Contact: Paul Witkowski 
Director of Public Relations 
Phone not for publication: (904) 354-3578 
Email: pwitkowski@iaxsymphony.org 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida steps forward with Symphony contribution 
Community Challenge Campaign underway to match BCBSF contribution 
(Jacksonville, Fla.) Blue Cross and Blue Shield ofFlorida (BCBSF) has contributed $200,000 to the Jacksonville 
Symphony Orchestra to help the Orchestra meet its current operating needs. A long-standing Symphony business partner, 
BCBSF's gift represents an increase above its annual sponsorship of the Symphony's Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Pops Series. BCBS has also initiated a challenge to the community to match its gift to the Jacksonville Symphony 
Orchestra. "Recognizing the increasing fiscal demands of the Jacksonville Symphony, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida has taken the initiative to step forward. Supporting the Symphony is good business and good citizenship. The 
Jacksonville Symphony is a catalyst for city's quality oflife and economic vitality," said Chris Doerr, senior vice president 
and CFO of Blue Cross and Blue Shield ofFlorida. 
Eager to build momentum from BCBSF's generous gift, the Jacksonville Symphony has set out to match it with new and 
increased funds raised toward its annual campaign. The Community Challenge Campaign, initiated by BCBSF, seeks to 
raise $200,000 from the business community and $200,000 from individual donors. 
To meet the goal, the Symphony is enlisting individuals and businesses to give for the first time, and inviting longtime 
friends to increase their level of support. "We are grateful for the leadership shown by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida at this challenging time for the Jacksonville Symphony. It is that sense of ownership and pride that we hope will 
catch on throughout the community," said Jacksonville Symphony Executive Director Alan T. Hopper. 
The Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra earns less than half of its operating revenue through ticket sales and concert fees. 
The difference is made up through the support of the community. The Symphony recorded an operating deficit of $911,000 
at the end of last season, and is determined that the Jacksonville community will help to reverse that trend. Reports of 
Orchestras' financial woes are making national headlines, due to decreases in annual giving and relatively flat ticket sales. 
Although Jacksonville's situation is not as severe as some of its counterparts, the Jacksonville Symphony believes it is 
necessary to inform and inspire the community before it is too late. For the Symphony to achieve fiscal recovery and a 
sustainable balanced budget, expanding its base of support is essential. And if the Symphony can meet this challenge on an 
annual basis, Jacksonville's leading performing arts institution will keep the music playing. For questions about becoming 
a Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra donor, please call Lynn Evans, Director of Development, at 904-354-1473. For 
Jacksonville Symphony concert tickets and information, call (904) 354-5547, or log on to www.ja.xsymphony.org 
The Jacksonville Symphony Association is recognized by the State of Florida as a major cultural institution and is sponsored in part by 
the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Arts Council. The Jacksonville Symphony is also 
supported in part by the City of Jacksonville and by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency that supports the 




· of Florida 
An Independent Licensee of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
,E S REL s: 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 4, 2003 
CONTACT: Rick Curran 
(904) 905-3408 - phone 
(904) 386-3495 - cell 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Donates $8 million to Charities 
60 non-profit organizations benefit throughout north Florida 
Jacksonville, FL- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) recently made charitable 
contributions exceeding $8 million to 60 non-profit organizations in north Florida. The 
contributions will help universities and organizations continue vital programs, launch new 
initiatives, and support the health and well-being of north Florida citizens. 
The organizations that received contributions are diverse, however, all have either a health or 
education focus, or are organizations where BCBSF employees have donated volunteer hours. 
The funds, totaling $8,184,401, will support innovative programs geared towards uninsured and 
underserved Floridians, healthcare awareness and training, health education and workforce 
preparation. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and 
well-being of Florida citizens. While all successful companies must focus on meeting customer 
needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to the public good," said Joyce 
Kramzer, group vice president of the north Florida region. 
The north Florida region covers 50 counties throughout northeast Florida, the panhandle, Tampa 
and the west coast. 
Health organizations receiving funding included Hospice of Northeast Florida, the March of 
Dimes, Take Stock in Children, The Jaguars/Weaver Foundation and United Cerebral Palsy, 
among others. 
A total of nine educational institutions received funds to assist students through scholarships 
and/or nursing programs, initiate grants for research and expand facilities. They are Eckerd 
College, Edward Waters College, Florida A&M University, Florida Community College at 
Jacksonville, Florida State University, Jacksonville University, University of Florida, University 
of North Florida and University of South Florida. 
The other organizations receiving gifts from BCBSF serve north Florida communities by 
providing an array of needs, including patient transportation, updated diagnostic equipment, 
senior prescription drug assistance, and services to the uninsured and underinsured. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) is a leader in Florida's health industry. BCBSF 
and its subsidiaries serve more than 6 million people. Since 1944, the company has been 
dedicated to meeting the diverse needs of all those it serves by offering an array of choices. 
BCBSF is a private, policyholder-owned, tax-paying mutual company. Headquartered in 
Jacksonville, Fla., BCBSF is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies. For more 
information concerning BCBSF, please see its website at www .bcbsfl.com. 
### 
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BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SIIlELD OF FLORIDA GRANTS 
$17,500 TOWARD DANIEL ENDOWMENT FUND 
Jacksonville, Fla. -- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has awarded daniel a $17,500 grant 
in support of the Sumner-Wiggins endowment fund. 
The grant helps to fund the establishment of the first endowment fund in daniel's 119-year history. 
The fund will be used to provide daniel services to children who aren't eligible for public funding. 
Services will include treatment and counseling for troubled and abused youths, group homes for youths 
who have no place to go and early delinquency intervention as well as others. 
"This generous grant from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has helped us reach and even exceed 
our goal for the endowment," said Madison Shelly, vice president of development. "The endowment 
fund will grow to serve more of the middle-class population who do not qualify for Medicaid and yet are 
being left without services because of state budget cuts." 
Daniel serves approximately 600 children daily. Unfortunately, another 700 children must be turned 
away each year due to budget constraints. Research shows that about half of those children end up in 
the juvenile justice system. This endowment will help to provide for those in need. 
Joyce Kramzer, group vice president of BCBSF's North Florida region, said the grant is part of 
BCBSF's ongoing commitment to improving the plight ofunderserved and uninsured Floridians. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and well-
being of Florida citizens," said Kramzer. "While all successful companies must focus on meeting 
customer needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment to the public good." 
daniel is Florida's oldest not-for-profit child-serving agency. Originally established in 1884 as an 
orphanage, daniel has a national reputation for providing innovative programs and services, on a daily 
basis, to more than 600 children, families and other youth-serving organizations. · 
### 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has made the largest gift to a 
program in the history of the University of North Florida. The $1 million gift, which 
qualifies for $750,000 in state matching funds, will be used to fund the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Center for Ethics, Public Policy and the 
Professions. 
"Thank you to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida for this magnificent 
and historic gift," UNF Interim President Dr. David Kline said. "There is an 
ongoing need in our country to strengthen ethical reflection and action. This gift 
provides a core of support to further develop the depth and breadth of this vitally 
important educational program." The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida gift 
pushes the University's Access to Excellence capital campaign past the $75 
million mark. 
The Center for Ethics, Public Policy and the Professions is a program 
established in 1999 to promote discussion on ethical issues. The center, 
renamed now in honor of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, fosters the 
application of moral reasoning to questions of ethics and values faced by policy 
makers, researchers and professionals working in the areas of business, 
government, health care, law, engineering, education and public life in general. 
The center is housed in the philosophy department, but works with all of the 
University's colleges and departments. 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida gift will be used to fund the 
following components: a distinguished professorship; an endowed visiting 
professor lecture series to enable the center to underwrite nationally and 
internationally known speakers who would discuss topics of ethical concern; a 
Faculty Fellows' program for permanent and visiting faculty to engage in work 
consistent with the center's agenda; and endowed scholarships and fellowships 
so the University can attract outstanding students. 
"This gift represents a real milestone for the College of Arts and 
Sciences," said Dr. Mark Workman, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
"The college has benefited in the past from remarkably generous gifts like the 
Neal Gray Scholars program funded by Ann and David Hicks and the 
underwriting of the Lazzara Theater by Irene and Gasper Lazzara. The 
endowment provided by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida represents the 
first gift of comparable magnitude that will go to support an academic program. 
On behalf of the students and faculty of the college, I am deeply grateful." 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is a private, policy-holder-owned 
health-care company with more than 7,000 employees at its headquarters in 
Jacksonville. Through the years, the company and UNF have established a 
mutually-beneficial relationship. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida regularly 
employs UNF graduates and has also established a partnership with the College 
of Health to provide health administration courses for the company's employees. 
'We are honored to support the Center for Ethics, Public Policy and the 
Professions at the University of North Florida," said Michael Cascone Jr., 
chairman and CEO of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. "Our support is a 
natural outgrowth of our commitment to corporate integrity and living by our 
values every day. We look forward to this partnership with the University of North 
Florida, a highly respected institution and an integral part of our community." 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Center for Ethics, Public Policy 
and the Professions is part of a national trend for the establishment of ethics' 
centers which are devoted to the theory and practice of applying ethical 
reasoning to the wider sphere of social life. Future plans call for the center to 
offer ethics consultation for local business, public and private organizations and 
to conduct workshops for professional and public-policy makers. The center's 
ultimate goal is to become a national model for ethics centers associated with 
public comprehensive universities. 
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CORPORATE AMERICA AND BUSINESSES in this country in general have experi- -
enced a virtual roller coaster of highs and lows over the course of the past couple 
of years . The " irrational exuberance" of the late 1990s stock market ended in a 
devaluation plunge that was gathering steam at the time when most were still get-
ting used to the idea of writing the year 2000 in our checkbooks. Corporate scan-
dals involving insider dealings, shady accounting practices and outright fraud and 
theft made headlines daily, and each new story seemed to involve more money 
and more heinous examples of white collar crime than yesterday's news. And , of 
course, the n6rrible events of September 11 were as much an attack on Ameri . an 
business as on Americans themselves. 
Yet. business forges on , just as it always has in times both good and bad . And 
while the bad often garners the majority of the headlines and soundbites in the 
media , there is plenty of good out there. In the aftermath of 9/11, for example, 
American businesses both big and small responded in an unprecedented out-
pouring of concern and contribution. When search and rescue workers asked for 
additional generators to power lights at the crash sites so the removal of debris 
could go on around the clock, New York City-based General Electric's reply was a 
simple, "how many do you need?" Blood banks across the nation had to turn 
away donors because they couldn't handle the lines of people wishing to con-
tribute. The gifts of money to benefit the victims and their families could be count-
ed in the hundreds of millions. And the list of corporate good will and generosity 
' 
FROM ABOVE: BURDETTE 828 DONATES TO "OPERATION SUITCASE" THIS 
PAST YEAR; HASKELL & CO. AND ITS "UNITED WE CAN" CAMPAIGN WHICH 
COLLECTS CANNED GOODS FOR DONATION TO A LOCAL FOOD BANK. goes on and on. 
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COMMUNITY PHILANTHROPIC/VOLUNTEER HIGHLIGHTS 
BANK OF AMERICA 
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE 




HARDEN & ASSOCIATES 







Donated $100,000 to Justina Road Elementary and enlisted 200 bank employees to serve 
as mentors to students and teacher aides • Team Bank of America gave over 19,000 vol-
unteer hours in 2001 • 168 riders participated 1n the 2002 MS 150 fundraising bike ride 0 
$175,000 given to UNF for need- and merit-based scholarships .. Teacher Zero Down 
mortgage program offers 100 percent financing for teachers 
Collected 6.5 tons of food to help fight hunger statewide • Employees collected 1,166 new 
toys and stuffed animals for children's hospitals, emergency shelters, crisis centers and fam-
ily facilities in Florida • Contributed $1,560,000 to the United Way foundation ,. Sponsored 
52 volunteers in donating time as mentors in the Take Stock in Children program 
Implemented their annual philanthropic program Heartstrings for Jacksonville non-profit 
organizations • Donated media assistance for the Operation Suitcase program • Printed the 
Prevent Blindness brochure to increase awareness in the community 
Supports Adopt-A-Road program with monthly volunteers collecting litter along a one-mile 
s~ction of Gate Parkway and Deerwood Boulevard • Annually sponsors the American 
Cancer Society's Great Duck Race • Committed $2,500 to the Walk for Diabetes sponsored 
by the American Diabetes Association • Supports the Jacksonville Humane Society by 
holding a donation drive at least once a year 
Donated surplus office equipment and supplies to the Duval County Public Education 
Foundation ,. Annua l drives are held to provide phones that are distributed to battered 
women's shelters • After September 11th, CSX matched employee gifts and made a 
$393,083 local contribution to Northeast Florida American Red Cross ., Hosts annual 
clothes , blood, food, and holiday gift drives for area organizations ., In the last five years, 
employees have helped build six Habijax homes 
Sponsors an annual Christmas party for children who are staying at the hospital providing 
gifts , food, and Santa Claus • Participates in the North Shore Elementary Mentoring 
Program where an employee mentors an "at risk" child for an hour each week • Sponsors 
annual Thanksgiving Charity Contributions to various charities • Encourages donations to 
be made to the United Way Foundation 
Donated $25,000 in services for improvements to Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens • 
Contributed over $120,000 to United Way's annua l campaign • Employees raised money 
for gloves and boots 1n response to the tragic events of September 11 • Donated more than 
50 computers to schools and other non-profit organizations across Jacksonville • 
Employees participated in the MS 150 Bike Tour, benefiting the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society 
Sponsored the Support of Higher Education program raising $250,000 for 65 students to 
attend colleges • Contributed $3.7 million dollars to the American Heart Association, the 
American Cancer Society and the United Negro College Fund through employee donations 
., Partnered with Junior Achievement to present financial education classes to children in 
grades K-12 • Contributed $450,000 to United Way organizations across the country 
Awarded more than $1,070,000 in grants last year to local agencies serving under-privi-
leged children and their families ., 4,000 Honor Rows seats awarded annually for kids to 
earn a football game ticket by setting and achieving goals in academics, behavioral 
improvements and volunteer service • Mark Brunell Foundation is committed to enriching 
the lives of children who face chronic or life-threatening illnesses ,. 25 members of the 
Jaguars staff volunteer in the Jaguars Readers Program to increase interest in reading 
Sponsor for the annual Spring Swing for Cancer Golf Tournament raising $30,000 for the 
Women's Cancer Care Center • On a monthly basis employees assist the Mission House 
she~er in feeding the homeless • Donated linens, towels and blankets to the 1.M. 
Sulzbacher Center • Corporate sponsor of Hubbard House's various fundraising events • 
Raised $26,000 for the America HeartWalk to benefit the American Heart Association 
$1,000,000 donated annually to the Jacksonville community O Sponsors and builds a 
Habijax home every year ,. Employees contribute volunteer hours to the Ronald McDonald 
House • Participates in raising funds for the American Lung Association 
Donated $250,000 to the American Red Cross Liberty Fund for the benefit of the victims of 
September 11 • Contributed funds for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Walk • 
Sponsored the Children's Way 5K for the Ronald McDonald House • Has participated in 
building Habijax homes since 1999 
Provided $10,000 to the American Red Cross Liberty Disaster Relief Fund following the 
attacks on 9/11 • Participates annually in the Toys for Tots Christmas Charity • Contributed 
l $23,000 to the United Way campaign • Employees participated in the March of Dimes WalkAmerica 
- --·------------------ -----· -·· - -· ---·---· - --------- ---- ---------
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38 





changes in just 
about every way 
Except one. 
Much has changed since we revolutionized 
the vision care industry with ACUVUE® Brand 
Contact Lenses. Since that time, we have made 
tremendous advancements in technology and 
in the lens manufacturing process, making it 
possible for more people, all over the world, to 
wear contact lenses. Today, the ACUVUE® Brand 
family of products is the most prescribed 
contact lens brand in the world. 
While our business has changed, one thing hasn't, 
and that's our commitment to Jacksonville. We are proud 
to be a part of this community. For over 20 years, our 
company and its employees have been working to make 
a difference in the lives of many individuals. True, our 
world of business continues to evolve and change, but 
our commitment to supporting the communities 
in which we live and work never will. 
(VISTAKON) 
~0~~;;~1i~~ 
Vision Care, Inc. 
ACUVUE® is a registered trademark of Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, Inc. 
© Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, Inc. 2002 
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AND THE WINNERS AREmu 
Bank of g,merica 
TYPE OF BUSll\!ESS: Financial Institution 
LOCAL EMPLOYEES· 3,800 (150,000 all locations) 
COMM UNITY PH I LA NTH ROPIC PHILOSOPHY: At Bank of 
America , we believe that as a corporate citizen, our relationship 
with our communities is reciproca l. That is, giving back to the indi-
viduals and entities that have contributed to our success is para-
mount. Our vehicle for doing this is the Bank of America 
Foundation whose mission is to improve our communities and the 
lives of the citizens who reside in them. We focus our attention on 
three areas including helping children succeed, community revi-
talization , and the United Way. The Bank of America Foundation's 
primary focus is helping children succeed . To support this goal, 
we grant funds to non-profit organizations for early childhood 
development, financial literacy, and professional development for 
teachers. Our secondary focus is helping our communities suc-
ceed . To support this goa l, we grant funds to non-profit organiza-
tions for affordable housing and workforce development. The 
Bank of America Foundation grants funds each year to our local 
United Way partners to help bring about a better quality of life for 
families and individuals in need . Additionally, associates con-
tribute to the United Way by giving to our annual United Way cam-
paign and by volunteering their time and talent. By giving back to 
our communities through philanthropy and volunteerism, we have 
the power to help our neighbors build better, healthier, safer lives. 
And we have the power to help create stronger, more compassion-
ate and more prosperous communities in wh ich we all can live. 
Bank of America leads all financial services companies in philan-
thropic giving and is America's fifth largest corporate donor. This 
level of corporate support underscores how much we value the 
relationships we have with our communities and how those rela-
tionships have a direct link to our success as a growth company. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
TYPE OF BUSINESS: Health Insurance 
LOCAL E.MPLOYEES: 9,500 
COMMUNITY PHILANTHROPIC PHILOSOPHY: The values of 
corporate responsibility and charitable giving have been cultivat-
ed at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida for nearly six 
decades. As the state's health industry leader serving more than 
six million Floridians, we are dedicated to providing caring solu-
tions and a variety of health care choices to our members. It's the 
core of our mission . But that promise reaches far beyond our 
1 customers to the economic and social needs of the communities 
· and neighborhoods across the state in which we live, work and 
serve. The canopy of our community involvement programs cov-
ers charitable contributions, volunteerism and community rela-
tions support. In 2001, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
greatly expanded opportunities for philanthropic endeavors 
statewide when we invested $5 million to establish The Blue 
Foundation for a Healthy Florida . 








January 30, 2003 
10:00-10:30 PM 
WAWS-TV (Fox) Channel 30 
Jackonsville/Brunkswick 
Fox 30 News At 10 
Feb 5 2003 14:29 P. 05 
Transcript 
JACK MILLER (Co-anchor): The University of North Florida 
got a very nice present today. 
BEVERLY BROOKS, co-anchor: 
Here's what you need to know, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
gave the -university one million dollars. It's the largest 
given to an academic program in the history of "C.JNF. 
The money will fund the Center for Ethics and Public 
Policy. The center has been renamed in honor of Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield. (Clip of donation being given, 
visual of Blue Cross and Blue Shield banner in the 
background) 
# # # 
Fer a VidfOcg&ur,g(TV/ or ~u~ cu,emtrsdiol of tflll nNII ngment r:ont,cr yaw 111!1B1Blr VMS affffs. 







January 30, 2003 
6:00-6:30 l?M 
WTEV-TV (CBS) Channel 47 
Jacksonville/Brunswick 
CBS 47 News At 6 
Unidentified MALE, co-anchor : 
Feb 5 2003 14:28 P. 04 
Transcript 
The University of North Florida cashing in on a big gift . 
This morning, Blue Cross and Blue Shield gave the 
university a million dollars. It's the largest gift to an 
academic program in the history of UNF. (Clip of donation 
being given, visual of Blue Cross and Blue Shield banner 
in the background) 
That money is going to fund the Center for Ethics, Public 
Policy, and the Professions, which promotes discussions 
on ethical issues. 
The center has now been named in honor of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield . 
# # # 
For 8 ~IIWte(TV/ W audio C8tllttlfndiol of lhl.r newt lf!Q(Tl8flf CtJntm YIIU ~r VMS offilp, 







Feb 5 2003 14:28 P. 03 
TranscritJt 
January 30, 2003 
5:30-6:00 PM 
WTLV-TV {NBC) Channel 12 
Brunswick, F1a. 
First Coast News At 5:30 
Unidentified FEMALE {Co-anchor): Students at the 
University of North Florida received a historic gift 
today. · 
Unidentified MALE, co-anchor: 
They certainly did, a one million dollar gift. Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida made the large donation today. 
(Clip of donations being given, visual of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida banner in the background) 
The grant will be matched by the state of Florida for 
$750,000. That money will be used to fund a Center for 
Ethics, Public Policy, and the Professions. 
# # # 
hr a ~,ntrll!TVJ or r1udla t:JSSltre(ra@J af t"'1 !leWH ,egment csnr~t:t ygw MMe3t VMS aff,u. 








January 30, 2003 
12:00 - 1 : 00 PM 
WJXT-TV (IND) Channel Four 
Jacksonville, Fla . 
Eyewitness News At Noon 
JOYCE MORGAN, co-anchor: 
Feb 5 2003 14 :28 P. 02 
Transcript 
Well, the University of North Florida is one million 
dollars richer today. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida donated the huge gift to the university, making it 
the largest gift in history for an academic program at UNF . 
(Clip of donation being given to school, visual of UNF and 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield banner in the background) 
The money will be used to fund the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida Center for Ethics, Public Policy, and 
Professions at UNF. That million dollar gift also 
qualifies for $750,000 in state matching funds. And, 
that's not bad at all . 
Unidentified MALE, co-anchor: That's not shabby. They 
looked pretty happy over there . 
MORGAN : We ' re not talking peanuts there . That's right. 
# # # 
kt, Vid,cc3UBtwrtl/ ut ~ut.fftJ ,amrrtrlr;dlol af thit new, reaml!flt conrm YD/II nesmt VMS a!flle. 
Mat~ 1llfJPl,d by VMS 111,, oflit he ,md for itlrrnsl rwilw, B11Jt,sil gr ,111,mlT. MY pll/Jic;itiDII, rs-bro~dmr 01 pubk ef;tplay fol profit iJ fu,/Jldds,/ 311d miif i;Jal,t, "pyrlghr ~w. 
Blue Cross donation 
largest for a program 
B1· Jes.m~-Lvmre Kerr 
1",rnes-Urnori slatf writer 
---· ---------
The UniversiLy of North Florida's 
Cemer for Ethics, Public Policy and 
the Profe~siuus adopted a new ·name 
yesterday :liter the w1iwrsity ac-
cepted a !iil million gift from B.luc 
Cross.antl .Rlt-H~ Shield of Florida, 
l'he gift is the largest ever made w 
ao academic program at lJNl·• anu 
qualifies for $7:)(),000 m ...,tale 
matching funds. 
''There is an ongoing need in our 
country to strengthen ethical reflec-
tion and action," said David Kline, in-
terim president ofUNE 
UNF established the ethics center, 
now known as the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida Center for Eth-
ics, Public Poli<:v and the Professions, 
in 1999 in the phi]osophy department 
of the College of Arts and Sciences to 
promote discussion on ethical issues. 
.It has worked with each of the univer-
sity's colleges an<l the public to pro-
vide perspective qn ethical issues 
they coultl confront during their ca-
reers. It has sponsored symposiums 
fo et 
and lectures on a varietv of ethical is-
sues induding health care, business, 
law and public policy. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Flor-
ida has had an ongoing relationship 
with UNE The health care company 
has employed the university's gradu-
ates and UNF's College of Health pro-
vides health administration courses 
for the company's employees. 
·•our support is a natural outgrowth 
of our commitment to corporate in-
tegrity and lhfag by .our values every 
day,'' said Michael Cascone Jr., chair-
man and chief executive officer ... We 
look forward to this partnership with 
UNB a highly respected institution 
C nter 
and an integral part of our 
community." 
11ie company's gift will be used for il 
distinguished professorship, an en--
<lowed visiting lecture series tlrnt will 
amact intematiom1lly known :-;peak-
crs, a Faculty Fellows program fo1 
pt~rmanent and visiting faculty, ano 
e11dowed scholarships and tellow-
ships to ,1ttracl outstanding students. 
,>tans call for the cen ter to offer eth-
ics consultation for local buc:;iness. 
public and private organizations anct 
to conduct workshops for profes-
sional and public policy maker~ 
!itaff writer Jessie-Lynne Kerr can t 1'! 
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ut: Cross.and Blue Shidd of Florida 
has mnde the largesc gift to a pro-
gmm in the history of UNF The S l 
ion girr. which qualifies fur S'50,000 in 
state matching funds, will be used to fund 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Center for Echics, PubltL Policy and che 
Professions. 
Thank you co Blue Cross and Blue 
·~htd<l of Florida for chis magnificent and 
lmt•xic gi~," UNF Interim President David 
K.lmt' said. "There is an ongoing need in our 
country to sm·ngcben ethical reflection and 
acrn111. This g1fi: provides a core of suppon: co 
fur.:ntr develop the Jepch and breadch o 
ch1: YiraHr import.am educational progr:tPl 
ht Blw: Cross ar.d Blu~ Sh1dd or 
Fl md .. ~1tr pu_.;; ht.-s the. l.Jn.i,·ers;1 t\ ., 'L . -- ·, 
E:• .«ll~J.,c capu:al campaign pa5c the: ':>7 '5 mil-
ho;, m.u-!· 
.t mc:r tor Eclucs. Publ11- hllt<..• 
m u ch1. Prott.:SSh ,ns \ h 1S Qtablishc·d 1P l ';)CJ';) 
m promotl:' J 1su.1ss1on on <::cbica! issues. The 
cenu:r. renamed in honor nf Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florirta, foscer- the applicacion 
of moml reasoning m Lj llt:'.inon -, or' educs and 
values faced by policy-makers, restarehc:rs 
·d professionals working in the areas of 
'.ness. govemmem. health can::, law, engi-
uctnog, education and public life in general. 
TI1e center i" housed in the philosophy 
Co1111th111n~ GUIil ~ <B 1111 
VOLUME 9 NUMBER 1 
un 
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PUBLISHED FOR THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
Tum-
t 's hard to define the role of Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu as he begins his one-semester 
stay at UNF. He is a scholar, teaching both 
UNF students and area residents who have filled 
his classes to capacity. But at the same time, he 
is a statesman whose message of peace continues 
to be carried by media around the world . 
It would have been easy for this 71-year-old 
Nobel Peace Prize winner to remain in his native 
South Africa and enjoy a richly deserved retire-
ment . But he agreed once again to come to the 
United States co teach . The timing of his trip 
may be part coincidence or part divine interven-
tion, but in either 
case he arrived at a 
cri_tical !un~ture_ in . ~;--~ ~~ <-.::-
this nat10n s act10ns rn ~i?:''.~=~ ... = 
the Iraq situation. 
Only moments 




simple. War should be a last resort , and he 
encouraged the Bush administration to find 
alternatives to armed conflict . 
Thar message , carried nationally and inter-
nationally on Associated P ress and Reuters news 
services, prompted a flood of media requests , 
including requests from CNN and the "Today" 
show. 
With a quiet de termination that has become 
his hallmark, the archbishop agreed to make 
time in his busy schedule for many of the media 
requests. D uring an interview from Jacksonville 
on CNN Inte rnacional, for example, he calmly 
- but forcefully 
promised co nomi-
nate President Bush 
for the Nobel Peace 
Prize if he is able to 
find a peaceful solu-
tion to the Iraq si tua-
tion rather than 
resorting to war. 
T hat CNN ! broadcast stim ulated 
~ media requests from 
International Airport 
on Jan. 7, media 
eagerly asked him 
questions about ten-
sions between the 
United Scates and 
Iraq. His message was 
Arclhlbiishorp1 Desmond Tutu talks wfith the media 
foDlowing bis arrived at JIA. 
~ England, France and 
Canada, as well as 
--~-- · · ·· __ -VJliat~!nnSille 
3 Board of Trustees 
gets new members 
5 New college 
development officers 
selected 
Continued on page 11 
Homecoming 





?artmeot, but it works with all of the 
Jniversity's colleges and departments. 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
gift will be used to fund the following compo-
m ..... te 
-I (Continued ftom page 1) 
and Blue Shield ofFlorida. "Our support is a 
natural outgrowth of our commitment to corpo-
rate integrity and living by our values evety day. 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
nerns: a distinguished • Florida Center for 
professorship; an +-.. BlueCr!1'88 BlueShleld Ethic,, Public Policy 
d d . . . "•~ of Florida d h p c · · en owe v1s1tmg pro- an t e ro1ess10ns 1s 
e 8 An Independent l.Jcensee of the . _ • fessor lecture series to Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc,ailon part of a nat10nal trend 
enable the center to underwrite nationally and for the establishment of ethics centers that 
internationally known speakers who would dis- are devoted to the theory and practice of 
cuss topics of ethical concern; a: Faculty Fellows' applying ethical reasoning to the wider 
program for permanent and visiting faculty to sphere of social life. Future plans call for the 
engage in work consistent with the center's center to offer ethics consultation for local 
agenda; and endowed scholarships and fellow- business , public and private organizations , 
ships so the University can attract outstanding and to conduct workshops for professional 
students. and public policy-makers . The center's ulti-
"This gift represents a real milestone for the mate goal is to become a national model for 
College of Arts and Sciences," said Dr. Mark ethics centers associated with public com-
Workman, dean of the College of Arts and prehensive universities . 
Sciences. 
"The college has benefited in the past from 
remarkably generous gifts like the Neal Gray 
Scholars program fonded by Ann and David 
Hicks and the underwriting of the Lazzara 
Theater by Irene and Gasper Lazzara. The 
7.dowment provided by Blue Cross and Blue 
ield of Florida represents the first gift of com-
parable magnitude that will go to support an 
academic program. On behalf of the students 
and faculty of the college, I am deeply grateful." 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is a 
• r 
(Continued fi'om page 1) 
from many U .S. media 
outlets. It also resulted in 
many requests from 
groups and organizations 
throughout the United 
Scates for Tutu to attend 
special "peace" events 
that are planned . 
Additional media 
attention was focused on 
0 
February 2003 inside unf 11 
l~rjefs 
UNF ranks among -:ne l"C-'.on·s top 
20 universities in 1::s c as::-,..:::1caDvi1 fo 
number of stuoe., r:s oaiLidoao-> 
study abroao 
According ~-= a 
N p 
letter to him as a factor 
in converting him from a 
longtime death penalty 
advocate into a capital 
punishment opponent. 
private, policy-holder-owned healthcare compa-
ny with more than 7,000 employees at its head-
quarters in Jacksonville. Through the years, the 
company and UNF have established a mutually 
beneficial relationship. Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida regularly employs UNF gradu-
ates and has established a partnership with the 
College of Health to provide health administra-
tion courses for the company's employees. 
the archbishop in 
January when then-Gov. 
George Ryan of Illinois 
announced that he was 
commuting the death 
sentences of everyone on 
"You can change 
the world, one person 
But through it all, 
the archbishop remains 
focused on his teaching 
responsibilities and 
reserves time each day to 
devote to planning 
presentations for the 
credit courses and 
non-credit mini courses 
he is teaching . 
The first session 
"We are honored to support the Center for 
Ethics, Public Policy and the Professions at the 
University of North Florida," said Michael 
Cascone J r., chairman and CEO of Blue Cross 
DEADLIN E 
lnformatiou fu be ind,,Jed i11 tht Manti 200 3 
isstte c,!} . iruideunf m11st be re£eived in tfJe 
Office of News and Pt1bLicatio11s by Jll)()rl rm 
•b. 14 and is s11bject to space limitatiom. 
f>/P,tJSe s1tbmit information to Dan Dmul1J11 
or Amy P an11elee. 
the state's death row. _ at a time." _ ____ for the credit course fea-
During the governor's speech at 
Northwestern University, which was carried 
live on CNN, Ryan cited the archbishop 's 
inside un.f STAFF 
David Kline 
l111trin P·. ,iJ..111, l'11ii.-r1it)' '!/ ,wnn F/.,,-iJ., 
NIEWS & PUBUCATIONS STAFF 
Dan Dundon 
Dir,a« , .\'..i, , c PII.J.ii~,;.,.,, 
IRtid, UNF EJi1.,-
Maty Ann Rosenthal 
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tured about 200 students eager to learn 
about the reconciliation progress and the 
archbishop 's role in the struggle against 
apartheid in South Africa. And while he 
d iscussed that historic part of his life , he 
also repeatedly came back to a central mes-
sage that has dominated many of his dis-
cussions with young people at UNF and in 
at least one Jacksonville school in which he 
was a guest. 
"You can change the world, one person 
at a time," he said during one session. 
His own life provides ample evidence 
of the truth of that statement. 
Baker County Press 
Macclenny, FL 
February 6, 2003 
Council gets $30K from BCBS 
The Baker County Council on Ag-
ing was among 60 non-profit organi-
zations. recently receiving a total of 
$8,184,401 from Blue Cross Blue · 
Shield of Florida. The Council re-
ceived $30,000. 
The organizations that received 
contributions all have either a health 
or education focus, or are organiza-
tions where BCBSF employees have 
donated volunteer hours. The funds 
will support innovative programs 
geared towards uninsured and under-
served Floridians, healthcare aware-
ness and training; hea_lth education 
and workforce preparation. 
Health ' organizations re·ceiv'ing 
funding included Hospice of North-
east Florida, the March of Dimes, 
Take Stock in Children , The Jag-
uarsf';Veaver Foundation and United 
Cerebrai Palsy, among others. 
Nine educational institutions re-
ceived funds to assist students through 
scholarships and/or nursing programs, 
initiate grants for research and ex-
pand facilities. They are Eckerd Col-
lege, Edward Waters College, Flori-
da A&M University, Florida Co'm-
munity College at Jacksonville, Flor-
ida State Universi ty, Jacksonville 
University, University of Florida, 
University of North Florida and Uni-
versity of South Florida. 
The other organizations receiving 
gifts from Blue Cross serve north 
flo~~qa cg~!!!E~ities by providing 
an array of needs, including patient 
transportation, updated diagnostic 
equipment, senior prescription drug 
assistance, and services to the unin-
sured and underinsured. 
The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
February 6, 2003 
. \ 
Sy~phony receives Blue Cross gift 
l:}_lue Cross and Blue Shield ofFlorida 
announced yesterday a $200,0rl) contribution to 
ilie'Jacksonville Symphony OrchtStra. 
The symphonyreported an opentfag deficit of 
$911,000 last season and plans to raite $200,000 
froib individual donors and $200,000 tl0m 
Jacksonville's business community. . 
S}'Il1.phony Executive Director Alan Hop~r 
saidhe's hopeful Blue Cross and Blue Shield's 
don,ation will prompt others to follow suit. 
"lt- is that sense of ownership and pride that we 
hope will catch on throughout the community," 
he s~d in a news release. 
The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
February 7, 2003 
nit 
ord · 
By Jessie-Lynne Ke" 
Times-Union staff writer 
There i.vas good news and bad news yesterday 
as United Way of Northeast Ff orida annoW1ced 
the results of its 2002 fund-raising campaign 
before 300 people at San Jose Co untry Oub~ 
The good news was. that the campaign raised · 
$19,S22,839i an increase of $408,000 over the • 
2001 campaign. ~tis the most raised in. the his- : 
tory of United Way of Northeast Florida, which . 
helps support 121 hea!th and human. service . 
programs of 78 certified agencies in Duval, Bak-
er, Clay, Nassau and northern St Johns 
counties. 
The bad news was that the campaign missed 
its 2002 goal by $368,291. 
"At a time when giving to United Way has de-
creased in communities across tp.e country, · 
said Steve Halverson~ 2002 campaign chairman, 
"United Way of Northeast Florida experienced 
an increase in giving."· 
Because of a declining and uncertain econo-
my, Halverson said , Uniteu Way contributions 
-: DP donors 
n:ie top 1 O compc;.nies 
~nd the amm1.1t ccntribL'ted 
11 by each, inclu~f11g corporate 
and employee givlng! ate: 
BIL~Cross ruid e :ue s ti;eld 
'of Florida ..... $1,451 ,884 
Bank of 
America .... . $1 , 1.45,869 
Vistakon .. . . . $1,074,689 
Publix .... . ... . $701,345 
CSX .......... $638,052 
Wachovia . .. .. $479,000; 
United Parcel 
Service . .. . ... . $465,737 
BellSouth . .. _ .. $450,000 
JEA .. .. .. .. . . $428,084 
ALLJ!;L Information . 
Services ... .. .. $331,093 
ifts: oal 
Just misse 
From Page B-1 
were "significantly decreased " 
in cities across the nation in-
cluding Tampa, Fort Lauder-
dale, Atlanta, Dallas, Minneap-
olis, lndianapolis and 
Nashville. 
United Way's leadership giv-
ing - contributions of $1 ,000 
or more - accounted for 28 
percent of the total raised. 
"This year's campaign is a re-
markable achievement in light 
of the tough eccnomy and un-
certain times, ., said Charles 
Hughes> chairman of the 
United Way board oftrus(ees. 
Michael Cascone Jr. , c~r-
man of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of F]orida, will chair the 
2003 campaign. 
SpeciaJ recognition was given 
to several individual donors in 
the Alexis de Tocqueville Soci-
ety, the highest level of leader-
ship givi.pg: Delores and Mort 
Kesler for their annuaJ conrri-
bution of $100,00() and Irene 
and Gasper Lr_:zn; c!' for their 
annt1.al gift of $50,(:-..:rJ. 
The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
February 10, 2003 
Honors/awads 
■ McGuire Woods i..LP was listed as 
one of the top 30 law firms_ in the 
United States !or overall client service 
:r. a !'lat!:::.s.! 2-~:"-,-ey ~:; BTI c~"s'.!l•ing 
Group. 
::l Woifson Children's Hospttal, part 
of Baptist Heal!h, ~as been named one 
of the naticn's bes! children's hospitals -
by Child magazine. 
:r Lawrence Murr, of Lawrence Murr. 
Remodeling !n·c., earned the Certified 
Aging-in-Place Si:;eciaiist designation. 
Donations/Grants 
Wachovia Bani< NA donated 
S3,000 to the limelight Tl'leatre for the 
sponsorship of youth theater programs. 
:i The· town of Medley and Sysco 
food Services of South Florida Inc., 
assisted by Tne Beacon Council , was 
awarded the Economic Development 
Transporta tion Fund, a state grant 
gi·1en to a local government on behalf 
of businesses. 
::i Blue Cross and Blue St:ield of 
Florida donated S8.fB million to 60 
non-profit organizations in north 
Florida. The contributions will help 
univers; ::2:: ar.d omaniza,:ons continue 
vital p.ogrsrrs an~:(: ;:l!n.c~ ·, a, 1 
initiafr1es. 
( The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
February 10, 2003 
m 
fferin • m~ 
By Sarah Skidmore 
nmes-Union business writer 
The Florida Chamber Federa-
tion released a statewide survey 
showing a steady decline in the 
nwnber of employers who are 
able to provide employees health 
insurance. 
In 1999, 91 percent of surveyed 
employers offered health insur-
ance, and this dropped to 76 per-
cent 
Employers expressed difficulty 
with health insurance because of 
cost and availability. The Federa-
tion found that small businesses 
are at greatest risk of canceling 
coverage when costs rise. As a re-
sult, it is pushing legislative re-
form to create a more stable sys-
tem for coverage. 
1\l edicare 
President Bush's proposed 
budget includes plans to adjust 
the Medicare payment formula, 
an issue that concerns some doc-
tors. 
The president has proposed to 
use actual data in current and fu-
ture updates. The American 
Medical Association said the 
change would fix the error and 
get Medicare physician pay-, 
ments on track. 
Some physician groups_ such as 
the AMA expressed concern over 
INSURANCE 
errors in Medicare physician 
payments. Physicians took a 5.4 
percent cut in payment in 2002 
and are scheduled to take an ad-
ditional 4.4 percent cut in March. 
Some physicians have already 
limited their service of Medicare 
patients and more indicated they 
would limit or stop similar ser-
vices if payments continue to de-
crease. 
There are legislative proposals 
in both the House and Senate. 
lue Cross donations 
Blue Cross_sDd Blue Shield of 
Florida donated $8 million to 60 
non-profit organizations in the 
region. 
Health organizations recipients 
included Ho~ ce of Northeast 
Florida, ~tarcn__g[Qime~..Iake__ 
Stock in Children and United Ce-
reoral Palsv. Nine educational in-
stitutions ,vere also recipients. 
The donations were. geared to-
wards supporting programs fo-
cused on uninsured and unders-
erved Floridians, heal.th-care 
awareness and training, health 
education and workforce prepa-
ration. 
1··-e, - .. ,.::t N 
Sarah Skidmore may be 
reached by phone at 
(904) 359-4268, by fax at 
(904) 359-4090 or by e-
mail at sskldmore@ 
jacksonville.com. 
~ Video Monitoring Services of America, Inc. 
15100 NW 67thAvenue 
Miami Lakes, FL 33014 
(305) 822-4400 
(305) 822-4867 (FAX) 
Date February 14, 200 3 
Time 06:00 AM - 07:00 AM 
Station WJXT-TV (IND) Channel 4 
Locatfo,11 Jacksonville, Fla. 
Program Eyewitenss News ·· 
BRUCE HAMILTON re.Porting: 
Tne financially beleaguered J acksonville Symphony Orchestra 
J- is getting a boost with its fund raising from the business 
/ .• : community h ere. in Northeast Florida. Blue Cross and Blue 
... _ · Sbield of Florida issued a i~oo,ooo matching funds grant. 




For a videocassette(TV) or audiocassette(radio) of this 
news segment contact your nearest VMS office 
,. 
Material supplied by Video Monitoring Services may only be 
used for internal review, analysis or research. 
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Curran, Rick 
From: Dennis Ward [dward@mediamon.tv] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2003 9:54 AM 
To: Rick Curran 
Subject: Blue Cross & Blue Shield Newscoverage 
I .~ -~~d.am~: I
200 West Capitol, Suite 1620, Little Rock, AR 72201 501.375.3405 
1520 East Sunrise Boulevard, Suite 202, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304 954 .767 .6140 
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1. WJXT JACKSONVILLE, FL 
FEB 14 2003 6:00AM ET 
Eyewitness News Daybreak 
Nielsen Audience: 32,543 
[**06:17:12 AM**] PORT AUTHORITIES SHOULD KNOW WITHIN A WEEK IF ONE OF 
THOSE LINES WILL CRUISE OUT OF THE PORT HERE. JAXPORT IS LOOKING FOR A 
SEASONAL DEPLOYMENT TO THE BAHAMAS THAT WOULD START IN THE 
FINANCIALLY BELEAGUERED JACKSONVILLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IS GETTING 
A BOOST WITH ITS FUNDRAlqtNG FROM THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY IN 
NORTH,EAST FLORlDA.,. JACKSONVILLE-BASED B.t.UE CROSS AND FlORfD'A l SSUE0 
A $200,000 MA TCHfNG CHALLENGE GRANT. RECRUJTMAX RECENTL V LEASED 
10,000 SQUARE FEET IN THE AMSOUTH BUlLDING ALONG NORTH A1A IN PONTE 
VEDRA BEACH. THE COMPANMY IS MOVING FROM ITS JAX BEACH DiGS, WHICH IT 
BASICALLY OUTGREW. 
Report Generated: 
Tota~ Story Count: 
Tota~ Nielsen Audience: 
2003/02/14 08:54:01.609 (CT) 
1 
32,543 
Portions© 2002 Nielsen Media Research, Inc. Ratings data contained herein are 
the copyrighted property of Nielsen Media Research, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY O 2800 UNIVERSITY BLVD. N. • JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211-3394 • (904) 256-7033 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: John Daigle Jr. 
Release Date: February 19, 2003 Public Affairs Director, 256-7045 
$1.1 Million Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Gift 
to Name JU Teaching Clinic in Honor of CEO Cascone 
New Nursing Facility Expected to be Complete and Dedicated this Summer 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -A $1.1 million gift from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) 
will enable Jacksonville University to name and dedicate a new teaching clinic at the school's Lazzara 
Health Sciences Center in honor of BCBSF Chairman and CEO and JU Board of Trustee Chairman 
Michael Cascone. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique role in advancing the health and 
well-being of Florida citizens," said BCBSF Group Vice President Joyce Kramzer. Kramzer announced the 
JU gift this month along with contributions totaling $8.1 million to various health and educational 
institutions. "While all $Uccessful companies must focus on meeting customer needs, our corporate b~liefs 
call for a much greater commitment to the public good." 
The gift, one of the largest in school history, is the second major gift in recent years from BCBSF to 
JU. In 2001, the company offered a major contribution to help develop JU's innovative Career Services 
Center. 
"Jacksonville University is proud and privileged to have the support of corporate benefactors such as 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida," said JU President David L. Harlow. "We look forward to 
dedicating this new clinic in honor of Michael Cascone, a true leader in health care and education." 
Michael Cascone is a 1965 alumnus of Jacksonville University who went on to become Chairman and 
CEO of one of Florida's leading health care corporations. He has served on JU's Board of Trustees since 
1999, and was elected chairman of the board in 2002. 
The new Michael Cascone Clinic will be housed in W's Lazzara Health Sciences Center, a facility 
currently under construction and expected to be ready for classes this fall. The facility will be home to 
JU's highly regarded School of Nursing as well as a new orthodontics certification program. The Michael 
Cascone Clinic will help JU offer its nursing students a state-of-the-art education. A dedication ceremony 
is planned for the new clinic this summer. 
### 
Jacksonville University is a private, independent institution located in Jacksonville, Fla. The University 
offers a personal approach to higher education, emphasizing the development of leadership skills and 
global perspective through student research, citizenship and community service. For all the latest JU 
News, please visit the Public Affairs page on the University's World Wide Web site at www.ju.edu/news. 
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Blue Cross, Blue Shue!d Donates $1.1 
Million To JU Nursing cmnk 
New Teaching /Facility To Be Named In Honor Of 
Company CEO 
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JACKSONVILLE, fla. -- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 








In exchange, the new teaching clinic at the school's Lazzara 
Health Sciences Center will be named in honor of the company's 
chairman and CEO and chairman, Michael Cascone, who is also 
on the JU Board of Trustees. 
"We believe Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a unique 
role in advancing the health and well-being of Florida citizens," 
Blue Cross Vice President Joyce Kramzer said. 
The gift, one of the largest in school history, is the second major 
gift in recent years from Blue Cross to JU. In 2001, the company 
offered a major contribution to help develop JU's innovative 
Career Services Center. 
"Jacksonville University is proud and privileged to have the 
support of corporate benefactors such as Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida," JU President David L. Harlow said. "We look 
forward to dedicating this new clinic in honor of Michael Cascone, 
a true leader in health care and education." 
Michael Cascone is a 1965 alumnus of Jacksonville University 
who went on to head of one of Florida's leading health care 
corporations. He has served on JU's Board of Trustees since 
1999, and was elected chairman of the board in 2002 . 
In announcing the gift to JU, Kramzer said this is just one of 
several recent contributions to health and educational 
institutions by Blue Cross, totaling $8.1 million . 
"While all successful companies must focus on meeting customer 
needs, our corporate beliefs call for a much greater commitment 
to the public good," Kramzer said. 
The new Michael Cascone Clinic will be housed in JU 's Lazzara 
Health Sciences Center, a facility currently under construction 
and expected to be ready for classes this fall. The facility will be 
home to JU 's School of Nursing as well as a new orthodontics 
certification program. 
A dedication ceremony is planned for the new clinic this summer. 
Copyright 2003 by News4Jax.com. All rights reserved. This 
START LEARNING 
EMPLOYMENT-FIN D YOUR DREl.\M JOB TODAY; 
Ask Ella: How Do You Descrjbe 
Ho.rnem~ke.x7 
Which skills from running a house and raising kids 
translate to the working world? More Details 
~alary Cal_culator: Are You Wnoerpqid? 
http:/ /www.news4j ax.com/jax/education/stories/education-headlines-l 99073320030219- l .. . 02/19/2003 
Baker County Press 
Macclenny, FL 
February 20, 2003 
C+., i) -r i ,r;- rt· i , ~ '" ... aJ en~:- ...... .. _. ___ ; ._, 
to syrnph:iny's ec1r.s 
DO\,VNTO\VK - Th.:! b.11anciatly belea-
guered Jae~ Symphony Orches-
tra is getting a boost with 
its fundraising from the 
business community in 
Northeast Florida. 
Jacksonville-based 
Blue · C~ and Blue 
Shield of Florida issued 
.. a $200,000 matching 
Hopper challenge grant. 
"We wanted to help jump-start their 
fundraising campaign," srud spokesman 
Rick Curran. 
The orchestra hopes the challenge will 
help it overcome its budget shortfall. 
Last year the symphony's operating 
budget was $7 miUion, and they came up 
$900,000 short, according to executive 
director Alan Hopper. 
"We are taking that $200,000 and 
matching it with either new or increased 
gifts," Hopper said. 
"The hope is that other corporations 
and individuals wiJl follow our lead ," 
Curran said. 
--•61-uce Hamiltan 
The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
February 20, 2003 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
donates $1 .1 million for it 
By Beth Kormanik 
T;-mes-Union staff writer 
Jack.c.onville University ".vill huiid a community 
health center \\lith a SL 1 m illion donation from 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. officials 
ann ounced yesterday. - -
In return, the school will name the center after 
m .. ?e Cross Chairman l·mchae! Cascone, a JU 
alumnus and current Boan! of Trustees 
chairman. 
The School of Nursing \arul use the space to 
host health-promotion programs and screen 
blood pressure, cholesterol and blood sugar, 
and check for signs of stroke and g,laucoma. said 
Llnda Miller, director of the nursi.ol}school 
People also will be able to use computers to 
reco rc their health history and consult with a 
graduate nursing students on health problems. 
r-..-till.er said. The center wiU cateT to low-income 
res1Gems of the schoors Arlington 
neighborhood. 
'•\Ale'U be able to offer the particular programs 
mis Arlington community needs," Miller said. 
The center will be housed in the Lazzara 
H~alth Sciences Center. a facility under 
See OONA-PON, Pa!; ~ s-.! 
·- - ----
natio 
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constrt1ction and expected to 
open for classes this fall. The 
facility houses the School of 
Nursing and the new School of 
Orthodontics. A dedication cer-
emony for the center is 
planned for the clinic this sum-
m er. 
"The nursing school has been 
in a very limited, older facility 
and nm-v has a state-of-the-art 




The gift is one of the largest in 
school history, but not the larg-
est That was a $20 m inion 
grant·from the J.E. Dav.is family. 
The Blue Cross gift is the com-
pany's second iuajor gift in re-
cen t years to JU. m 2001 , Blue 
Cross gave $300,000 to devefop 
Jffs Career Services Cemer. f 
Last month. Blue Cross g-c1·.1e a/ 
$lmillio.n. donation to rename 1 
an ethics center at lhe Univer-1 
sity of Nor .h Fiorida. ! 
Staff writer Beth Kormanik can :'.le 
re.ached at {004} 359-461 s = · 
kcrmanik@ia:ckscrnntle.corr.. 
( The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonviile, FL 
February 23, 2003 
ew nealtn ceJJJ.ioi~ 
Jacksonville University will build 
a community health center with a 
$1.1 miHkm donat!on from .Blu9 
Cross ~d Blue Shield of Florida, 
officials anooilnced Wednes 
Ir. retu~, ~i'":a scl:::}c' ·,.fr na.Ts 
the center after Blue Cross 
Chairman Michaef Cascone, a 
JU alumnus and Board of 
Trustees chairman. The School 
ot Nursing will use the space to 
host health-promotion programs 
and screen blood pressure, 
cholesterol and blood sugar, and 
check f'Jr signs of stroke and 
glaucoma, said L:nda Mmsr, 
director of the nursing school. 
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Symphony ads port,:ay human side of musicians 
FROM PAGE l 1 I>' bet'n verv re.silknt ." phony di • . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ • •• _ _ _ • - ~- - ~- ~~~ · !eided to 
tackle "u common 
mi~pen:ept.ion" 
head cm. The sym-
phony h:1s a new 
.strnteLT\' for 2003, 
Hop~;- s.aic.l. "Part 
of our ,orcl1cstrn's 
c.ampai1::,'11 is .. . we 
tight economv.'· ~aid Jack McAuliffe, vke In it~ latest Stak uf !1-w Jacksomi.lle 
£n:sident and COO ot rhe New York- Syn_1phony 1r!port. the orchc-;tra blame!:> 
6ascd Arnc:Iican Sylllphonv Orchestn1 i1s financial woes on three things: 
L..=:aguL". "When thL' cc1mmr1y goe~ :-;ouih. 0 Although ticket ~iles lor in~4ividu,"il 
£ill of a sudJt.:'n alto! ,·1 iur ,usb lwh,1vc <l!> ,__.,.>r>L' c'1 ·1s wc:n· tht: highc.s1 evei: . seasoo 
·'iixt:d L"t>.':,b and \'Ptir , L' vt·1n11 · ,~: almost ,a-kx1 -;ale~ wt:re sliu1i of goal by 
L·ntird\' \-ariablc." f.132.000. Spvcial ~vents .. rnd ?Starr_,.; 
Tht: Uni1t:d S1~1tc:s h,1:-. t>OO prokssirn1~,l ~ights sail's w~re short rnorr.! than 
l)l"Lhl'.":>lra~. ln iw,> dl.'1:adcs. 20 hc1,\: :i:,200,000. 
closi:.'{1 - fmw in the past Vt'ar. All t:,..:q1t O C'orpornlt' crnlll'ibution~ Slll1">.-\s.sed 
1he onl:" in SauamL·l1l<1, C;.1!if.. '.,,lagt·d a tlw pn:>-vinu~ season, but individual gw-
coml.'back. 'The n,a1un: of .111 urchestr~.1·s ing was <lown by $213,729. 
t·,:unom\' i~, if it g~t:--, bli11d~1tk·d ,intl can't • Absent bst vear ,vc1-e galas and :-ipt:-
mah: tl1ings J-rc.11·1pcn - · i1 go-:s dad,; ,'' ci:1l 1.:\·1.::11l:- th:u ·provick:d signifkarn re-v-
iVk:Aultfh· said. " But the, · h~wr. ltistoriL·:d - 1..:11ucs in prl:\!HlllS se.:isnn~. 
•-·----- --, Thl:.' dcwm1urn in the 
.H~ mad~ up of re,a.l 
personalilk"$, n<ir-
mal everyday pt.'0-
ple who don'r wear 
thdr tuxedos all 
dav.·· 
it huilt a,n advc:r-
'i i!,.~ \.l,_ f"- ..... ·1 
tis.ing campaign . 
tffoun.,t musician:./ JSO hopes to attract more p.ltrons \\'ith a new campaign. 
~ 
SOUL M~)TE 
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra's income fell 
9 percent from 2001 to 2002. 
! l'.'l'<.111unl: h~1s c~11ainl.v 
' 1101 hdpt:'d .lat:kso11vil1.t'.s. 
I s_vmphon~·. but th,\t.'.s 1w1 
it~ onlv problem. 'There's 
a stigma anache.d to the 
$6,260,553 $l,~~_:855 $6,583,351 $6,~91,516-'t·I s~n:iphony that ,~e·r~ an 
hobbies. For instance, c·oncertn:mste1· said R1<.:k Curnm, Blu1:· Ct'(.>ss spoke~man. 
PhiJlip Pan builds nod drives hotrods, ··we :.irt' taking tluu 5200,000 ;,i,nd 
piincipitl (lutbi Lc.-.s Roettgt.>s is a. mntor- matching it v,ith dther new or increa.•,1.:d 
cydist and principal dminetist Peter gifts," Hopper said. ''\\le also hnn~ n pl~tn 
Wright is a rollerc0aster fanatic. lo go to small busint~l'~ in the .. u't~~, and 
2000 2001 
.. Pro1ected 
80URC£: JU.Cl<S-O<Mil8 5ymp/!Ofly M5CX:1UtlOh 
-- elinsr group for nch peo-
2002 2003 
ple, Hopper said. 
"Ye:-,, there are aspects 
of .society we cater to that 
are elitist. It doesn't 
mean the whole organi-
zation is highbrow.'' 
That's wh_v the ~-ym-
R.~cent aid came from a $200,000 chal- get them involved. " 
lt-nge grant from fac.ksonvi.Ue-based Blue ''Nobody sta11e<l an 01·che:,t1~ 10 make 
Cro.ss and Blu.e Shield of Florida, which m.onev," McALLliffe said. "Thev srnncd il 
hopes others \-vill soon follow its l~d. for artistic and emotional reasons: · 
"The Jacksonville Symphony "We are like a church and have to be 
Orchesrm certainly fit the crite1ia for our evangelical in preaching !'he benefits of 
charitable giving, ,md we \V,mted to hdp dassical music," Hopper said. 
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Monday, March 10, 2003 9:03 AM 
Cascone, Mike; Kramzer, Joyce; Jollivette, Cyrus; McCabe, Patrick; Wildes, Susan; Wright, 
Mark; Middlebrooks, Bruce; Towler, Susan; Farquharson, Kim; 'cnorth@trsg.net'; 
'nseely@trsg.net'; Wilson , Stephen (CC & PR) 
Attached for your information is a short piece which appeared in Saturday's Times-Union which 
highlights our gift to the University of Florida - Rick 
Morning briefing - Florida Times-Union 
Blue Cross donates $1.2 million to college 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida donated $1.2 million to the University of Florida College of Health 
Professions yesterday to create a professorship in health-care policy. The gift will help establish the first full 
professorship for the college. 
Rick Curran 
Director 
Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
104-905-3408 - phone 
J4-905-6638 - fax 
rick.curran@bcbsfl.com - email 
1 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Jacksonville, FL 
March 15, 2003 
Unlt,Q,r\ 
-,, .,c,.; --- - ,1 
sets record 
NORTHEAST FLORIDA- The United 
Way of Northeast Florida raised a 
record $19.8 million in its 2002 
fundraising campaign but missed its 
goal by $368,291 , it recently 
announced. 
"It's more of a positive 
in light of all that's going 
. on \Vi th the struggling 
;Journals.com economy," said Connie 1 
Hodges, president of United Way of 
Northeast Florida. "The economic situ-
ation changed after we set our goals." 
Despite the shortfall, last year's cam-
paign raised $408,000 · more than the 
2001 drive and Jacksonville fared bet-
ter than many other United Way chap-
ters. "The downturn was hard on cam-
paigns elsewhere across the country," 
Hodges said. "Very few other chapters 
saw the increase we did." 
United Way officials say a number of 
things contributed to the growth this 
year, including 49 percent growth in 
small-business contributions. 
_;_ Bruce Hamilton 
NT 
Blue Cr.oss and Blue Shield of 
Florida raised the most money for 
United Way's 2002 campaign~ 
$1,451,884 
H .M 
BCBSF BofA Vistakon 
SOURC'E: Un.tad Wu, of N~ast Fi~:i.::la 
By.Dr_@IS CHANDLER 
Sun buslrtess editor 
The University of Florida 
College of Health Professions 
will use a gift of $1.2 million 
from Blue Cross/Blue Shield of 
Florida to establish a professor-
ship _that will study issues 
affecting the state's growing 
uninsured population. 
The gift, which is eligible for 
matching state money of about 
$897,000, establishes the first 
full professorship for the col-
lege: 
Nationwide more than 41 
million Americans lack health 
insurance, including about 2.8 
million in Florida. 
The BC/BS of Florida Profes-
sorship in Health Services 
Administration will include 
appointment of a nationally 
known scholar of health policy. 
The person selected to fill the 
chair will establish a research 
pr.ogram on critical areas 
affecting access to health care, 
health insurance, financing of 
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The gift, which is eligible for matching state money 
of about $897,000, establishes the first full 
prof essorshlp for the College of Health Professions. 
health care and public/private 
partnerships, and is expected to 
bring experts to UF as visiting 
faculty. 
"We are pleased that Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Flori-
da, a leader in Florida's health 
commw1ity. has partnered with 
UF to create a professorship 
focusing on· how to assur,~ that 
all Floridians have access to 
health care," said Rohe1t Frank, 
dean of the College of health 
Professions. 
·'No family should worry 
about health cart for a loved 
• 
one, and this gift allows us to 
join with Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida to look at 
pragmatic solutions to this 
problem." 
BC/BS spoke.~man Mark 
Wright said hi~ company hopes 
the $1.2 million gift sends a 
message to the uninsured that 
their problem has not gone 
unnotked and that the insurer is 
working to help resolve what it 
considers a maJor crisis in the 
state. 
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Honor5''a·wards 
■ American C'orpcra.ts lder:ttrr 
selac~ the ll-Save Auto Renta! 
corporate- br..tnding cook", create<:! 
..md designed by Empice 
Comrriurncaticns Group, as t.t,.e 
national: 2('-03 cateQiOry wfm,er. At 
\he 2Ct'3 Jacksoovilte Addy Awards, 
prasemted by t~e Act<.iertfsing 
Federancn. Empire Commurr[cat:cns 
Grcup W()ll two geld and e. si:..iac fer 
its public se.,vica Cil:mpalg;.n for the 
Jac~i lfa Humane Society, and a 
gold fer a COflflVitatton created for 
Diagncstic Imaging Inc. 
■ Toe ery.an Coday Agenq 
cecei',ed the Agency Achievement 
?.W3M from Allstm.e, lnstuaocE!' 0:, 
■ rlorida Booded Poots ot 
.lacksor.vilf.e received a Bror.z:e 
Awaro In the Florida p~ & Spa 
Assoctat:oo's amual o'.esfgn awards 
compei!liOO fOf its 1,337-s.qua;e-fom 
concrete pool. 
■ J .. Efl.riqu8' lgufna of Summer 
Bea.ch Realty was a.warded the-
Certified !:-:tema.tlonru Property 
Speaal/,Sit designaooo. 
Donations 
■ Blue Cross and Blua Shiefd of 
Flofida contributed $200.000 to The 
~•aCl\sor:vi(l~ _Sy,mpltcny Orches;r,;i:·., 
""n'""Jai turrd c11mp3.ign. 
BuHdingJdesign 
Tr,e Hasi<,olt ~ has .::o:~p!Btl'.!•J 
!.:vr::'ittli::.ifcn 1); Ocar:~e County 's 
:.:;.r,r•o<:ti~a.1 E,(paiision Proje.::t, 
pt'. .:Sti- Ml', , anc r-as comptctad s;tG. 
-'mo,,;vE:r.ents io tli"e 6unt/s; 3J~ 
S:raercciracti<:lr:,.i:f !adl,t:, 
\ew ,entures 
C-~1r,!1)-"r'llde Home L,,ans Inc . 
..:,Pri'.'€d a new ci'ike at 3030, Hactiey 
Road. Suite 150_ 
l11e: Wl"',itfock Group ope.neu a: 
, :e~"< '."iff.<:.e at 11846 N1/./ S<a::s-r.d St 
Cilrs! Springs. Fia , 
!l JGr,n S. Mills., !'ou;:::.ri;-- :;; t T::.9 
.',;Iii:;:; firm- Tracy C~11i1i, /ormec;-v a, 
osrmer aI Folev & lardni:,. and 
Rebe<:c:1. Creei:(tormerfy a i)anr:e:• 
3t S.m1th, Gamers!! & Russ.;11 LLP . 
have mmi.ed Mi!\, & Carlin PA. Th1:; 
appi!Uate !:aw tirm's ('lffl09 \s In 
ci, Rivaca[de at 1365 May St. 
8 ■ Dignity U Wear Foundation Inc. 
N and Stetn Mart Ire. nave formed a 
~ national partnership. Stein Mart 
~ employees will help raise funds and 
2 Identify manufacturers and 
l'tS dlstnbutors that may make donations 
::'E to Dignity U Wear an organization 
~ that sµpplies new ciothlng to children 
-§ ar,d famllles in need. 
§ :J Kathryn Dunham's firm, The 
~ Dunham Group, Is now a certified 
ar affiliate wtthfn Resource Associates 
= Corp.'s international network of E: senior-level business and executive g development associates. 
.x; 
0 ~ Leases 
~ .::a CB .Richard Ell!s Inc. completed 
m the following lease transactions for 
-~ office space at 435 Clark Road: 456 ifi square feet to Affordable Accounting 
_ Sel'\Jices. 730 square feet to Gerald 
~ P. Jones, 6_84 square feet to Byers 
LL Engineering Co., _and 456 square 
~ feet to Simpson Harold Financial Inc. 
.9 CB Richard Ellis Inc. also completed 
~ the following !ease transactions: iJ 7,515 square feel at 550 Water St. to 
Et the Jacksonville Convention & 
g Visitors Center, and 70,403 squar-~ 
... feet at 4655 Sallsburv Road to 
' '" 
/tri1lgt'I lonji11t1 11 ' 1.1 , ;1• 111L·• I -11 , 
R!'~E-rH'S :'-etwork .1, 1,r.1mli 
· •• '• : ~ •'i ! . 1r £11( · ;°', lll _l c1,v 
.,, ,, ,:; Orange Park Count ry 
l lub ,t111,n 1lll(l'd ,, nc· \\ 
,· 1,11 k c· 1111g 111,!ll,1gc·1. Mnretbn 
Klnire Promo Depot <1 11 11ou 11 c(d 
Lil t' ,1Jd11 in11 or Cmig E't.•ere/1 .,~ 
d1rn·111r nl 11.1l11>n:ll ,ll'Lou111s. 
Bri1111 Butch ;1~ ,111 .1c<'ou,11 
11,.111..tgcr. ,tlo11n Ware ing ;1, 
, !( cn un1., p ;11·.1l>l<:' r<:'t:l' i1 .,hie 
, ·, "11 dmatrn and Iris C11 e1•es a~ :1 
g1aph 1L de:- ign,·r. Connelly & 
\\ id,i:r. Inc. \\ t· k c1111t·:- \foy11e Pope 
" ' .111 enginee r te, hn1t1an :ind 
Tim Focbt . 1:- :i c II ii 
l'nginee r. Ll11da Wi/s011 Ila.\ been 
n:1mecl p rcs icJc n l of the Ponte 
Vedra Chamber of 
Commerce . Dignity U Wear 
:111noun( eJ the: add 11 1<1n o ljo/111 
New members .. . 
Continued from page 14 
Solantic 
T/ffnny ll'lse 
C t'll ( ('J" . 1/(11/(I,~{'/ 
'i<JJ"i :'\ 1>r111 :> mly ll l\'d 
Jack,om ill ,- fl. 1221l'i 
fl)(I I l .I-~ 11) 1 1 
Southpoint Square I & II , Ltd. 
Rnberln C. Birch 
.llw111g 111>! c;r11c>m/ l'ar111rr 
1 I jll '-Clll l ii j) "IIH Hh d 
'oil' Ill I 
_l.1 ck,01l\'1IJ.t. PL -\ 22 lh 
(lJO!l 2Hl -')ll)'i 
Symbiosis Investments, LLC 
Kevin Hayes 
R11, 111 ess Lkl'clop111('11/ 
I-,;- F Xi i, '-1 
"- Ir· 11 .:; 
./. 11 k.,nm,IJ,· 11 
... ,., .;:. i,.. ... \.::;.; 
Ta-Merry's Inc. 
KIJnllfS. Akbnr 
Oti'ller l'a r /11<'1' 
JI~••• • Lem Turni: r Rd ::..; 
.., ,., 1.-\ 
_la , k , \lnn lk Fl \22 18 
(90 I ) - , ,; n ,1 ; 11 
TEKsystems 
Ric/Jard \l'nng 
[)11n tor o/ B11 ~111C•~-~ CJpem11n11s 
I WIii 'ollllnn !'ark llr !-, 
.J:1,·k ~om tile . FL -i 221 1 
l lJIH I 21.-\- 211)11 
The Oesign Lounge 
/Irle]. Bently 
r, ,,(u/rn t 
12~1.-\ !-,1knt llrn\lk l'rl 
J:ic_k_so!'"!llt,. FL 3.l.l.l:, 
.lrro1i·s111ilb ·" l ' XC\IJ [J\ t:: 
d1rl'l :, >r . Hmcile Heath-'i{.'},ite ha\ 
1• 111Jc cl I he JEDCO :1, offKe 
111.111:iger. Jobn Cobb or the: 
Haskell Company ha , h!:'c:11 
,1pprnn1..:cJ pre~1de111 o / 
J ,tl k~om·dk { •1: h ·er~11y ~ Counc il 
.111cJ pn: ~1dem-dec1 ol 
Jack~on,·11l t< Co mmurn ty Cou nc il 
Inc.. Coldl\·ell Banker Walter 
Williams Realty we kome~ Wllllam 
Hah11 a:- a ne\1 ,tgl'nl. .Prudential 
Insurance ,n': lcume., Diane 
Hutchings and Claudia Sac/Js to 
thei r Tall :1ha:-~ee o ffice 
~~ 
Congra1ul.n,ons to Marla 
Coppola or The McCormick Agency 
fo r he r rece nt prommio n 10 
~cnior \'1ce p rl'!> Jdenl .. Crowley 
Maritime Corp. ha~ rrnmoted 
Truly Custom, Inc. 
Knren ,tfnrlh1-Bro11•11 
Pr<'.<td,•111 
ltl'l '> , lk.1d111g Hd 
J,1tks1>n, iil l' . PL ~22'>-
(l)() ., l ,; ;1 .;1; I 
TST - Harms, Inc. 
Robert J. 1/nnns 
Prcsu /c•11 / 
-,%- All.11111, Bl\'CI 
f,1d,.som 1llt' FL ~220-
0(901 • ,NK- 1-,-6 
Universal Re:ilty Network 
Cale Killmer 
0 /jicc ,\1wwger 
12187 lkad1 Bl, d 
I.I\ J.. s,,n , ,II~. r-1 \22 111 
(()II 1, ...:,1 111 --, 11 1 
Weise Pharmacy & Natural Foods 
C{fbert N. Weise. Sr. 
!-'lwr111,11 ist Co 11.,uilC1III 
-1~ , ~ Cn l1,n1,d A,1: 
l.1 ck,011, die FL -\22 111 
( l)f l! .~H+ 1(1- 12 
WESNIC 
Robert D. Illnes 
f're.~1d,•111 
,,oor ll,,wdi:ndah: A, e 
.J;1d,,om·dle. Fl. ~n L6 




x,.; l" -..:orrnanch· Blvd 
_1,ll'k,om Ille FL \ 22oh 
I 904 I ~-8- Vi~J 
Ismael Estrada tu dirc•Lto r (1f pon 
(>perat10ll\ and Jose Nazario w 
cJirecwr of li nan1.c anJ 
aclm1mstration for tl 1e1r Put•no 
Rico operatiu n:- ITT Technical 
Institute h .1., prrnnote<l len Wade 
tll ma5ler repre ,en ta ll\ e :incl 
jerry Tempio t<, ~enior 
rep rese 111at11 e .. Promo Depot h.is 
rm11101ed Tom 1/arris 10 1·ice 
pres1clt·nt of sale:.~. Sara 
Ren11i11ger to st·n ,nr :icn1u111 
ma nager. a nd Adam McQuiston tr, 
;1c(OL111t m.1nager . The Haskell 
Company announ,:ecl ~t:n.•r:tl 
p romotion~ Stacy Ferguso11 and 
Rncbel Ke11drick Et•elhocl, le> 
project managt' r, . Ed C11rr_1• lo 
!>t:mor p rorecl manager anu jolm 
Brendel LO d irector o f projen 
deve lopment. Haskell ha\ a l~o 
sectecl Michael Helton. d irector 
ol a1·1a1 ion . to lead it~ ne<:1· 
o lT1cc ,n Ne wpon Beach . 
CJ I if . The Vcstcor Companies has 
promoted Stephen Frick 10 
prt·.sidem of Vestcor DeYelopment 
Corp . Prudential Insurance 
promoted jen11 King l o ma nager, 
Financial Serncl':; 
&!'atds and Acco.lJ:tl!lb.b!M.n.W... 
Liz Papenbrock o f RE/MAX Real 
Estate Specialists has been 
aw arded the Flo ricJ:i 
13usines~man of th e Year 
award .. Pete He/o111 of Empire 
Communications Group has been 
selected as Associate Member of 
the Year by the Firs t Coast 
Ma nu facture rs 
Associa tion .. . Landstar System, Inc. 
co ngra tula tes Dan Watson and 
/Jenise l ee as Emp loyees ol the 
.\ to n th tor February .ind CbrlstJ• 
Smith as Employee of the Yea r 
for 2002 . . Michael Lane of 
Pinedale Elementary School h:i:; 
been named lJU\ al Cou n ty 's 
2003 School-Rela ted Employee 
of the Year . . Marsh Landing 
Realty 's Mtcl,elle Floyd was the 
Top Listing and Top Sale~ agent 
for 2002. closing over $26.9 
mi ll ion in rea l esta te 
transactions . .ITT Technical 
Institute hono red Mike Munn as 
2002 Em ployee of the Year . . Girl 
Scouts of Gateway Council 
recently ho no red the following 
women at the ir \Jl1o me n of 
Dis tinctio r •n : Marty 
lanaha11 . AmSouth Bank: Jemmie 
Fewell. City of Jacksonville : Betsy 
Lovelt , ,1 r ommunity 1·olu n1eer. 
Susn11 Hamil/011 . CSX. Ed)'t/Je 
Abdullah . FCCJ: and Kare11 
Go1·do11 . former ciwnc r ot 
Northeast Florida Credit 
Union . The Northeast Florida 
Association of REALTORS~ <:1·o n 3 
award , a t the:- FAH conve ntion 
< Jn·rall Euuc:1tio n::d Program 
:\ward. Top IU'ALTOR' 
Assc.ll'1a 11o n in th e Sta te . a nd 
NEFAR'5}111iJ' Lnw <:1·on 
Hu ma n,ra nan of the 
Y<!ar .. Prudential Insurance 
c ongrat ul .tte~ Amn11dn Harrell fo r 
pa.,~mg he r \ erit'S 2(1 and Robert 
Rafacz for receinng h is CFI' 
cJes1gna 11 o n All Seasons Travel 
"as rece ntly ho no red by Disney 
Cruise Line as th e nation's top 
perl orme r .. Norville Realty 
hono red ja11ie Boyd a~ tts 
January sa lt<, leade r .. Five Du,·a l 
Co u111 y ecJLJLator, h:ive been 
n,urn.:J ;i, Teacher of the Year 
fi na lists . De11tse Ramback , First 
Coast High; Christitte Snyder , 
Rufus E. Payne Elementary; R11tb 
Rider. Jefferson Davis Middle; 
Dayle Timmons. Chets Creek 
Elementary, and Jonalha11 Kern , 
Landon Middle .. .PattJ• Arnold was 
na med Empl o ye e o f the Mo nth 
fo r February a c JU .. . Medtronic 
Xomed w as o ne of l'l large 
businesses to rece ive the Shingo 
Prize for Excelle nce in 
.Ma nu facturi ng . 
~!J1m.l!ru!)'.. lnyolyement: 
The Police Athletic League 
rece ntl y hosted ,ts second 
annu:i l Sheri ffs Invita tio nal 
Track Meet for elementary and 
m id dle schoo l stu dents .. The 
Weaver Family Foundation has 
p ledged a S100.000 c ha ll e nge 
gran t to daniel to be pa id when 
the commu nity raises 
S200 .000 .. . Clearwire will donate 
money and services to The 
Bridge of Northeast Florida, 
incl uding S2.500 for techno logy 
im p TO\'e l)H'lll :\ ~ I I ni1 111 n 
gifl I , ,n1 lll uc f. ro~s anti Bl ue 
Shi eld ,,·tJ J v11,1hk Jacks onvlle 
llni\'Crsity tn 11:1111,· :1 1d okdi ·:lit' 
. , 11('\\' 1,·:1rl1111g liin 1t 111 llCII~ s 
Cl>:i rm:111 . .Ul ch ,11,J Cnscone Th e 
Jessie Ra{! duPont Fund g,t\'t.'. 
l' '"l' . . 
$200,000 to Baptist Health IO 
~uppon JaxCarc a 1w, 1-1 t·.1r p,l c,1 
rrogram to g"·c heali hL :1, e 
coverage Lu th e uninsured .Fnr 
the fou rth year ,n a row . rhl' 
Jacksomille Zoo ha~ g iven 
S7 5 000 ,n Jn'.c Zoo tickets 1n 
d 1sadYa n taged fam,lie ., . Cendant 
Mortgage raised m ·er $Hill) fo r 
the Jackson\'ille Humane Society al 
their ~econcl .1nnual Pa<:1·s in the 
park \\ ',tl k- :t-thon 
Relocations 
and New Construction: 
Bessent, Hammack and Ruckman , 
Inc. has been c hosen lO prt1Y1cle 
engineeri ng, ~un-eying a nd 
pe rmitting sen·ices for a new 
Publix sho pping center in 
J uling to n Creek slated to begin 
1n F,:111 200:L .l nrr_y W'alsbaw of 
Sperry Van NessiWalsh Enterprises 
1s selling warehou~e un its at 
pre -con5truct,on price:- for th e 
ne\\' (; ra nde Oaks Hus incss !'a rk 
on ~t Augus11 ne Rd . and condo 
u n its for the G ree n la nd 
Indust rial Park Ware ho use 
Condos . . Brasfield & Gorrie 
recently comple ted the ne<:1· 
Navy Federal Credit Union ,n 
.M iddleburg ... Vestcor Construction 
Services has comp le ted the 
T ivoli a t Deerwood lu xu ry 
a pa rtment p roject. .Wild Birds 
Unlimited has m c1Vecl to 
1533 Univers ity l3 h ·cJ . 'X. 
ruh.«;_ 
Rogers , Towers, Bailey,Jones & 
Gay, P.A. has o ffic ia lly cha nged its 
name to Rogers To,vers . P.A. 
G-Force Entertainment has begu n 
produc tion o n the corpora te 
d rama "P layi ng for 
Keep s" ... Jackso n\' ill e based JCS 
Logistics was selected by 
Alabama State Port Authority as 
Alabama 's firs t free zer shipping 
operation ... Telefonix Medical 
Billing announced its a va ilability 
to provide electronic medical 
billing to loca l phys icians ... 
Classic American Homes, Crawford 
Homes, Morrison Homes and 
Seawell Custom Homes have heen 
c hose n to joi n the p refe rred 
builde r progra m at Heritage 
Landing at \X'orld Golf Vill age . 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Jacksonville, FL 
May 1, 2003 
DONATIONS 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida awarded a $17 ,500 
grant to danlel for an endow-
ment fund . 
The Florida Times Union 
Jacksonville, FL 
May 3, 2003 
u.-... :te 
Hlue Cro~lue Shield of 
Plorida announced yesterday a 
$500,000 challenge grant that 
will match first-time and 
lncrea8f!d gifrs of $1,000 or 
more to United Way of 
Northeast Florida. The gift, 
which could reach $1 million, 
will benefit more than 100 
health and human service 
programs across the 
five-county United Way service 
area. 
The Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida Community 
Care Challenge is designed to 
leverage the corporation's 
$500,000 gift, according to 
Mkhael Cascone Jr., its CEO 
and chairman of the 2003 
United Way Campaign. 
,..¢.• 
_,,,# 
Jacksonville, Florida News Market 
WTL V-NBC Affiliate 
9am - First Coast News 
May 3, 2003 
Anchor: Blue Cross Blue Shield is asking individuals and corporations to help the 
community. Their Community Care Challenge program will match donations of more 
than $1,000. Blue Cross Blue Shield hopes to use donations to help after school 
programs, domestic violence shelters and health screenings. 
### 
Houlihan's coming 
to Callahan, Fernandina 
Houlihan's Restaurants Inc., 
based in Kansas City, is expected 
to open its new restaurant in 
Callahan later this month and bas 
targeted Fernandina Beach for a 
new location. 
TI1e casual dining restaurant 
chain i.s celebrating its 30th year 
this year by expanding into small-
er communities. It now has 84 
locations in 21 states, Puerto Rico 
and Mexico. 
Home sales. median 
prices on the rise 
Home sales in the Jacksonville 
Metropolitan Statistical Area were 
up 16 percent in March compared 
to the year before, the Florida 
ssociation of Realtors reported. 
_.•1orida home sales in March 
increased by 7 percent over the 
previous year, Realtors said. 
The group reported that 1,238 
homes were sold in the 
Jacksonville area in March, com-
pared to 1,067 in March 2002. 
There were 15,391 homes were 
sold statewide, compared to 
14,433 a year ago, c 
The state median price of a 
home was $151,700, a 12 percent 
increase from a year ago when 
the median price was $135,600. 
That means half the homes sold 
in March were more than the 
mediaµ price and half were sold 
for less. 
The median price of a home 
sold in Jacksonville was $130,700, 
compared to $116,100 in March 
2002. 
The median price of homes 
nationally was $161i600 in 
February. 
High.gpeed Internet 
available in Hilliard 
Southeast Home Entertain-
_ent Inc. seeks to help bridge 
the digital divide for more than 22 
million rural ·Internet subscribers 
News Leader 
Fernandina Beach, FL 
May 7, 2003 
who do not have access to terres-
trial based high-speed Intern.et, 
including those in Hilliard and 
other outlying areas of Nassau 
County. · 
Express Connect is a satellite 
Internet access solution that 
brings high~speed service directly 
to customers and businesses in 
rural a.rea.::i. Express Connect 
uses one-way satellite technology 
to allow user~ to surf the Internet 
and downl0ad files at speeds up 
to 400kbps, a significant increase 
over dial-up connections that max 
out at 56kpps. 
The service can be purchased 
for $49.95 per month for the 
unlimited down.load p~. A pro-
motional installation fee of $Q9.00 
includes a 30-inch satellite anten-
na and satellite modem. ·. 
Southeast Home 
Entertainment can be reached 
toll free at l-877-945--2818 or local-
ly at (904) 845-2818. 
$500.000 gift for 
health. human services 
Blue Cross and Biue Shielc1'M 
-- ·-t-. L -- ---·~- ___ 3 -· ---- - - --
$500,000 gift will benefit more 
than 100 health and human serv-
ice programs across the nve-
county United Way of Northeast 
Florida service area. 
The program, called t;he Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida · 
Community Care Challenge, will 
match first-time and increased 
leadership gifts ($1,000 or more) 
as well as corporate gifts to 
United Way that meet the match-
ing criteria. 
The Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of V!qrida Community 
Care Challenge is designed to 
leverage the corporation's 
$500,000 ~ to ultimately yield 
$1 million new dollars for health 
and human service programs in 
the region, said Michael Cascone 
Jr., Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida Chairman and ·cEO ap.d · 
2003 United Way Campaign -
Chair. . 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida is headquartered in 
Jacksonville. 
( 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Jacksonville, FL 
May 22, 2003 
' BCBSF launches .:::)(o c 
new philanthropic effort 
JACKSONVILLE -A new philanthropic 
effort by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida cou1ctgenerate $1 million in 
donations to the United Way of North-
east Florida. 
The recently announced program, 
Community Care Challenge, offers 
$500,000 in matching funds for dona-
tions. The challenge gift would be used to 
match first-time leadership givers and 
new or increased corporate- gifts. 
'We purposefu1ly chose to invest with 
United Way of N01theast Florida as the 
best way to ensure the greatest, commu-
nityv.ride impact of our gift," said Michael 
Cascone Jr. , Blue Cross CEO and 2003 
United Way Campaign Chi::i~a!1. _ 
Group has deficit 
of about $200,000 
By Timothy J. Gibbons 
Times-Union staff writer 
The Jacksonville Symphony 
Orchestra is in the red - but 
the 2002-03 season deficit will 
be about a quarter of the 
amount of the organization's 
shortfall fwm du.• year before. 
"The business mod_el here is.~_:._ 
half a million dollars short of · -~ 
where we need to be to be l;). ". ~ 
viable organization," said. Pete 
Carpenter, chairman of --the ·-~. 
symphony board. "It's ·a very · 
complex situation. We're go-
ing to look very long and very · 
hard· at all · the things we-can;· i -
do that would make a ._ .... 
difference." 
staff writer Timothy J. Gibbons 
~n.be reached at (904) 359-4103 or , 
at tgibbons@jacksonville.com. ; , . 
For the fiscal year th.at ends 
Monday, the orchestra wilJ fall 
-short by $200,000 to $250,000, 
officials announced at the 
Jacksonville Symphony Asso~ 
ciation's annual meeting 
Wednestlay. The previous 
year, the books came up 
$911,000 short. 
The deficit dwindled in part 
because of cuts in the orches-
tra's operating budget. whkh 
was reduced from $7.5 million 
uto 
to $6.8 million by eliminating 
positions! reducing emplQyee 
br.neflts and gaining financial 
concessions from musicians. 
The income side of the bal-
ance sheet was bob'tered by an 
increase in donations. includ-
ing $200,000 from Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida and 
$301,897 from inclividuals and 
businesses. 
Many of those contributions, 
however, were 
"non-reproducible, non-
recurring" gifts, said Steve 
Halverson, the symphony's 
chairman-elect. J )onors might 
not be as willing or allle to 
open their_ wallets again this 
year. 
To deal with projected short-
falls, members of the sym-
phony board, staff members 
and musicians \ViJI conduct 
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Symphony ready to hit the high notes 
by Richard Prior 
Staff Writer 
No more than a few sour notes were struck during last week's good news overture, but they will 
have to be smoothed over if the Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra is to thrive. 
And the city's new mayor is eager to provide whatever harmonies he can . 
Pete Carpenter, cha irman of the Symphony Association board, noted during t he annua l meeting 
that many nearby orchestras, including those in Savannah and Boca Raton, have been forced to 
close their doors. 
He vowed the same wou ld not happen in Jacksonvi lle . 
"We have very, very good news here, but we still face cha llenges, " Ca rp,enter told the members 
and volunteers. "Un like orchestras in so many nearby places ... some that are closing , the word 
' bankruptcy' isn 't even on our tongue. 
"We're going to make this thing go. We're having creative ideas come forward, and we 're going 
to continue to work this thing out. " 
Arts organizations, particularly orchestras, are usually hit ea rly and hard when econom ies begin 
to falter, suggested Paul Witkowski, director of public relations for JSO. 
Their bad news may be taken as a warning sign by others. 
Their renewed health may also be taken as a sign of hope. 
"We're the canary in the coal mine," said Witkowski. 
And how's the canary doing now? he was asked. 
"We're singing ." 
Many people, including orchestra members, made "a lot of sacrifices" to reduce the $911,000 
"shortfall" in the 2001-02 season to an estimated $200,000 deficit th is year, Carpenter sa id. 
In addition, he said, "an awful lot of people who love this organization continued to step up at a 
fairly heavy level . .. because of the good work ( immediate past board chairman) John Peyton 
had done some three years ago to talk a number of us into giving at a level that, quite fran kly, 
may not be sustainable into the future." 
Then the mayor-elect, Peyton ,rose from his seat in the front row to say, "You've got a friend at 
City Hall ." 
While congratulating the association's volunteers and encouraging the members, Peyton said, " I 
don't know if the symphony has ever had a mayor that's more in tune with the dynamics of this 
institution . Having fought the battle not too long ago, I will tell you I am deeply committed to the 
arts. 
"I will do everything I can as we go through the list of priorities in the city to make sure th is 
organization and others like it - that really are responsible in many ways for the cultura l life in 
Jacksonville - make sure that we maintain our viability." 
Severa l significant events added up to an encouraging picture . 
One was "a great contribution" of $200,000 from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Carpenter 
said . Individuals and businesses responded to the challenge la id down by that donation with their 
own $301,897 in contributions. 
In addition, 1,851 new ticket buyers attended concerts, and there was an increase of 339 donors 
making contributions. 
"We have had some declines," Carpenter conceded . " But the state of you r orchestra is that the 
quality is very, very high ." 
Bonnie Ennis, president of the Jacksonvill e 
Symphony Guild, with Clarissa Chandler, vice 
JSO conductor Fabio Mechetti with Lynn 
Evans, director of development, and Jim 
Winston, chair of the education committee . 
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" .. president of B.R.A.S.S. 
Isabelle Hamilton, Ruth Conley and Danny 
Berenberg with Barbara Noseworthy, 
president of the Beaches Fine Arts Series. 
Norbert and Lois Wann with daughter Claud ia 
Minch, JSO oboist. 
J.F. Bryan and Mary Ellen Smith, fo rmer JSO 
board cha ir. 
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Frorn: Curran, Rick [mailto:Rick.Curran@bcbsfl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2003 10:15 AM 
To: Jollivette, Cyrus; Kelly, Catherine; Krarnzer, Joyce; Towler, Susan; 
McCabe, Patrick; Kammer, Randy; Hightower, Mike; Broome, Michael; Wildes, 
Susan; Acheson Luther , Lisa; Middlebrooks, Bruce; Wright, Mark; Farquharson , 
Kirn; nseely@trsg.net 
Subj ect: 
Attached below for your information is a transcript of a broadcast news 
brief concerning our $400,000 donation to Edward Waters College. This item 
appeared on WJXT-TV4 on the Monday, September 29 newscast at 5 p.rn. Almost 
70,000 viewers were tuned into the broadcast. 
--Rick 
Top of Form 1 
Run Time: 0:30 WJXT JACKSONVILLE, FL 
SEP 29 2003 5:00PM ET 
Eyewitness News at Five 
Nielsen Audience: 69,307 
L**05:ll:55 PM**] WE CHECKED THIS AFTERNOON WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM BOTH 
EDWARD WATERS AND THE WILLIE E. GARY CLASSIC AND THERE'S NO WORD YET ON HOW 
MUCH MONEY HIS APPEARANCE RAISED FOR THE SCHOOLS.EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE IS 
ALSO GETTING A BOOST FROM BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD TO FURTHER ITS WORK. 
THE COMPANY IS DONATING 400- THOUSAND DOLLARS TO THE COLLEGE'S CAPITAL 
CAMPAIGN. THE SCHOOL ' S PRESIDENT DOCTOR JIMMIE JENKINS SAYS HIS SCHOOL IS 
PROUD TO CALL BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD A SUPPORTER.YOU ARE WATCHING EWN ON 
CHANNEL 4 . 
Bottom of Form 1 
Report Generated: 
Total Story Count: 
2003/10/01 09:06:39.111 (CT) 
1 
Total Nielsen Audience: 




Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
904-905-3408 - phone 
904-905-6638 - fax 
rick.curran@bcbsfl.com - email 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc., and its subsidiary and affiliate 
;Ornpanies are not responsible for errors or omissions in this e-mail 
,1essage . Any personal comments made in this e-mail do not reflect the views 
of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. The information contained in 
this document may be confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. This document may contain 
1 
Far9uharsor11 Kim 
Curran, Rick u::rom: 
'ent: 
.o: 
Wednesday, October 01, 2003 3:24 PM 
Jollivette, Cyrus; Kelly, Catherine; McCabe, Patrick; Kramzer, Joyce; Wildes, Susan; Wright, 
Mark; Middlebrooks, Bruce; Acheson Luther, Lisa; Farquharson, Kim; Hightower, Mike; 
Kammer, Randy; Towler, Susan 
Cc: 1nseely@trsg.net1 
Subject: Charitable Giving Jax Business Journal. 
Attached below is an article from today's web edition of the Jacksonville Business Journal, outlining our recent $400,000 donation to 
Edward Waters College. 
LATEST NEWS 
9:44 AM EDT Wednesday) October 1, 200..:> 
CBS onates $ 0 dwarol \Y ateirs 
Ann Candler King 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, based in Jacksonville, recently donated $400,000 to Edward Waters 
College's $25 million capital campaign. 
Campaign funds are generally earmarked for scholarships, endowment, facilities enhancement, renovation of 
buildings, facilities construction and operating funds, said Phyllis Bell-Davis, director of institutional 
~ffectiveness for the college. 
The campaign is the first of this magnitude for the private college on Kings Road, she said. 
The donation was presented at a recent freshmen convocation. 
"We look for organizations to support that address three critical issues: health education and research, youth 
development and community development," said Patrick McCabe, vice president for communications and 
public relations for BCBS, at the convocation. 
© 2003 American City Business Journals Inc. 
Rick Curran 
Director 
Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
904-905-3408 - phone 
904-905-6638 - fax 
rick.curran@bcbsfl.com - email 
1 
Jacksonville Business Journal 
Jacksonville, FL 
October 9, 2003 
-U's capital pr • ec take a to 
BY P. Doucl.AS Fu.J\ROSK.l 
dfllaroski@bi::ji:M1n1als.c0111 
JACKSONVILLE - A recent 
Jacksonville University magazine article 
bonsL~ of seven building projects that 
might be undenvay on the 2, I 00--student 
campus simultaneously next year. 
Tens of millions of dollars in const1uc-
tion will increase the university's facilities 
by about one-si:tth - a growth rate some 
lJustecs say may ha'III! contributed to 
rt-cent budget WO<.'S. 
"Maybe ·we bit off more on the capital 
side than we could fund," said E. William 
Nash Jr. , a longtime nustec and fonner 
finance committee chairman. "It appean; 
somehow it might hm-e gotten away from 
us." 
Nash was speculating on the reasons 
behind the projc-cted. $2.3 million budget 
gap that JU President David Harlow 
recently dcsc1ibed to an accreditation 
organization. 
Harlow recently accepted the resigna-
tion of Chief Financial Officer Joe Wiley 
two \Vceks after faculty issued a vote of 
"no confidenee" follo\\ing the disclosure 
of a second straight year of deficits. 
'==· -~ Economic professor 
Rody Borg said new 
finnncinl leadership will 
likely help the university 
con-cct thli rcc-un-ing 
deficits. 
'1 would cull it a posi-
ti\._, step towmtl trying to 
Borg fix our problems," said 
Borg. who \ured along with ,1boU1 80 
other foculr~· members to nitidzc Wiley. 
But the problems arc complex. Harlow 
told the Southt.:rn Association of Colleges 
a nd Sd1ools re-viewing Jt!'s :H:t:rcditation 
1hu1 tht· deficit is due t<, poor nnanciru 
fon:,:.isting. 
Nush suid school ollkiuls shouldn't 
overlook the fact JU is building a new 
m1hndontics SL·hnol. stucl:.mt lmusirui, an 
t\11S annex, an ROTC building. a phjskal 
plants building, a health :;<'icncc building 
and n new business school amid endow-
ment loSS<:s and sour furn.I raising. 
"We may have put mon: emphasis on 
building and progt"\!.SS than on our 
expenses nnd revenut!S," Nash said. 
Harlow reported the universit)' 
n.•c,•ivcd $760,000 k:,s than o:>xpc,.:ted 
lrom fund raising, budget1..-d SS I 0,000 too 
little for the new orthodontks program, 
a nd l'lx·ciVt.><l $660.000 less than projc.-cted 
from u new onlinc nursing 
program. 
All on-u1Tt'1.l aftt•r the uni\'crsitv cl1.>cid-
l'l.l (() stop using endowment luml,; for 
urwrnting cxpcn.-;cs aftt'I' im-cstmL•nt 
lo:-;St.-s. 
SACS rnisetl 1..unt'\:rns in April about 
s.:h,lnl finanC'<.'s. A commission will 
th:idt· in l)e,.,--cml-v.:-r whether to ex1end 
!lw ,aL~1-cdit;1tion or plat."-' the ;;chool on 
Universiiy spokesman John Daigle 
called chances hrcmoteH that the school 
would lose accreditation. '1 fully <!.'(peel a 
year from now this \vill all he behind us,• 
he said. 
Though ~-ome questioned JUs e.'(pnn-
sion, current tmstee finance committee 
member Marshall Gunn Jr. said many 
projects are funded largely by erumarked 
gifts. 
"You have to live up to that ," Gunn 
- ::::..-:::: , , said. 
A ccnlcrpi~roject, 
the Davis School of 
Business, will be built 
with some of the $20 
million given by the J .E. 
Davis familv, which 
includes school tnistee 
Gunn A. Dano Davis. 
n bu ets 
Bl~_and Blue Shield of Florida 
donated $I.I million this vear to build a 
communitv health center to be named 
after company CEO Michael Csscone, 
chahman of JU's board of trustees. 
"One of the things a private instutution 
is always faced with is upgrading facili-
ties to stay competitive," Gunn said. 
"That's what we're tl)'ing to do. 
Otherwise studenl~ go elsewhere." 
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JU celebrates its new health 
sciences center 
By John Carter 
Staff writer 
People come first, but the place can make a big difference, 
too. 
"I can already tell there's a completely different attitude 
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"This 1s your m usic" 
www.jaxsymphony,org 
300 West Water St. Suite 200 
Jacksonvi lle, FL 32202 
among both students and faculty -- just because of th is great facility ," said Linda Miller, director of 
nursing at Jacksonville University. 
The facility she's talking about is JU's new Lazzara Health Sciences Center, which was dedicated with a 
ribbon-cutting ceremony recently, although classes began at the center in August. 
The 30,000-square-foot Lazzara Center is the new home of the university's school of nursing and the new 
dental school of orthodontics. 
Miller said she's anxious to have a high-tech facility --
and everything else -- to educate nurses because of their 
importance to patients' recovery. She cited a recent 
University of Pennsylvania study revealing that hospitals 
experience slightly lower mortality rates where more 
highly educated nurses are providing direct patient care, 
"During our students' very first nursing class I discuss 
that very issue and try to impress on them how serious 
and important their education and skills can be to the 
many lives they touch," Miller said. 
During the dedication ceremony, JU president David 
Harlow discussed the new health center's role in helping 
create the university's dental school, He said many people 
Michael Cascone, Jacksonville University alumnus 
and chairman of the school's boarrl of tflJstees . 
speaks at tile dedication of the Lazzara Heallh 
Sciences Center 
-- Spec:ial 
deserved credit for getting the dental school of orthodontics up and running in about a year. 
"We didn 't have a building," Harlow said . "We didn't have a director. We didn't have a faculty . We didn't 
have students and we didn't have ADA [American Dental Association] accreditation for teaching 
orthodontics. Just over a a year later, all of that has changed." 
Michael Cascone, a JU alumnus and board of trustees chainnan, also spoke at the dedication . Cascone is 
chief of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, which donated $1 . l million toward construction of the 
building. 
"As chainnan of the board of trustees, I'm delighted to see this great testament to the vibrant growth and 
bri ght future of our university," Cascone said. "As the president and CEO, I am also delighted that Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida was able to be such a big part of this effort." 
At the dedication, school officials also said the university's new dental school is providing 250 "under-
served patients" in the Jacksonville area with orthodontic services at reduced costs. 
The orthodontics program received its initial accreditation from the AD A's Commission on Dental 
Accreditation early last month. Fourteen orthodontics residents -- post-graduate dentists studying toward 
their orthodontics specialty certification -- comprise the first JU orthodontics class . They will graduate 
from the two-year program in May 2005. 
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. Farquharson, Kim 
From: Curran, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2003 10:24 AM 
:o: Cascone, Mike; Rogers, Jan; Jollivette, Cyrus; Kramzer, Joyce; Lestage, M.D., Daniel; May, Thomas; Goodson, 
Bart; Spivey, James; Towler, Susan; Wildes, Susan; Wright, Mark; McCabe, Patrick; Hightower, Mike; Smith1, 
Steven; 'nseely@trsg.net'; 'cnorth@trsg.net'; Farquharson, Kim; Middlebrooks, Bruce; Wilson, Stephen (CC & PR); 
Burchett, Pete 
Subject: Blue Cross & Blue Shield News Tracking Report 
Attached below for your information are transcripts of television news coverage concerning yesterday's charitable giving 
event at FSU. The six reports aired last night and this morning on the ABC, CBS and WB affiliates and reached a Neilson 
audience of approximately 111,000. 
--Rick 
I 0 Mediamo I 
200 West Capitol, Suite 1620, Little Rock, AR 72201 501.375.3405 
1520 East Sunrise Boulevard, Suite 202, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304 954 .767.6140 
~~~7 
/ /,..-✓-· ·/ • 
Experience Mediamon: www.mediamon.tv 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
Date Range: 2003/03/17 To 2003/03/25 
1. WBXT-WB TALLAH ASSEE-THOMASVl'LLE1 FL ~~,, 
MAR 24 2003 '1 0:00PM ET 
WB11 News at Ten 
Nielsen Audience: 1,107 
[**10:03:00 PM**] FLORIDA STATE'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE IS ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF 
MEDICAL RESEARCH. TODAY, F-S-U'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE RECEIVED A 750-THOUSAND 
DOLLAR GRANT TO FUND THE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD CENTER FOR RURAL 
HEAL TH. THE GRANT WILL FUND RESEARCH PROJECTS DESIGNED TO IMPROVE HEAL TH 
SERVICES FOR FLORIDIANS LIVING IN RURAL AREAS. THE GRANT IS ELIGIBLE FOR A 490-
THOUSAND DOLLAR MATCH FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA. 
2. WCTV-CBS TALLAHAS~ EE-THOMASVILLE1 FL 1 
MAR 24 2003 5:00PM ~T Nielsen Audience: 22,306 
Eyewitness News at 5 
[**05:04:00 PM**J IMPROVING HEAL TH CARE IN FLORIDA'S RURAL COUNTIES HAS BEEN THE 
FOCUS OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE. MONDAY THAT MISSION 
GOT A BIG BOOST FROM BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA. BLUE CROSS 
SUPPORTS HEALTH EDUCATION, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT. A CHECK FOR 750 THOUSAND DOLLARS. 
3. WCTV-CBS TALLAHKSSEE-THOMASVILLEJ FL 
MAR 24 20'03 6:00PM ET 
Eyewitness News at 6 
Nielsen Audience: 62,326 
[**06:29:00 PM**] THIS MORNING BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA HANDED 
OVER A CHECK FOR 750 THOUSAND DOLLARS. THE GIFT, WHICH IS ELIGIBLE FOR A 490 
THOUSAND DOLLAR MATCH FROM THE STATE, WILL CREATE A CENTER FOR RURAL 
HEALTH AT FSU. FSU MED SCHOOL SCHOOL FACULTY SAY THE CENTER WILL ADDRESS 
THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF MORE THAN ONE MILLION FLORIDIANS LIVING IN THE STATE'S 33 
03/25/2003 
RURAL COUNTIES. 
- ':-:_. :-=--._. --., 
4. WTXL-ABC-TA1.LAHASSEE-tHOMASVILLE, FL · 
MAR 24~ 003 6:00PM ET 
Newschannel 27 at 6 
Nielsen Audience: 8,883 
[**06:03:04 PM**] FLORIDA STATE'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE IS ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF 
MEDICAL RESEARCH. TODAY, F-S-U'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE RECEIVED A 750-THOUSAND 
DOLLAR GRANT TO FUND THE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD CENTER FOR RURAL 
HEAL TH. THE GRANT WILL FUND RESEARCH PROJECTS DESIGNED TO IMPROVE HEALTH 
SERVICES FOR FLORIDIANS LIVING IN RURAL AREAS. THE GRANT IS ELIGIBLE FOR A 490-
THOUSAND DOLLAR MATCH FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA. 
5. WTXL-ABC TALLAHASSEE-THOMASV~LLE, FL ~:a-
AR 24 2003 11 :0-0PM ET 
Newschannel 27 at 11 
Nielsen Audience: 8,017 
[**11 :03:00 PM**] F-S-U'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE IS ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF MEDICAL 
RESEARCH. TODAY, THE MED SCHOOL RECEIVED A 750- THOUSAND DOLLAR GRANT TO 
FUND THE BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH. IT'LL HELP PAY FOR 
RESEARCH TO IMPROVE HEAL TH CARE FOR FLORIDIANS IN RURAL AREAS. THE GRANT IS 
ELIGIBLE FOR A 490-THOUSAND DOLLAR MATCH FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA. 
6. VVTXL-ABC TALLAHASSEE-THOMASVILLE, FL 
MAR 25 2003 6:30AM ET 
Newschannel 27 Morning News 
Nielsen Audience: 8,288 
[**06:35:00 AM**] FLORIDA STATE'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE IS ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF 
MEDICAL RESEARCH. YESTERDAY, THE MED SCHOOL RECEIVED A 750-THOUSAND 
DOLLAR GRANT TO FUND THE BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD CENTER FOR RURAL HEAL TH. 
IT'LL HELP PAY FOR RESEARCH TO IMPROVE HEALTH CARE FOR FLORIDIANS iN RURAL 
AREAS. THE GRANT iS ELIGIBLE FOR A 490-THOUSAND DOLLAR MATCH FROM THE STATE 
OF FLORIDA. 
Report Generated: 
Total Story Cm.ont: 
Total Nielsen Audience: 
2003/03/25 09:06:58.526 (CT) 
6 
110,927 
Portions © 2002 Nielsen Media Research, Inc. Ratings data ·contained herein are the 
copyrighted property of Nielsen Media Research, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
Rick Curran 
Director 
Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
904-905-3408 - phone 
904-905-6638 - fax 







Nancy Seely [nseely@trsg.net] 
Tuesday, January 06, 2004 4:02 PM 
'Erin Day' 
FW: Tallahassee Democrat Coverage 
-----Original Message-----
Frorn: Curran, Rick [mailto:Rick.Curran@bcbsfl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:14 AM 
To: Cascone, Mike; Rogers, Jan; Jollivette, Cyrus; McCabe, Patrick; Wildes, 
Susan; Krarnzer, Joyce; May, Thomas; Goodson, Bart; Spivey, James; 
Middlebrooks, Bruce; Wilson, Stephen (CC & PR); Towler, Susan; Wright , Mark; 
Lestage, M.D., Daniel; Smith, Steven; Middlebrooks, Bruce; 
' cnorth@trsg.net ' ; ' nseely@trsg.net'; Farquharson, Kirn; Spivack, Shelly; 
Burchett, Pete 
Subject: Tallahassee Democrat Coverage 
Attached below for your information is a report from today's Tallahassee 
Democrat announcing our gift to the FSU College of Medicine's Rural Health 
Program. I believe the news brief below it announcing a $750,000 gift to 
Florida A&M University's College of Pharmacy is also referencing our gift to 
FAMU, though the writer did not provide attribution for the gift . 
--Rick 
Tallahassee Democrat 
LOCAL: FSU med school gets grant; gift aids FAMU pharmaceutical center 
TALLAHASSEE 
FSU medical school receives grant 
Florida State University's College of Medicine received $750,000 from Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to fund a new policy center that will 
research ways to improve health services in rural areas. The Florida Rural 
Health Association is counting on the research to provide data that will 
help rural medical providers state their case to the Legislature. "It's a 
whole lot easier to convince the appropriate parties so changes can be 
made," said Robby Brown, chief of Jackson County Fire and Rescue and 
president of the Florida Rural Health Association. The center also will 
generate information on the best ways to prepare medical students for a 
career in rural health. "We're hoping it will lay the groundwork, so that 
one day when we're practicing in rural areas, it'll be easier," said student 
Paul Payne, who plans to practice medicine in a rural place such as 
Crawfordville, his home. Payne began a student chapter of the Florida Rural 
Health Association. Student members plan to offer free health services at 
Sopchoppy ' s Worm Gruntin' Festival on April 12. 
Gift to aid FAMU pharmaceutical center: 
A $750,000 gift to the Florida A&M University College of Pharmacy and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences will bolster the work already under way at the 
school. The money will establish a White Coat Ceremony for new pharmacy 
students, provide faculty and staff training, increase the number of student 
scholarships offered, pay for students to travel to professional conferences 
and enhance the school's library, Dean Henry Lewis III said. 
~ick Curran 
irector 
Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
904-905-3408 - phone 
















Florida State University's College of 
Medicine received $750,000 from Blue 
Cr~ and Blue Shield of Florida to fund a 
new policy center that will research ways 
to improve health services in rural areas. 
The Florida Rural Health Association is 
counting on the research to provide data 
that will help rural medical providers state 
their case to the Legislature. "It's a whole 
lot easier to convince the appropriate par-
ties so changes can be made," said Robby 
Brown, chief of Jackson County Fire and 
· Rescue and president of the Florida Rural 
Health Association. The center also will 
generate information on the best. ways to 
prepare medical students for a career in 
rural health. "W e'te hoping it will lay the 
groundwork, so that one day when we're 
practicing in rural areas, it'll be easier," 
said student Paul Payne, who plans to 
practice medicine fu a rural place such as 
Crawfordville, his home. Payne began a 
student chapter of the Florida Rural 
Health Association. Student members plan 
to offer free health services at Sopchoppy's 
Worm Grun tin' Festival on April 12. 
( 
FSU Headlines April 2003 Television Schedule 
Erin Day 
From: Nancy Seely [nseely@trsg.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 06, 2004 4:02 PM 
To: 1Erin Day' 
Subject: FW: FSU Headlines April 2003 Television Schedule 
-----Original Message-----
From: Curran, Rick [mailto:Rick.Curran@bcbsfl.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2003 3:31 PM 
Page 1 of 3 
To: Cascone, Mike; Jollivette, Cyrus; May, Thomas; Goodson, Bart; Spivey, James; Smith, Steven; Hightower, 
Mike; Burchett, Pete; Wildes, Susan; Spivack, Shelly; 'nseely@trsg.net'; Wright, Mark; McCabe, Patrick; Jollivette, 
Cyrus; Towler, Susan 
Subject: FSU Headlines April 2003 Television Schedule 
Attached below for your information is the April broadcast schedule for FSU Headlines, a news program concerning Florida 
State University and produced by the University. This month's production contains a segment on BCBSF's recent gift to ·the 
FSU College of Medicine Center for Rural Health. The program airs locally on the Sunshine Network (Channel 50 on the 
Comcast Broadband cable system). 
Rick 
LAST O ITH f SU HEADLINES T 
Message from Dennis Schnittker, FSU Headlines Producer 
EXPLORE the newly opened Challenger Learning Center of Tallahassee by 
watching the April edition of FSU Headlines and discover how the FAMU= 
FSU College of Engineering created the city's premiere downtown 
destination. And stay tuned for these other exciting stories as well: 
-Congress Appropriates $14 Million for FSU Research 
-FSU Chemist Builds Cancer Research Facility 
-Gift to Fund Center for Rural Health at Med School 
-Film School Sweeps Comedy Awards 
=L.A. to Replicate School of Social Work's Boys' Choir 
-Ringling Breaks Ground on Learning Center 
=New Circus Tent Flying High 
THESE STORIES and more can be seen in the April 2003 edition of FSU 






7:30 am Sunshine 
4:30 pm Sunshine 















8:00 am Sunshine 
7:30 am Sunshine 
7:30 pm WFSU-TV 







4:30 pm Sunshine 
8:00 am Sunshine 









7:30 am Sunshine 
6:00 pm 4FSU 
8:30 pm 4FSU 
7:00 pm 4FSU 
7:30 am Sunshine 
6:00 pm 4FSU 
8:30 pm 4FSU 
7:00 pm 4FSU 
Page 2 of3 
FSU Headlines is a half-hour television public affa irs program airing 
throughout t he state of Florida on Sunsh ine Network (Comcast Cable 
channel 28 in Ta llahassee), WFSU-TV Channel 11 (Ta llahassee Comcast 
Cable channel 5), and 4FSU (Tallahassee Comcast Cable channel 4). FSU 
Headlines television and radio programs are also avai lable on demand 
through the university's home page. Featured stories are available at 
your conven ience by vis~ting www.fsu.edu and cl icking on the News & 
Events icon. 




Public Relations and Corporate Communications 
904-905-3408 - phone 
904-905-6638 - fax 
rick.curran@bcbsfl.com - email 
!DSP AM: 3 ffb 1db8164412763 21315 9 ! 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc., and its subsidiary and affiliate companies are not responsible for 
errors or omissions in this e-mail message. Any personal comments made in this e-mail do not reflect 
the views of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. The information contained in this document may be 
confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. This 
document may contain material that is privileged or protected from disclosure under applicable law. If 
you are not the intended recipient or the individual responsible for delivering to the intended recipient, 
please ( 1) be advised that any use, dissemination, forwarding, or copying of this document IS 
1/7/2004 
FSU Headlines April 2003 Television Schedule Page 3 of3 
STRICTLY PROHIBITED; and (2) notify sender immediately by telephone and destroy the document. 
THANK.YOU. 
1/7/2004 
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SU Coll e of edicine launches 
• new center 
Medical school establishes the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Center for Rural Health 
by Kristen Bolles 
April 07, 2003 
A $750,000 gift from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida will help 
fund the development of the FSU College of Medicine's Center for 
Rural Health. The gift is eligible for a $490,000 match from the state. 
"With these funds, we will be able to launch our rural health research 
program immediately, while having a basis on which to operate for 
years to come," associate dean for health affairs at the College of 
Medicine Robert Brooks M.D. said. 
The money will be used to fund research projects designed to assess 
and improve health services for Floridians living in the state's rural 
areas. 
"Rural health is one of the priority areas identified in the mission of 
the FSU College of Medicine, 11 College of Medicine Dean J. Ocie 
Harris M.D. said. "In addition to graduating a significant number of 
physicians who will serve in rural areas, we want to generate 
solutions to many of the health issues that are unique to rural 
communities. 11 
According to Art Clawson, the director of health affairs at FSU's 
College of Medicine, the main health issues that are problems for 
rural communities are affordability and access to health to the 
appropriate health care. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Center for Rural Health will address these issues and the special 
needs of the more than one million Floridians living in the state's 33 
rural counties. 
"We are really excited about the endowment; our first project will 
focus on rural hospitals and how prepared they are for bio-terrorism," 
Clawson said. 
The project will be an analysis of the information technology 
capabilities of Florida's 29 statutory rural hospitals. Researchers will 
be examining the hospitals' use of tools such as computer-based 
infection tracking and electronic medical records, both of which can 
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fsunews.com - FSU College of Medicine launches new center Page 2 of2 
11Most rural hospitals operate on very limited margins, but still 
respond to the demands for better technology and continuously 
improving systems of care, 11 Florida Hospital Association President 
Wayne NeSmith said. 11This new center will offer hospitals important 
tools for meeting this challenge.11 
■ 
FSU College of Medicine launches new center 
Post your feedback on this topic here 
No feedback has been posted yet. Please post yours! 
(Feedback requires a Javascript-compatible browser) 
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BY JILL PEASE 
University of Florida 
in September 2002 that the number 
of uninsured Americans in 200 I had 
risen 10 41.2 million, an increase of 
I .4 million over rhe previous year. 
Nearly 18 ·percent of Florida's resiM 
dents do not have health insurance. 
•
1We are pleased that Blue Cross 
ida residents. and Blue Shield of Florida, a leader 
UF announced today a $L2 mil- in Florida's health community, has 
lion gift from Blue Cross and Blue partnered with UF to create a pro-
Shield of Florida to the UF College fessorship focusing on how to assure 
of Health Professionals to create a that all Floridians have access to 
professorship in healthMcare policy. health care," said Robert Frank, Ph. 
The gift, eligible for state matching D., _de~n of the College of Health 
funds, establishes the first ful] pro- Protess10ns. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida-and the University of Florida 
have joined forces to improve access 
to affordable health care. for all Flor-
fessnrship for the college •iNo family should worry about 
The U.S. Census Board reported--- healt!1 care for a loved one, nnd this 
gift allows us to join with Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida to 
look at pragmatic solutions to this 
problem." 
The Blut! Cross nnd Blue Shield of 
Florida Professorship in Health 
Services Administration will support 
the appointment of a nationally 
known scholar of health policy to 
establish a network of programs and 
activities dedicated to finding solu~ 
tions to the widespread lack of af-
fordable health .coverage. 
·•we are honored to work with the 
University of Florida to create the 
Blue Cross nnd Blue Shield of Flor-
ida Professorship in Health Services 
tu·dy 
Administration endowment fund,'' 
said Michael Ca.scone, Jr., chainnan 
and CEO of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida. "O.ur support is 
one way we fuJfill our mission to 
advance the health and well-being 
of Florida's citizens, especially th~ 
uninsured and underserved. We be-
lieve programs aimed at health-care 
awareness and training, health ·edu-
cation, research and policy initia-
tives, and workforce preparation can 
make a positive difference in our 
communities. n 
The professorship appointee will 
establish a research program on 
critical areas affecting health-care 
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SU College of Medicine launches 
new center 
Medical school establishes the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Center for Rural Health 
by Krjsten Bolles 
AprJl 07, '2003 
A $750,000 gift from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida will help 
fund the development of the FSU College of Medicine's Center for 
Rural Health. The gift is eligible for a $490,000 match from the state. 
"With these funds, we will be able to launch our rural health research 
program immediately, while having a basis on which to operate for 
years to come," associate dean for health affairs at the College of 
Medicine Robert Brooks M.D. said. 
The money will be used to fund research projects designed to assess 
and improve health services for Floridians living in the state's rural 
areas. 
"Rural health is one of the priority areas identified in the mission of 
the FSU College of Medicine," College of Medicine Dean J. Ocie 
Harris M.D. said. "In addition to graduating a significant number of 
physicians who will serve in rural areas, we want to generate 
solutions to many of the health issues that are unique to rural 
communities." 
According to Art Clawson, the director of health affairs at FSU's 
College of Medicine, the main health issues that are problems for 
rural communities are affordability and access to health to the 
appropriate health care. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
Center for Rural Health will address these issues and the special 
needs of the more than one million Floridians living in the state's 33 
rural counties. 
"We are really excited about the endowment; our first project will 
focus on rural hospitals and how prepared they are for bio-terrorism, 11 
Clawson said. 
The project will be an analysis of the information technology 
capabilities of Florida's 29 statutory rural hospitals. Researchers will 
be examining the hospitals' use of tools such as computer-based 
infection tracking and electronic medical records, both of which can 
help reduce medical errors and improve patient safety. 
11 Most rural hospitals operate on very limited margins, but still 
respond to the demands for better technology and continuously 
improving systems of care, 11 Florida Hospital Association President 
Wayne NeSmith said . "This new center will offer hospitals important 
., 
r:c:.•.,e t:: say 
( 
tools for meeting this challenge." 
FSU College of Medicine launches new center 
Post y9ur feedback on this topic here 
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for meeting this 
challenge." 
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ASSOC IA T1 1Y.i 
The Ct)! IP_£t• nf' 
\•trdi,_• uw :.rnnou11t'r"d 
ii, ~tm-h thl" 
~-;tabli:-hnW!li i:r t!w 
Rl 1w Crn-;~ and Hi Li! ' 
~; hi( ·ld t,f Flori,_L_, 
( rnt,-'!' fm· R!irn l 
f-f.f'c.1lth with ii 
~!;)(J.tl()O ~tf! frfll: ' 
!iw .luek~nm1ll,~-
h::1:-:;(•d health p1::rn . 
Tlw ~ift . \~:lii\·h i..:. 
t>ljgihli· for H 
$1190.000 ;;tatr· 
matd1. \\'ill fu11il 
1 • 
lTSf' ;'·li'{'l'1 prnjH.'t, 
dP::iigned ln as:-,t>"')~ 
and impn;'ye hf'alth 
.-it"'l'\'it't"'~; [or Florid-
i,rn . .:. h\·inµ- 1:, ntrcil nn~i:l~i-
".Run-11 health 1:-; 01w of tht> 
11rillrit\· ;{rP;~-.: idPntifiPd in thP 
tm;-;sion of lhe F:-;1.J College of 
Medicine.;:· said Cnllegr: of 
Medici.t1t-. 1)1;an .I. Or it' 
Harris. ~1. !J_ "In acldit io11 to 
graduating a significant 
numher of physician:-; wlw 
will serve in rural areas. \Ve 
want to gPnerate solution:::; to 
many of tbe health issues thal 
are unique to rural communi-
ties. This center will help 
gllide that collegewidt> effort.·' 
Thf: Blue Cross and Blue 
ShielJ of Florida Cenler for 
Rural Health will a<ldres::; the 
special needs of the morP 
than 1 million Floridian:::; 
living in the state's ~:3 rural 
counlies. 19 of which are 
fe<lerally designated as 
medicallv underserved. 
Robert Brooks. l\tLD .. 
associalP dean for health 
affairs, ~aiJ tl1c> cenler will 
helµ Ll1e medical schuol 
a<'hieve its goal nf beC'oming a 
national lPackr in rural health 
policy and research. 
''\Vith thest' fond~ Wt' arf" 
able to launcl1 our rural 
health resean·h program 
immediately, while lii:i.ving a 
lm:-:;i:-; on which lo operate' fo r 
years to come." Brooks said. 
The center's first research 
project is an analysis of the 
information technology 
c.;apabilities of Florida's 29 
statutory rural hospitab. Over 
the next year, rescan.: hers will 
r:xamine tlw h0spitc1ls' uc:.0 of 
tools such as electronic 
medical records, computer-
ized prescribing systems and 
cornputer-bm;e<l infeclion 
tracking, all of which can 
----- - ---- . ---- - ----------- -·· -- -- . ---- --· -
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help reduce medical t'rror~ 
and improve patient safetv. 
Tlt::::-e,u't'her:::i from Lhc l ()llege ·;-, 
(>ntP.r on Patient Sc:.1fd , _ tht0 
FSU School of Informal toll 
Studit->f-- and the CentPr fn r 
Rural Health will collal>orale 
on the projrt'l. 
\v'ayne NeSmill1, pn~:::;i, le11l 
of the FloriJa Hospital 
A:::.~oc:iation. said Florida·:~ 
rura] hospitals provide 
critically needed servict>s and 
face special r.hallenges. 
'·Most rural hospitals 
operate on very limitf-'d 
margins, but still musl 
respond to clernall(b [nr lwttt~r 
technology and rontimto1.L'-ily 
improving systems nf', ·:-T· 
NeSrnith -;aid "Th:"' ·• , .. 
center will llffer h<,-,pi1 ._! i 
important tnt1!, F1,1· 
tl1i:~ t·hi1Jl1 ·1 t;.;: . 
~ ,.,. 
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Michael Cascone Jr. . 
chairman and CEO of Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, said the company is 
honored to work with the FSU 
College of Medicine to create 
the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida Center for 
Rural Health. 
"Our support is one way 
we fulfill our mission to 
advance the health and well-
being of Florida~s citizc>ns. 
especially the uninsurt:'cl 3:ml 
underserved;' Cascone said. 
·'We believe programs aimed 
at health-care awareness and 
training, research and polic~ 
initiatives and workforce 
preparation can make a 
positive difference in our 
communities. \\-'e look forwanl 
to our partnership with 
Florida State University.'' 




a problen1 for some 
Barbara Todd 
News Journal correspondent 
Some area cancer patients are fore-
going life-sustaining treatme.u~ be-
cause t,hey have tw wa3' to get to the 
treatment facilin: 
But two g1-..1up~ are ,vorking to rum 
that around. 
The American. Cancer Society has 
reported that unless patients are eligi-
ble for Medicaid. very few public re-
sources are m·ailable to co\'er thl'\fr 
medical tran.sport:iti.un ne1.~s. 
Medicare doe::; not cover non-€mer-
gency medical transportation. 
"The aging population in .Florida 
compounds che challenges that our 
patients face,"' said Cathi Carr, direc-
tor of patient S('rvicee at. the .-\mericnn 
Cancer Society1s Florida Divi~ion in 
Tampa. ""Th.ere are $0 many obstacles 
that a carn:er patient 1: JS to deal with. 
Finding transportation shouldn't be 
· one of them." 
The Academy ofSenior Profes~ionals 
in Penoacola agrees md is working 
with &he Institute of Senior Profed-
sionals in Fort Walton Beach to devel-
op a program to break down the 
barrier. 
Pensacola News Journal 
Pensacola, FL 




Get more information from Marh. 
. Pritchard, 800-444-1410, Ext. 227; 
Mardi McDaniel-Kfng, 474-3491 . 
The 30-member acad-
emy is a vohmteer com-
munity service organi-
zation that assists orga-
nizations in project de-
velopment . 
""We have members 
M D f I who have- expertise in 
' .C an e - many areas," said acad-
Kmg emy member .Jim Dye-
house, l!nin~rsity of West Florida re-
tiree) who heads up the task force for 
the ACS Lifeline 'l'ransport Program. 
""\Ve want to continue to apply our 
knowledge to the solution of prob-
lems." 
The program will coordinat-e the ser-
vices of treatment centers, hospitals, 
current transportation providers and 
those who can volunteer transporta-
tion services. It will serve patients 
who don't have other transportat.ion 
re.som-ces.. Carr said that the program 
will be in pbce by this fall. 
Mardi ~foDaniel-King, director of 
community/university pari'nerships at 
mvF, started the Academy of Senior 
Pn ;~ · ~sinnaJs. 
It was she who. suggest-ed that the 
academy be as l:_ed to take on the pro-
ject. 
"\Ye have such wonderful talent and 
C'xpertise in this group, and they· re so 
willing to ,;;o]unteer their time."' said 
McDruli.el-King•, who also volunteers 
for the Florida Division of the Ameri-
can Cancer Society. 
The five-county program - which 
includes Escambia, Santa Rosa, 
Okaloosa, Walton and Holmes - will 
be used as a model to expand to other 
counties in Florida and eventuallv to 
other counties in the United States. 
Linda Davidson, vice president of 
the Northwest Florida Division of the 
American Cancer Society, said that 
without Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
the program wouldn't have been possi: 
ble. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida- granted $1 million to the 
American Cancer Society in January 
to fund the development of the pro-
gram. 
:.we take our responsibility as a cor-
porate citizen of Florida very serious-
ly," said Bruce Middlebrooks, 
spokesman for Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida in Jacksonville. 
"\Ve're hoping that the Transport Pro-
gram will result in a seamless and ful-
ly coordinat-ed system that ?till assure 
that all cancer patients haYt: better ac-
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JSO looks for ways out of shallower hole Group 
has deficit of about $200,000 
Source: Flor!da Times Union . 
Publication date: 2003-06-28 ~ 
Arrival time: 2003-06-30 
The Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra is in the red -- but the 2002- 03 
season deficit will be about a quarter of the amount of the organization's 
shortfall from the year before. 
For the fiscal year that ends Monday, the orchestra will fall short by 
$200,000 to $250,000, officials announced at the Jacksonville Symphony 
Association's annual meeting Wednesday. The previous year, the books 
came up $911 ,000 short. 
The deficit dwindled in part because of cuts in the orchestra's operating 
budget, which was reduced from $7.5 million to $6.8 million by 
eliminating positions, reducing employee benefits and gaining financial 
concessions from musicians. 
The income side of the balance sheet was bolstered by an increase in 
donations, including $200,000 from Blue' Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
and $301 ,897 from individuals and bus1nes""s'es." -- -
Many of those contributions, however, were "non-reproducible, non-
recurring" gifts, said Steve Halverson, the symphony's chairman- elect. 
Donors might not be as willing or able to open their wallets again this 
year. 
To deal with projected shortfalls, members of the symphony board, staff 
members and musicians will conduct strategy sessions this weekend . 
'The business model here is half a million dollars short of where we need 
to be to be a viable organization ," said Pete Carpenter, chairman of the 
symphony board. "It's a very complex situation. We're going to look very 
long and very hard at all the things we can do that would make a 
difference." , 
Staff writer Timothy J. Gibbons can be reached at (904) 359-4103 or at 
tgibbons@ jacksonvil le .com. 
Publication date: 2003-06-28 
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Blue upport Florida nonprofit initi ti 
By_ DEBRA WOOD 
Hearing the words Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida (BCBSF), few medical profes-
sionals think philanthropic pursuits. But the 
Jacksonville-based health insurer provides 
millions of dollars in cash and in-kind support 
to the state's charitable organizations through 
its corporate-giving program and The Blue 
Foundation for a Healthy Florida. 
"It 's a wonderful initiative that an 
insurance company provides funds that 
are used in many cases for underserved 
and underprivileged recipients . And it 
does it in a way that promotes community 
outreach," said Luigi Meneghini, MD, direc-
tor of the Eleanor and Joseph Kosow Diag-
nostic and Treatment Center at t he 
University of Miami School of Medicine 's 
Diabetes Research Institute. 
The Blue Foundation partially funded a 
self-management program Meneghini devel-
'?ed to provide high-risk adolescents and 
ildren with the poorly controlled Type 1 
.Labetes the tools and skills to decrease 
their risk of complications. He has recruited 
20 teens from predominantly Hispanic and 
African-American communities and is track-
ing blood-glucose levels and quality of life. 
To determine outcomes, he is monitoring a 
control group that will receive the training 
at a later date. 
"Without the Blue Foundation grant 
money, we wouldn't have been able to even 
think of putting some-
thing like this togeth-
er," Meneghini added. 
The Blue Founda-
tion , established in 
200 1 with an initial 
investment of $ 5 mil-
lion, focuses its atten-
tion on improving 
the health and well-
Meneghini being of Florida 's 
uninsured and under-
insured. BCBSF has since added a $12 mil-
lion contribution. 
The foundation has awarded $2.2 mil-
lion in grants to recipients serving older 
adults and youth in rural and urban settings. 
~rants are aw arded tw ice annually and 
1ge from $10,000 to $100,000. 
"We deliberately make sure our grants 
GIVING BACK: Susan Towler, executive director of The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida (middle), presents 
an $87,580 check to Kathy Fritz, RN, and Eileen Navarro, MSN, ARNP, ofTeen Xpress, a mobile health-care pro-
gram that provides physical- and mental-health services to students on-site at high schools. 
are diverse, because Florida is such a diverse 
state," said Susan Towler, executive director 
of the Blue Foundation. "We want to be sure 
we are touching as many different groups as 
we can. We want to reward the tried and 
true successful programs and keep them 
going, while at the same time experimenting 
a little bit, trying to push the envelope and 
try something innovative in hopes that it 
will be successful and become a model for 
other programs." 
Grants to established programs include 
a three-year bequest of $87 ,580 to the 
Orlando Regional Healthcare Foundation to 
expand its Teen Xpress mobile health-care 
program, which provides physical- and men-
tal-health services to students on-site at area 
high schools. 
The grant money will add a nurse to 
the eight-member team. She will be based at 
two schools and identify students ' health-
care needs, provide case-management serv-
ices and help find insurance alternatives. 
"The nurse position has really helped 
us provide better quality care, more accu-
rately and quicker. It has really tightened up 
the level of care," said Eileen Navarro, MSN, 
ARNP, Teen Xpress supervisor, explaining as 
students start to know and trust her, they 
open up about health problems. 
Lee Memorial Health System, Fort 
Myers, received $40,000 to expand the hos-
pital's Parish Nurse Outreach Effort in two 
impoverished churches that could not afford 
to hire a nurse. One is in a migrant commu-
nity. Eighteen of Lee Memorial's 20 parish 
nurses work for churches in either paid or 
volunteer positions. 
"Without the partnership of the Blue 
Foundation, we couldn't have hired these 
nurses," said Rita Horvath, manager of the 
program. "We are happy and appreciative 
that they accepted our request for grant 
money, so we can help these people." 
Three North Florida medical societies 
have received grants. The Northeast Florida 
Pediatric Society, Jacksonville, was able to 
add a program coordinator for its Health 
Child Care Jacksonville program with a 
$72,077 three-year grant. The initiative links 
45 volunteer pediatricians with child-care 
centers requesting consultations about 
health and safety issues. The American Acade-
my of Pediatrics provided the planning 
funds, and the 2002 Blue Foundation grant 
allowed for the implementation. 
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lu upport Florida nonprofit initiati 
The Florida Academy of Family Physi-
ians Foundation, Jacksonville , received 
'.4,000 over four years to cover 75 percent 
vf two .family-practice residents' tuition loan 
interest while they are in training and dur-
ing their first four years of practice. In 
return, the residents will serve five years in a 
rural or high-need urban area. 
I! rFLORYbA ~x=~,~-~ 
"It helps the Blue Foundation and us 
address a mutual goal, which is enhancing 
workforce preparation within the state. And 
it will, hopefully, in the long term help us 
leverage better health outcomes for disad-
vantaged citizens," said Stuart Wegener, direc-
tor of development for the foundation. 
elp with prescriptions 
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Patients treated by 315 Tallahassee special-
ists volunteering to care for low-income, 
uninsured individuals will receive prescrip-
tion medications as a result of a Blue Foun-
dation grant to the We Care Net-
work of the Capital Medical Society Founda-
tion, Tallahassee. 
Michael Cascone, Jr., chairman of the board and CEO, BCBSF, and Robert Lufrano, MD, president and COO (far 
left), present a check to University of Flortda President Charles E. Young (second from rtght) and Robert Frank, 
Ph.D., dean, College of Health Professions (holding check) while fellow BCBSF directors look on : 
The network attempts to obtain sam-
ples or supply drugs through safety-net clin-
ics, but when medications are not available, 
it will pay for the prescription with money 
raised through donations to its patients 
assistance program. 
"We only asked for $5,000 for one year, 
id they awarded us $10,000 over two 
have received funds. 
Turning Point merges medical, legal and 
private resources to create a sentencing 
alternative designed to prevent injuries from 
violent crimes. The grant will enable the 
multi-agency project to double its client 
capacity to 100. 
"The way the Blue Foundation has 
gone about this has been very thought-
ful," the family physicians foundation 's 
Patients treated by 315 Tallahassee specialists 
voluntee ring to care for low-income, uninsured 
individuals will receive prescription medications 
as a result of a Blue Foundation grant to the We 
Care Network of the Capital Medica l Society 
Foundation, Tallahassee. 
years," said Robin McDougall, care coordina-
tor. "We would normally spend $200 to $300 
per month on medications. Now we can 
spend about $500 per month." 
Other recipients range from Alz-
heimer's Community Care Inc., West Palm 
Beach, for a family consultant program in 
the Hispanic community to Nemours, Pen-
sacola, for telemedicine units. 
Clinics for the uninsured and health-
educational programs designed for at-risk 
populations dominate the giving. But unusu-
al programs, such as the University of Flori-
,. Department of Surgery Trauma/Critical 
ire's Turning Point: Rethinking Violence, 
Wegener said. "They've done a good job 
of trying to develop a new grant-making 
program to meet very targeted health-
care needs in this state." 
Criteria includes education 
In addition to the Blue Foundation, BCBSF's 
Community Relations and Charitable Giving 
Programs backs organizations and projects 
with a health education and research or a 
youth or community development focus. 
"We try to support programs that are 
targeted for the uninsured and underserved," 
said Susan Wildes, senior community rela-
tions consultant. "On a bigger scale, we're try-
ing to reduce the cost of health care by 
being healthier through research and in iden-
tifying health issues. My responsibilities are 
for social impact and business relationships." 
Corporate giving takes place year 
round. Wildes considers the audience 
served, what difference the money will 
make, if employees volunteer for the organi-
zation, the organization's track record and 
other aspects of the request. BCBSF, for 
example, may buy tickets to an American 
Heart Association gala, using it as an oppor-
tunity to entertain clients and schmooze 
with physicians in attendance. 
The University of Florida College of 
Health Professions received a $1.2 million 
gift from BCBSF to create a professorship in 
health-care policy. The company has funded 
programs to help alleviate the nursing 
shortage and allow the American Cancer 
Society Florida Division to build a cancer 
patient-transportation network. It will start 
in North Florida, since fewer patient trans-
portation options exist in the_ Panhandle. 
The society expects the service will be 
operational this fall. 
"This is a dream we've had and studied 
that we can now realize, because we received 
more than a $1 million from Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield to make this happen," said Lll Lash, 
chief mission officer. "We know some patients 
suspend treatment because they cannot get to 
and from treatment, and that impedes their 
health and their ability to get well." 
The Blue Foundation and corporate giv-
ing work together and sometimes fund dif-
ferent projects for the same organization. 
Neither requires that recipients have a busi-
ness relationship with the company. ♦ 
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